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Introduction 
As part of the Tennessee Department of Trausportation's Toll System Feasibility Study, W~lbur Smith 
Associates reviewed toll agencies around the United States to evaluate existing and potential 
administrative structures for implementing and managing a toll system within the State of Tennessee. The 
purpose of this task is to determine best practices, organizational mgements,  and lessons learned from 
those with experience in planning and operating toll facilities. This report contains the information 
collected duhg  the Peer Review and provides an overview of concepts to assist T W T  as it addresses the 
potential of introducing toll facilities. This report, however, is not a comprehensive analysis of the 
necessary decisions required to formulate statuterr and policies for the creation of a toll agency. 

Peer Review Agencies 
The peer review began with the development of a list of candidate toll agencies for TDOT's 
consideration. This list, refemd to as the Peer Agency Candidate Matrix, was comprised of 12 toll 
agencies in 10 states and identified established versus new, state versus lodregional, and by authority to 
enter public-private partnerships. An example of a toll facility at each agency was provided as was the 
length and age of the facility. The Peer Agency Candidate Matrix is included as Appendix A. 

Through consultation with Wilbur Smith Associates, TDOT selected the agencies for WSA to examine 
for the full peer review process. Parametem for selection included the number of years the agency has 
operated facities and the number of toll facities in opemion. Consideration was given to the similarity 
of the demographics of the state in which the toll agency is located as compared to the demographics of 
the state of Tennessee. Additional &tors included the agency's use of public-private partnersws, or 3Ps, 
as well as other hamportation financing structures supported by tolling. The five agencies TDOT selected 
are listed below with brief descriptions. 

FlorMP Turnpike Enterprise. FIE was established as the Florida State Tumpike Authority by the State 
Legislature in 1953. The primary purpose of the Authority was to combct the Sunshine State Parkway 
using bonds. Since then, the Turnpike mainline has grown to more than 400 miles with the Turnpike 
Enterprise operating another approximately 200 miles of d w a y  and additional facilities on behalf of 
other FDOT districts and local agencies. 

Georgia State Road md Tollway Authority. SRTA, as it is currently known, was origiaally created by 
an act of the Georgia General Assembly in 1953 as a division within the Georgia Department of 
Transportation. It did not begin operating until changes were made to the law in 1972. Shortly after, 
planning and design began on the widening of the F.J. T o m  Causeway on the Georgia coast, making the 
once toll-free passage a tolled causeway. In 2001, when additional changes were made to the law, 
including the authorization to issue GARVEE bonds, SRTA became its own agency separate from the 
Georgia DOT. SRTA is presently the only state agency allowed by law to operate toll facilities. 

Mnrylsnd Transportation Authority. MdTA is an independent state authority that began its operations 
in 1971 and currently manages 49 linear miles on four toU bridges and two toll tunnels. In addition to 
creating and maintaining toll facilities, MdTA provides conduit fhaucing for revenue-producing 
hamportation projects like parking garages and a new rental car facility at BaltimodWashington 
International Thurgood Marshall Airport, as well as other aviation, transit, and port projects. MdTA is 
nearing the opening of the Inter County Connector (ICC) in the northern suburbs of Washington, D.C. 
and is examining 10 miles of managed lanes on 1-95. 



North Carolina Turnpike Authority. NCTA is one of the new toll agencies TDOT selected. It was 
created bv an act of the General Assemblv in 2002 and bemu select in^ mtential toll facilities in 2004. 
Prelimin& feasibility W e s  began on f& possible toll b jec t s  in 2&. While NCTA is located within 
the North Carolina Department of Transportation for administrative purposes, it has the authority to 
exercise all of its pow& independently of NCDOT. 

Texas Turnpike Authority. TTA is a division of the Texas Department of Transportation. l T A  operates 
within the auspices of TxWT and under the approval of the Texas Tmsporhtion Commission except as 
prescribed otderwise by state statute and rules.-According to TTA's web&, its mission is to "improie 
mobility and safety through the development and operation of safe, reliable, and cost-efficient system of 
toll roads using alternative financing and delivery methods to accelerate projects." TTA is not yet 
responsible for the operation of any toll facilities but is working in conjunction with regional tollway and 
mobilitv authorities toward the develooment and fhmc in~  of several toll roads around the state. 
~dditidnall~, TTA is leading the p&g and developm&t of the Trans-Texas Conidor projects under 
public-private pa&~eships, known as comprehensive development agreements (CDAs) in Texas. 

Table 1. Peer Review Agendes 
Tdl 

Agency Organizational FadWes 3P Authority 

North Caro1'm Tumpike Authority h-t Yes Authority 

Georgia Stnte Road and Tollway rodependent Yes Authority Authority 

Plorida's Turnpike Enterprise Diiion of FDOT Yes 

Division of Texas Turnpike Authority Yes TXDOT 

llldependent Maryland TmporIation Authority Authority 

Review Methodology 
On behalf of TDOT, WSA contacted representatives of the selected toll agencies to request their 
particiption in the peer review. AU five agreed to participate in a conference call meeting to discuss 
topics related to the agency's authorizing legislation, organizational structure, operational matters, h c e
tools, and general lessons learned in operating toll facilities. 

Prior to the conference call meeting, attendees received conversation guides and questionmires to 
facilitate a prehinary understanding of each party's level of knowledge upon entering the discussion. 
The guides included a siguificant amount of information obtained from readily available resources, which 
allowed the conference calls to involve discussions of intangible topics that could not be researched 
otherwise, such as executives' perspectives on the nuances of managing a toll agency. 

Conference calls were held between September 22 and October 18,2006, each one lasting approximately 
one hour and 15 minutes. Participants always included Teresa Estes of TDOT Long Range Planning and 

 



Jannine Miller of WSA, along with the respective agency's representative. Other WSA staffparticipated 
as needed. The Conversation Guides and Notes from these calls are included as Appendix B. 

Enabling Statutes 
Some state statutes provide peer review agencies with the authority to operate toll facilities. Common 
elements of these statutes generally enable the tolling of roads, bridges, luunels, and other transportation 
facilities, and may address specific policy and operational details. Tolling authority is either granted to a 
state Deparbmnt of Transportation or to a separately-formed toll agency; an indication of the level of 
government that may institute a toll agency is usually specified. Such specification can include one, or a 
combination, of the state Department of Transportation, the state toll authority separate from the 
Department of Transportation, local govenunent, or a regional public entity. 

Statutes creating a state toll agency other than one controlled by the state Department of Transportation 
typically stipulate characteristics of the governing body of the toll agency. Such provisions include the 
number of members, method for appointing andfor electing members to posts, and the length and number 
of terms the members will serve. 

If the authorization of local and regional toll agencies is instituted such as in Texas, the statutes include 
provisions under which local or regional entities are formed and the resulting interface with the 
Department of Transportation. Often statutes that create tolling agencies allow for more flexible 
construction practices such as the use of desigWbuild contracting. This is true in North Carolina and 
Maryland. 

Tolling statutes generally provide for toll evasion enforcement. Such provisions can include the leveling 
and collection of fines, plus the ability for the tolling entity to work with other state agencies to withhold 
driver license renewals and vehicle registrations until outstanding tolls and fines am paid. T d c  
enforcement measures may also be stipulated in law. Such provisions may address law enforcement 
agencies that are authorized to issue citations to drivexs evading the toll or may enable the tolling agency 
to outsource enforcement. 

In addition to the basic elements, statutory language may address pertinent policy, operations, and 
financial objectives, including: the ability of the toll agency to toll existing facilities; mandatory public 
involvement in the plaMing and designing phases of toll facility development; and a requirement that the 
determination of facilities to toll results only from the statewide transportation planning process. Policy 
goals and performance measures may also be mentioned in statute including congestion management, air 
quality conformity, mnomic development, demanddriven infiwtructm investment, and toll revenues as 
a supplement to tax revenues. 

Various provisions related to toll revenues and financing can also be Written into state laws. For instance, 
some states address whether toll collections can continue upon the retirement of toll-backed bonds. These 
laws may explicitly require tolls to be removed after bonds me repaid, such as in North Carolina, or they 
may explicitly allow, at the discretion of the DOT or facility operating agency, the continuation of toll 
collections after bond indebtedness is discharged, such as in Flaida. This continuation allowance 
provides a clear advantage for the on-going maintenance, improvement, and extension of the toll facity 
itself plus the possible subsidy of correqonding transportation facilities in the comdor such as arterials, 
feeder roads, and transit. 



In some states, such as Georgia, the law excludes the use of toll revenues on expenses other than the 
opedon, maintenance, and impmvement of the facility covered by bond indentures, i.e. transit capital or 
operations and impmvement of adjacent facilities. States should consider a provision to release the state 
of obligation to Local toll mad indebtedness, similar to the way Texas law is written. F i y ,  the ability of 
the DOT or toll agency to issue project-specific, revenuesecured bonds is sometimes specified in law. 

Attached as Appendix C is a paper providing additional discussion on the specifics of the enabling 
statutes for each of the five agencies. 

O r g ~ t i o n  
Orgaukational issues that must be addressed when creating a toll agency include a relationship with the 
DOT, governance, and employees. This report found common ground and variances among the 
o@tional structures of the five peer review agencies. The three organhtiional topics are discussed 
below. 

Reladomhip  wid^ DOT 
State toll agencies can be included within the orgmkdonal h e w o r k  of the state D e m e n t  of 
Tmqmhtion or can be aeated as a separate authority with minimal legal ties to the DOT. Among the 
peer review agencies, three are independent toll authorities and two are divisions within state DOTS. 

Peer revim agencies operating as divisions of a DOT enjoy the advantages of: more direct access to 
iinancial support from the DOT, toll facility planning integrated within statewide planaing, and 
construction letting and oversight by the DOT. However, these advantages can be m g e d  between a 
DOT and an independent toll agency as is the case with the MdTA, NCTA, and SRTA. Additionally, 
NCTA and SRTA report that their independent status enables expedited progress toward orgaukational 
goals and project delivery because they are not bound by state DOT policies and procedures, especially 
related to procurement and stafbg. 

Fiorida Turnpike Enterprise. PTE is a semi-independent enterprise that is also a of the Florida 
Department of Transportati011 It is governed by more flexible regulations and operates within the 
jurisdiction of several FDOT districts. FTE is a hybrid organiation that relies on FDOT for wushuction 
yet is not bound by FDOT rules for other procurement and administrative functions. PTE is authokd to 
issue its own bonds backed by its toll facilities even though it is a division of FDOT. Of primary 
importance is the w e  with FDOT that remains for project delivery. 

Georgia State Road and Tollway Authority. SRTA was previously attached to the Georgia Department 
of TransDartation for administrative m o s e s ,  and even thouah it exercised nearly all of its Dowers 
inde&ently of the DOT, state la& &ll re&& SRTA to-&inkbz human r&ource and procurement 
matters through GDOT. Legislation e W  by the General Assembly in 2006 now situates SRTA as a 
fully independent agency with the authority to hire staff outside of the constraints of GDOT's 
orsmnhtional and com~ensation structure. SRTA's offices are not located in the same buildina as 
~ 6 0 ~ .  Technically, SRTA and GDOT have delineated responsibility for haqmtation and 
financiug via a memorandum of agreement. This affects daily duties with staff and management at all 
levels of corresponding and meeting as project development progresses. SRTA recommends this 
arrangement if Tennessee's toll agency is an authority sepmte from TDOT. 



Maryland Transportation Authority. MdTA is an independent state agency that acts on behalf of, but 
is separate hm, the Maryland Department of Transportation. MdTA's offices are not located in the same 
building as Maryland DOT. The Maryland DOT commissioner serves on MdTA's board and the staff of 
both agencies intemcts regularly with regard to specific projects. 

North Carolina Turnpike Authority. NCTA is administratively located within the North Carolina 
Dep-ent of Transportation for administra!ive purposes but exercises all of its powers independently of 
NCDOT except in certain small instances as otherwise specified by state law. In essence, it operates 
totally independent of NCDOT. Organizationally, ththere is a "dotted line'' mIiation with N O T  because 
it receives an appropriation hmNCDOT yet is otherwise autonomous, including its exemption h m  
state employment classificatim and procedures. NCTA's offices are not located in the same building as 
NCDOT. 

Texas Tlunpike Authority. The Texas Turnpike Authority is administratively located within the Texas 
Depment  of Transportation and exercises most of its powers with the approval of the Texas 
Tmqortation Commission, except as otherwise specified by state law. TTA is a fully functioning 
division of TxDOT that interacts regularly with other divisions and the Texas Transportation 
Commission. The disadvantages of this armngement are the required adherence to the DOT'S rules, 
policies, and procedures, which can inhibit optimal and efficient toll project development. TTA's offices 
are located in the same building as TxDOT. 

Govming Board 
Toll agencies that are divisions of state DOTS are typically governed by the DOT board or commission. 
Independent authorities are governed by an independent board or commission that is set up in statutes. 
The following describes the governing boards of the three independent peer agencies. 

The governing members of SRTA are ex officio the Governor, the Commissioner of the Georgia DOT, 
the k t o r  of the Governor's Office of Planning and Budget, one member to be appointed by the 
Lieutenant Governor and to serve during the of offictof the Lieutenant GOV- and &I a 
successor is duly appointed and qualified, and one member to be appointed by the Speaker of the House 
of Representatives and to serve during the term of office of the Speaker of the House of Representatives 
and until a successor is duly appointed and qualified; and membership shall be a separate and distinct 
duty for which they shall receive no additional compensation. The authority elects one of its members as 
chairman. It also elects its Becretary and a treasurer, who need not necessarily be members of the authority 
Board. The authority may make such bylaws for its government as is deemed necessary but it is uuder no 
duty to do so. Currently none of SRTA's board members are locally elected officials. 

While SRTA advises that many of its projects require the participation of local governments and local 
community leaders, it shares NCTA's contlict-of-interest concern if locally elected officials were to be 
olaced on the board of a toll aaenw. Also, SRTA advises that the size of its board is efficient for 
-&naging a toll agency. The SRTA Board meets on an ad hoc basis to review and approve management's 
major decisions such as anuual budgets, strategic plans, RFPs over $250,000 and bond issuances. 
However, because the agency is close with the governor's office, SRTA's executive director is in regular 
contact with the govemor and his staff to discuss policy and planning topics as they arise. 

Members of MdTA include the C h a i  who is the Secretary of Maryland Department of 
Transportation. In addition to the Chairman, the Authority consists of six members appointed by the 
Governor with the advice and consent of the Senate. Each appointed member serves for a tenn of three 



years and until his successor appointed and qualifies. The terms of one third of the appointed members 
expire each year. A member appointed to fill a vacancy in an unexpired term serves only for the 
remainder of that term. A member of the Authority is entitled to the compensation provided in the State 
budget; and reimbursement for expenses, in accordance with the Standard State Travel Regulations of the 
Department of Budget and Management. 

MdTA Board holds monthly meetings that are generally open to the public except for an optional closed- 
door executive session. Its current membership stems from the geographic regions around its toll 
facilities. including the Eastern Shore. southern ~arvland. the %&re-me-kolitan reeion. and 
~ o n t ~ o k e r ~  ~ ~ t y  (future site of the planned ~ n t ~ - ~ o & t y  Connector). M ~ T A  reco&en& a Board 
with its size and structrae made up of community leaders and citizens. Prior to January 2006, no selection 
criteria were in place for the appointment of M ~ % A  board me&. However, recent changes to the law 
require that members have engineering, planning, andlor finance expertise. 

NCTA is governed by a nine-member Authority Board consisting of two members appointed by the 
General Assembly upon the recommendation of the President Ro  Tempore of the Senate, two members 
appointed by the General Assembly upon the recommendation of the Speaker of the House of 
Representatives, four members appointed by the Governor, and the Secretary of Transportation. Each 
appointing authority is required to appoint members who reside in diverse regions of the State. The Chair 
of the Authority is selected by the Authority Board. No more than two members of the North Carolina 
Board of Tmqmtalion may serve as members of the Authority Board. The Secretaty of Transpoaation 
serves as an ex officio voting member of the Board. To execute the powers provided in its authorizing 
statutes, NCTA determines its own policies by majority vote of the members of the Authority Board 
present and voting if a quorum is established. 

NCTA is required by law to consult with and report to the Joint Legislative Transportation Oversight 
Committee and the Joint Legislative Commission on Governmental ODemtions prim to the studv, 
olannina develo~ment or &im of anv tumnike miect. None of N&A's members are l d i e l e c t e d  
bfficialcand a&rdiugiy, NNCT qn& thathat'sucdisiike~~ the m e  because of potential &its of 
interest. Altetnatively, NCTA recommends the ability to have community leaders appointed - -  to a toll 
agency's board 

The NCTA Board meets mughly once per month yet certain months are skipped because of scheduling 
constraints with the IBlTA Annual Meeting and other pertinent events. According - to NCTA, immense 
resources are required for the preparation fir board meetings. 

st@& 
An issue with the creation of any new public agency - - is how to staff the agency. While each of the Deer 
review agencies have executive-and administrative support staff, each a& reies upon outside en&eering 
h s ,  legal counsel, and other experts. 

The executive k t o r  of FTE appoints stafE Among the staff is a chief Gnancial officer, who must be a 
m e n .  effective administrator with demonstrated &ence in financial mamzement of a lame bonded 
Eapital.program and must hold an active license to public accounting '~lorida The h;npike 
enterprise staffmust also include the Office of Toll Operations. Management staffwas capped at a level 
of 100 employees with other legislative changes that were enacted in 1988. Other recent situtow chams 
added 380e&loyees to the Fl% roster, yet these employees are dedicated to toll plaza and s-ce 
operations. 

is 



FTE staff is composed of FDOT employees and employees of various consulting firms. FDOT 
employees comprise appmximately 10% of the Turnpike E n t e w s  4,600 staffwith consultants making 
up the remaining 90% of the staff, some of which are empowered to make management decisions. The 
consultants and their subcontractors am selected to perfom specific functions for the Turnpike Entaprise. 
The primary functions performed by consultant teams am: operations, maintenance, general engiueerhg, 
planning and finance, communications and marketing tolls, and concessions. In addition to these areas 
the Turnpike Enterprise also has Tmop K of the Florida Highway Patrol dedicated to law enforcement on 
the Turnpike System. 

The SRTA Board appoints its officers, who need not be members of the Authority Board, as the authority 
deems advisable and employs such experts, employees, and agents as may be necessary to cany on 
~ m m l y  - the business of the authority. The SRTA Board also has the authority to tix compensation and to 
promote and discharge employees. here  is no requhmeut for SRTA to rep& the w g o f  
adminishative employees to the General Assembly or Governor's office. SRTA has 52 state employees 
on staff including an "executive tam," which consists of the CEO (executive director), COO (deputy 
executive director), shared services director (oversees I-J& lT, and accounting), communications director, 
strateeic director. and a treasurer. This is the result of a recent oreanizational restructure that occurred in 
July Too6 and & r e  accurately captures the daily functions of S ~ T A  management. SRTA also employs 
two year-round maduate (or senior college level) interns to assist the mauagement team. SRTA believes 
that subject-ma&r exp& in the toll industry are key to successful toll facility and toll agency operations. 
SRTA outsources toll collections to a contractor that employs 35 to 40 toll collectors. 

MdTA is granted the authority to employ and fix the compensation of 
accountants. constmction and hamial exoerts. suuerintendents, matxuzers, - 

attorneys, consulting engineers, 
- and any other agents and 

employees &at it considers necesmy to eierciie & powers andperform its duties.-The c6ensation 
established by MdTA for executive management positions must be consistent with the compensation of 
comparable positions in the Matyland ~ e k e n t  of Transportation The compensation established by - 
M ~ T A  mug be reported to the General b e m b l y  each as part of M ~ T ~ S  presentation of its 
budget; and therefore MdTA is entitled to the staffprovided in the State budget. The expense of 
employing these persons may be paid only from revenues or from the proceeds of revenue bonds issued 
by MdTA. Currently, MdTA employees 1,600 staff for toll collections, fkdities mahtewmcc, 
administrative functions, and management. Its police staff is 600 and the E-ZPass group has three staff. 

The NCFA Board appoints the executive director, whose salary is set by the Authority. The executive 
director is reswnsible for the daily administration of the toll roads and bridges constncted, maintained, 
or onerated b; NCTA. The executive director or his desienee m i n t s .  . . . .  dismiss& and. withi 
the iimits ap&ved by the Authority Board, sets the of a h s t r a t i v e  employees as jhe &ecutive 
director deems necessary. NCTA may use officers, employees, agents, and facilities of NCDOT upon the 
terms as may be mudy agreeable. brlso, NCTA mGcoitract for the services of consulting eng&eem, 
architects, attorneys, real estate counselors, appraisers, and other consultants. Employment of 
administrative staff is left to the judgment of the Authority. The Authority is required to report the hiring 
of all administrative employees to the General Assembly's Joint Legislative Transportation Oversight 
Committee within 30 days of the date of employment. NCTA has 11 employees. NCTA reported 
spending more than one year -hing for an operations manager because of the fierce competition for 
professional staff with toll experience. Accordingly, NCFA recommends that TDOT set up its toll agency 
to allow autonomy in hiring and setting salaries in order to ensure competitiveness for quality staff and 
management. 



TTA has 27 customer service center employees, three contract administrators plus the executive director 
(who is an engineer) and deputy director. 

Appendix D includes organizational chats for PTE, SRTA, and TTA. 

Project Development 
A few of the peer agencies did offer their experiences with regards to the timelime of project development. 
The ICC, in which MdTA is in final stages of development, was hrst studied decades ago. The Texas 
Turnpike Authority suggested a 10-year window from project conceptualimtion to open-to-trafKc. 

In North Carolina, turnpike authorizing legislation was passed in 2002, the board was appointed in 2004, 
the exemtive director took office in 2005, the first project feasibility studies ensued the same year, and 
the first Level 3 comprehensive study will be complete in mid-2007. Financing will need to be obtained 
before co115lmction can begin on the project. 

Neither SRTA nor PTE could confidently offer advice about the amount of time consumed in planning, 
developing, and delivering a toll project. This is likely the case because roadway and bridge projects can 
be in various stages of development when they are identified as potential toll projects. The faaher along 
in the planning and development phases, the more ayickly it may progress to finance and consbuction. 
However, even such advanced projects can encounter delays resulting from environmental review, public 
opposition, or procedural set-backs in state and regional planning. 

lhnspotation PIanning 
Other than federal mandates for regional transportation planning, the laws that created many of the peer 
agencies do not prescrii a specific interaction with MPOs. MdTA r e p  that its involvement with 
MPOs is minimal because federal funds are not used for MdTA projects. However, MdTA projects must 
be included in TIPdSTIPs if they are deemed regionally sigdicant or if the project is located in an air 
quality non-aUainment area. 

NCTA enters into memorandums of understanding with MWs as it relam to regional planning. NCTA's 
approach to MPOs can be characterized as delicate upon experience that the North Carolina General 
Assembly nearly enacted forced and required involvement of local transporIation agencies. The 
legislation did not pass but caused the NCTA Board to govern itself through the implementation of 
several reauirements that create more formal relationshi~s with MPOs. Local endorsement of the 
proposed &ike projects is required as is the allow& for public comment and review of feasibility 
study d t s .  NCTA also enters into memorandums of understanding with MPOs to provide assurance 
that k l l  booths are removed when bonds are paid off, revenue 6um projects stay within the region they 
are generated, and that NCDOT engineaing and safety standards are kept in the design and conshuction 
of turnpikes. 

In Texas, toll facility planning and management occurs via a statewide interoperability agreement that 
sti~ulates . ~- r - - ~ ~ ~ - -  the ~-~~ mles ~~-~~ of 

~ 
various 

~ 
transwrtation aeencies - including ., TTA. RTAs. local eovemments. and 

private entities. If a TTA toll is located in an air quality non&ahmAt or &atenance &ion, it 
must be included in an MPO's TIPIRTP. l T A  therefore interacts with MPOs on an as-needed basis yet is 
everconscious of the need for local governments to be involved and in control of projects in their re&oa 



Except in metropolitan areas with air quality aTTAiient requirements, MPO involvement is not 
mandated but FlB involves itself in the local planning process. SRTA interacts regularly with the 
Atlanta region MPO, as well as other h4POs around the state on an ad hoc basis. 

Public Itlwhwnent 
Georgia's State Road and Tollway Authority and Texas Turnpike Authority are the only two of the five 
peer review agencies whose s t a m  require public involvement activities as part of the toll pmject 
development process. TTA is required to hold a public hearing for 'M'A turnpike projects but only if 
existing "free" lanes are c o n v d  to tolls. Also, before designating a mute for a segment of the Trans- 
Texas Corridor, TTA must hold at least one public hearing in each county through which the segment 
may pass. SRTA reports that public hearings are held to educate the constituency and obtain buy-in as the 
need for policy decisions arise. 

Even though the other peer agencies' statutes do not expressly dictate public involvement (PI) 
u n d m g s ,  they do engage the public in various forms. This typically takes the form of public relations 
and public education, which is described in this report under Toll Agency Communications. Because 
Maryland is a design leader in context-sensitive transportation solutions, MdTA engages in PI frequently. 
The board's monthly meetings are open to the public. MdTA is teaming with the State Highway 
Admmstmtion . . (SHA) of the Maryland DOT to administer PI for the ICC, which is being constructed by 
the SHA. 

EnvironJnental RNinv 
Most existing toll facilities did not use federal funds to support their construction, and are therefore not 
subject to the federal NEPA process. Many toll facilities currently under development include federal 
funding in the form of GARVEE bonds or TIFIA loans in the 5nancial plan, which makes them subject to 
NEPA requirements. Even without federal h d h g ,  toll mads are subject to applicable state 
envimnmental requirements. 

NCTA follows the NEPA process as it is likely that some federal funds will be used. Environmental 
review is reauired by Texas law for the Trans-Texas Conidor and the process is underway for TTC-35. 
State stab& re@; SRTA to &go the NEPA process before pm~ects are constructed. 

State law requires FDOT/FFE to follow the state environmental process even if no federal funds are used. 
According to FTE, Florida's state environmental review is a full oversight pmms but the federal NEPA 
process can add three yem to the planning and engineering phase of project development. 

In Maryland, state law does not require environmental review but because the ICC will use federal funds 
in the 6nance package, federal NEF'A standards were followed. 

Toll O&diom 
Once a toll facility is completed the single most important mpnsibility of a toll agency is to ensure that 
tolls are collected in sufficient levels to fund debt service, operations and maintenance, and a reserve for 
capital replacements such as repaving. There are generally three forms of toll collection currently used in 
the United States: cash through a manned toll both, unmanned automatic coin machines, and electronic 
toll collections through the use of a transponder. Vidw tolling, where a piclure is i s e n  of a license plate, 



ENGINEERS m- ECONOM1STs wntms 
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is widely used in Australia and on the ETR 407 in Toronto, and to a lesser degree in Europe and Mia, but 
only now is b e i i  introduced in this country. 

Tolls on the FTE system are collected by three methods: electronic toll collections, manual toll 
collection. and unmanued toll collection at ramas. FTE raise.d tolls for cash transactions while 
main& the same toll rate for electronic &om in 2004. Typically electronic hausactions cost 25 
cents less than cash transactions. Fl'E has mgements  with Publix grocery stores and CVS pharmacies 
to sell their imqmnders, known as SunPass. Pl% has also marketedareslmp& though bid&, TV, 
and radio advertisements. 

SunPass may now be used at the Orlando Airport to pay for parking. This development was initiated by 
the Orlando-Omge County Toll Authority, which approached FIE about methods to improve SunPass 
penetration into the market. Similar arrangements will he available at aiqwrts in Tampa, Fort Lauderdale, 
and Miami. The purpose of implementing such intemperability is less for improving revenues but more 
for addii value for the customer and increasing the utilization of Sunpass. 

SRTA collects tolls on the GA 400 toll plaza using both ETC and cash collections. Seven cash collection 
lanes are operational in each direction, with some of the lanes accepting exact change through an 
automatic collection machine while the other cash lanes have manned toll booths. Currently, SRTA does 
not have any diswunt in place for those customers payins by ETC. The design of the collection lanes at 
the GA 400 toll plaza essentially creates an open-road-tolling configuration for ETC users and this 
provides an incentive for drivers to avoid the cash lanes. ETC penetration is 42% in the peak periods and 
39% in the off-peak periods. The cost per transaction for ETC and cash is 6 cents and 27 cents, 
respectively. 

Tolls at each of MdTA's seven facilities are collected by both cash and ETC. Currently MdTA provides 
a commuter discount for those customers - -  vavinn - -  bv ETC WdTA is a member of the E-ZPass network in 
the northeast) on all of its facilities. E-Dass can be obtained online or at customer senrice centers. At 
aged faciliti* not designed for mC, having both cash and electronic collections has proven to be cost 
ineffective. Bond ttust agreements do not allow E-ZPass to be used on non-MdTA facilities in Maryland. 
Three staffmembers arearededicated to the administration of the E-=ass program. 

NCTA is not operating any turnpikes in the state. In anticipation of opening toll roads, NCTA is 
beginning - to deliberate on its opemtional needs and the resultant Mlities. As part of this exercise, NCXA 
will examine cash and ETC. N ~ T A  advised that because technology advancis0 rapidly and is 
essentially a moving target, it should not be considend in eamcst until fiaal planning stages are 
underway. 

The Texas Tmmimrtation Commission wants to imolement ETC and eliminate cash as oavment on the 
Trans Texas ~or;idor and Central Texas Turnpike &stem projects. However, the finan%l community 
has some concern about the impact an all ETC system will have on revenues. Therefore, cash toll 
collections will be included in T?c projects. ~o&er, since 'ITA is developing - - its toll roads through 
3Ps, and most of the projects awarded 6 date have been to overseas developers with greater famil&@ 
with ETC and open road tolling, it is anticipated that there will be a push to eliminate cash collections on 
future projects. 



Eledronic Toll CoIIcdion 
ETC, or Open Road Tolling, enables drivers to use toll facilities without stopping or slowing down for 
toll booths. No cash is accepted as payment; vehicles maintain h e  flow speeds when passing under 
electronic gantries. The gantries are equipped with readers that read transponders located either on the 
inmde or outside of a vehicle. Once read, the accomt comsponding to that transponder is charged the 
applicable toll. Generally, the account is opened with a minimum amount and the account is automatically 
replenished from a credit card when the account is drawn down to a certain level. While each toll agency 
operates differently, it is common to charge a minimal monthly administration fee, often depending on 
account balance and usage. Agencies also choose differently as to charging customers for a bansponder, 
requiring only a deposit, or supplying the tmmponder without charge. 

As implemented in Australia and Canada, drivers do not need to have a transponder. Instead, video 
cameras take a piclute of the vehicle's license plate and the toll is charged to the appropriate account. 
Fl'E, in conjunction with the Tampa Hillsborough Expressway Authority, is pqmhg a demonstration 
project to test video tolling on the THCEA's Crosstown Expressway. 

Obvious advantapes to such confirmration are less cogthr toll collections because manned booths are not 
required. T ~ C  congestion a10un7 toll booths is elim&ed, improving customer service and alleviating 
the air d i t y  concern of "hot spots." Divaatages include a lower number of potential customers, 
especially &a toll facility's r&up years as market of ETC transpinders increases. Also, 
there is a potential loss of revenues as out-of-town visitors are d i l y  to purchase transponders and 
violation rates can be higher. 

MdTA chartered an in-depth study of existing ORT facilities and found that the ability to collect tolls 
without booths is cost efficient and improves the ease of collections. The design of the lanes at the GA 
400 toll plaza, which are situated adjacent to the cash collection lanes, is similar to an open-road-tolling 
configuration 

Ton Rate DIffhntiaL~ 
Many toll facilities arwmd the United States assign differential toll rates for various reasons. Electronic 
toll collections often are more cost efficient than cash collections, so a discount for ETC users is justified. 
A few toll agencies have implemented a discount for fiequent users of toll faciiities, and even more are 
considering implementing time-of-day variable pricing to manage demand. 

PTE has differential rates for ETC. A time-ofday variable tolling was studied in Orlando for a new 
capacity project (would be HOT lanes), but politics has proven to be a boundary to implementation. 

SRTA doea not pmvide a discount for ETC because the toll rate of 50 cents (charged for every vehicle 
regardless of the toll schedule) is prohibitively low to effectively allow a discount. SRTA is currently 
examining the feasibility of time-of-day variable pricing. 

MdTA has a commuter discount in place for toll facility  use^^ that pay by either cash (by issuance of 
shopper's tickets) or ETC. MdTA is phasing out caswtickets issuances because they are administmively 
cumbersome. MdTA recommends that any commuter discount be set on a percentage of the toll rather 
than an absolute dollarlcent amount, which will allow any toll inaeasea to be applied to both regular tolls 
and discounted tolls. MdTA also warned about the competing goals of congestion management and 
public service via the discount. 



NCTA is considering varying tolls by time-of-day or vehicle classification, but is in the very early stages 
of consideration and have no edvice on the subject. NCTA is heavily considering hplementing a 
commuter discount of 10 to 20% for fiquent tompike users. 

ToU vbkuiolls EnforcuMn 
The increased deployment of ETC has lead to i n d  instances of toll evasion. In addition to the loss of 
operational revenues, the financial community is increasingly focused on violation enforcement systems,, 
both legal remedies and agency policy. Most toll agencies not only levy the unpaid toll, but have the 
ability to assess administrative fees. As a result, violation enforcement appea~~ to be revenue neutral. An 
interesting tactic used by certain toll agencies to add customers is waiving administration fees if violators 
register for an ETC account 

FTE has noticed that toll violations have increased as ETC penetration has increased Unpaid tolls equate 
to approximately $100 million in project funding. To lower the violation rate, FTE recently received the 
authnitv to use adminkative tools to inmrove toll collections. which include the accrual of uniform 
trafltic ckations that PTE ultimately files &th the state if tolls &I not p i d  over a specified period of time. 
Other penalties involve prohibiting violators from registering their cars and renewing driver's licenses. 

SRTA reports that effective violations prwesing on its facility have been impeded by certain clauses in 
its authorizing statutes. SRTA is investigating a legislative repair to the deficit. 

MdTA reports that violations are becoming a bigger issue now with rating agencies reviewing violation 
rates as part of bond indenttues. MdTA has received additional tools for decreasing violations, which 
allow MdTA to file with the Motor Vehicle Administration to disallow violators' car registration and 
deducting &om state income tax refunds to pay outstanding violations fees and tolls. 

Conrnrunidns and Markehg 
Because toll agencies must be responsive to the needs of their customers and often participate as partners 
in the development of a state's tmqortation system, communications and marketing are a critical 
function. Manv methods and mediums are used to convev kev messam to the oublic and to toll mlitv 
users. The fokwing describes issues that the pea agencies &d criti&ly imp;;tant to their successfuli 
efforts. Examples of publications and communications material are included as Appendix E. 

SRTA reports that critical topics are (1) using toll collection revenues to subsidh transit operations in 
the conidor, (2) assisting local communities to pay for artarials when no other fund sources are available, 
(3) filling funding gaps in the regional plan, and (4) sole sourcing all toll revenue profit to the private 
sector (the state of state of Georgia is not willing to go in this direction at this time). 

MdTA's website provides a wealth of information about the agency, its facilities, and its administrative 
functions (www.MdTA.state.mdm). Its intended audience is the public, elected officials, and the media 
~ u r r e n t l ~ , ~ d ~ ~  is considering changing its name and hpleme&ng branding. 

NffA's communications include messages on the need for tolling and explanation of why funds are not 
available for proper transportation investment, including cost inflation as a reason that the gas tax is no 
longer sutKcieni NCTA-&so tries to convey that cons~tuents' and travelers' interests and needs are 
important to the toll authority, including time savings and congestion relief. NCTA holds that 
communication with local governments is paramount to the implementation of turnpikes in a state that 
m t l y  has no toll facilities. 



l T A  mrts that its success with uublic communications and marketine efforts results from convevine 
the me&e that tolling facilities inable ~~~~t time savings for pGect delivery, whereas tradi'tioh 
funding mechanisms like a region's construction dollars from the state are allocated slowly over time. 
Detractors to toll system development in Texas argue double taxation, tolling as a perpetual progmm, and 
the potential of private firms from Europe and Australia owning and operating Texas' roads. 

Finance 
One rationale for creating toll agencies is to provide a mechanism to fund roadways that could not be 
M e d  though traditional funding means. This often requires the issuance of toll revenue bonds, whether 
the bonds are actually issued by the toll agency or by another agency of the state. It should also be noted 
that not all toll pmjects are supported solely by toll revenues. Wcularly in the start-up period, state toll 
facilities are often supported by funds that are granted or loaned by state DOTS, the Federal Highway 
Administration, or other funding sources. Once toll revenues begin to flow to a new toll agency, 
stipulations can surround the allowable uses of those funds depending on state law and agency policy. 

As part of the Florida Department of Transportation, the PTE's budget is subject to review and approval 
by the state legislature. The FWE as part of the Deparlment of Transportation is eligible to accept and 
a&inister a& federal highwav or &ansit funds available to the de&t.   ow ever. the Dlimarv - 
funding sou& for the &tion of new capacity is the issuanc; of revenue bonds.. 

State law authoha FTE to issue a maximum of $4.5 billion in toll revenue debt backed by revenues 
from approved projects. Annually, PTE has to report to the legislature about the economic feasibility of 
each of its existing and planned projects. This feasibility test is a strict requkment designed to ensure 
that projects can support themselves and contribute to the system. In FWE's experience, tolls must be 
collected on new alignment projects for 34 years to achieve break-even finances. Therefore, for a project 
to pass the feasibiity test it must fund its own operations and maintenance by year 12 of operations and 
atter 20 years a project must also pay for its bond indebtedness. 

Toll ~~Uections from each facity are not required to stay within the region but regional balance in the 
medium-term is the goal. Bond inden- include a system-based pledge of funds for debt sewice 
payments. Florida state law does not require the discontinuauce of tolls on facilities once their bond 
indebtedness is paid off. 

SRTA's toll earnings on each project, in conjunction with other funds available to SRTA, must exceed 
annual debt service plus the actual maintenance, repair, and normal reserve mquhmnts of such projects. 
Once debt is retired, SRTA is not M e d  by state law to remove tolls f b m  a turnpike project. Existing 
free roads may not be tolled. 

Fund sources used to support the adminhhtive functions of SRTA include interest income on tolls and 
advances that are required for customers to acquire a Cruise Card. SRTA performs all of its studies using 
grants, which typicdy require an 80120 match SRTA collected $21 million in toll revenues in FY 2006: 

MdTA's toll earnings are pooled to cover iinancing, conshuction, operating, maintenance, and law- 
enforcement costs, thus providing security for h c i n g  transportation improvement pmjem throughout 
the state's toll system. No other fund sources are b e i i  used to support the facility operation or 
administrative functions of MdTA. 



MdTA's annual budget for FY 2006 was approximately $180 million. MdTA does not publish individual 
facility's costdrevenues because the Authority is selling better operations and value added as a toll 
system rather than by facility. The result is that half of the cost of the planned ICC will be financed by 
revenues on existing toll facilities, increasing the project's bonding capacity and lowering the effective 
interest rate. The balance of the funding is expected to come from GARVEE bonds and TIFIA loans. 

NCWT is authorized by law to assist with funding the cost of preconstruction activities, construction, 
maintenance, or operation of a hunpike project. Funds available for use are only those applied to a 
turnpike project from the State Highway Fund, State Highway T m t  Fund, or federal aid funds that might 
otherwise be used for other roadway projects within the state, and are othenvise already subject to the 
state's prescribed distribution formula. Other revenue from the sale of the Authority's bonds or notes, 
project loans, or toll collections does not have to be included in the distribution formula. In connection 
with the issuance of revenue bonds, NCTA has all powers of a municipality. Revenue bonds issued by the 
Authority are entitled to the protection of all provisions of municipal bonds in the state of North Carolina 

Certain stipulations on NCTA's use of funds are p re sc r i i  in its authorizing legislation. Toll revenues 
may only be used for NCTA administration costs, project development, right-of-way acquisition, 
construction, operation, and maintenance, and debt service. NCTA is allowed to spend as much as 5% of 
total revenue derived from all hunpike projects for its administration costs. NCTA may issue its own 
bonds or notes. 

Upon fdtillment of and subject to any restrictions included in the agreements entered into by NCTA in 
connection with the issuance of toll revenue bonds, NCTA is reuuired by state law to remove tdls from a 
turnpike project. By policy, NCTA does not allow the cross-subsidy of one turnpike's revenues to support 
another turnpike's operations, maintenance, or comtrwtion costs. A portion of the funding for each of the 
new facilities is anticipated to come from federal, state, and local funds to make up for the gap that toll 
revenues cannot fund. 

NCTA's annual budget for FY 2006 was $5 to 6 million. NCTA reports that the ramp-up time is the most 
difficult period for a start-up project, so strong support from the top of the political and administrative 
chain-of-command is critical. A lineitem in NCDOT presently funds NCTA, and will do so into the 
foreseeable fitwe, even beyond the opening years of the first turnpike facility. 

TxDOT issues debt on behalf of TTA, which does not have separate debt issuance authority. In addition 
to funding ITA miects. TxDOT's statutory authority allows it to mvide financial assistance for the 
acquisitio& conskction, maintenance, and&ration-of a toll faciity. TxDOT may loan or grant funds 
for those purposes, as well as clarify that the development of a project requires the preparation of project 
plans, specifications, an engineer's estimate, right of way acquisition and utility relocation, and necessary 
or incidental administrative, legal, and other expenses. A primary purpose of TxDOT's financial 
participation is to accelerate the funding and building of toll facilities by leveraging other sources of 
project funds, particularly bond proceeds. 

TxDOT requires a requestor to submit basic information as part of a request that describes the project to 
be financed and the requested jinancial assistance. Information provided with the basic request must 
include a description of the need for the project and its potential impact on traffic congestion and 
mobility, the proposed use of the requested financial assistance and a l i t  of all funding sources proposed 
for the project, the requested financing terms if loan financing is requested, potential changes to the state 
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highway system necessitated by the project, and information, to the extent available, repding 
community support for the project 

In order to ensure comliance with state and federal reauirements. d o r  to receiving final momval for the 
loan or grant of funds,the requestor must complete a s h y  of the'sbcial, economic& and &vironmental 
impacts of a project consistent with the spirit and intent of federal and state environmental laws and 
regulations. In order to ensure that financial assistance is only provided to a successfid project and that 
loan financing will be repaid, the requestor must obtain an investment grade traffic and revenue report for 
the project These requirements can be waived at the discretion of the executive director of TxDOT. 

Prior to the issuance of bonds for a project, a requestor is required to comply with various terms and 
conditions in the hust agreement or indenture securing the bonds or in other financing documents. These 
terms and conditi0118 include provisions relating to project accounting and audits. These provisions 
generally require an issuer to maintain its books and records in accordance with generally accepted 
accounting principles (GAAP) and to have an audit of those books and records performed annually in 
accordance with generally accepted auditing standards. The issuer is also required to report detailed 
financial information and audits, and to disclose other information to idtutiom required by federal laws 
and regulations that is relied on by investors to protect their investment in a project. 

Public Private Partnerships 
Public private partnerships (3Ps) are contntctual arrangements that can bring the efficiency and 
innovation of the private sector to bear on the development of Wmprtation h&astructure development. 
Twenty three states in the United States authorize 3Ps in various f o m  and different levels of private 
sector involvement. This section includes the perspe~tives that peer agencies shared on 3Ps for toll 
facilities. A survey and description of 3P statutes in other states is included as Appendix F. 

According to the Maryland Attorney General, the MdTA has all the necessary powers in its authorking 
legislation for solicited 3Ps. However, unsolicited 3Ps are expressly prohibited. MdTA currently uses 3Ps 
foi the reconstruction, finance, and operation at its top vo~wie travkiplazas. 

For the purpose of financb the cost of acquiring, constructing, equipping, operating, or maintaining any 
turnpike, state law allows NCTA to enter into partnership - agreements, - a m t s  with ~olitical 
subdivisions of the state, and agreements with &ivate entities. NCTA r&mmends inchking 3P 
legislation as past of the toll agency enabling legislation because it offers another mechanism as 
appmpriate for delivering pmjects. North Carolina law does not explicitly disallow NCTA h m  
embarking upon 3P arrangements for turnpike project developments. Along with the broad powers 
included in its authorizing statutes, NCTA is likely going to move forward with a concession with a 
private developer for impmvements to 1-95 on the Virginia border. 

Texas has some of the most comprehensive and substantial laws authorizing public-private partnerships, 
or commehensive develooment amements. for the develmment o~eration and owners hi^ of 
hanspokition facilities. '~TA emLked upon CDA devel4ment in'2002 when it receivedm unsolicited 
proposal for what is now considered the Trans-Texas Comdor. S i  then, TTA has sorted through 
competing proposals, entered a CDA with Cintra (a private developer of transportation iufiastruchrre), 
and undertaken an environmental review that is due for completion next summer. TTA has not yet 
entered a full CDA on the Trans-Texas Comdor but is in a prsCDA arrangement that gives the Citra 



group first rights in negotiations. On the $6 billion construction project in San Antonio, TTA is 
anticipating a $1.2 billion concession be paid to TxDOT. 

Florida state law allows the Florida Depaatment of Transportation to accept solicited and uusolicited 
proposals for public private initiatives (TPI). The Turnpike Enterprise has partnered with a municipality 
and a private developer on the construction of an interchange and FTE also has partnered with developers 
for interchanges. Additionally, PTE partnered with Disney for the Western Beltway, with Disney's 
contributions including a donation of a right-of-way. All proposed new alignments on the Florida state 
road system have designated PTE as the developer, and FTE has the option of turning to a 3P 
development arrangement if it chooses. 

Georgia state law allows the Georgia Department of Traasportation to accept solicited and unsolicited 
vrovosals for public-mivate initiatives. Bv law. SRTA is included on GDOT's committee that evaluates 
such propos&. So far, one such proposaihas h t e d  in a Development Services A g r m n t ,  which may 
lead to a full design-build contract with the private proposer for managedltolled lanes alongside 1-75 in 
the Atlanta region. The state law does not G e a r  i a l k w  SRTA to enter into publi~-~rivaie arrangement 
on its own. SRTA d c i ~ a t e s  in GDOT's PPI task meetin= but does not have a vote because the mocess 
is so heavily con&lled b; GDOT. Georgia's original PPI s'iatutes were modeled on those in virgi&, 
whose toll agency is housed within VDOT. Subsequent revisions to Georgia's law did not include 
remedies to this structure, which essentially renders SRTA toothless witiregar& to PPIdeveloped 
projects that SRTA may ultimately operate upon opening. 

Lessons Learned 
The peer review agencies were very gracious in the fianhess of their comments during these interviews. 
While each one dealt with specific issues, WSA also asked each agency for its lessons learned. Though 
each expressed these lessons differently, they are surprishgly uniform. The five agencies echoed four 
common issues for TDOT to consider. On the fifth issue, a stand alone agency versus a division of the 
DOT, four preferred autonomy. The four common lessons are presented below. 

Customer Service. AU five agencies felt that responsiveness to customers was critical to their 
mission and ultimate acceptability. Failure of a toll agency to be perceived as "adding value" 
increases the difficulty of the agency to develop and manage an efficient toll road network. 
Toll System All five agencies felt that it was important to develop a system or network of toll 
faciities, instead of creating separate stand alone toll roads. 
Planning Process. In order to successfully develop toll roads, a l l  fne agencies emphasized the 
need for an open and transparent process that is inclusive of all stakeholders. 
Education. The five agencies felt it was very important to educate customers, legislators, other 
elected officials, and stakeholders about the role of, and need for, toll roads in a state's 
transportation plan. A specific message needing emphasis is a lack of federal funding to add new 
capacity, and how tolls help to fill this funding gap. They also agreed that it is important to 
emphasize that tolls can 611 only a portion of this gap and that they should not be considered a 
panacea for all transportation needs. 

The fifth lesson learned concerned whether it was better to have a separate toll agency or to be part of a 
DOT. The factors cited in favor of a separate agency include: 



A single focus, which makes the agency more responsive to customer needs; 
Better adaptability to manage changes in consttuction, technology, and h c i a l  requirements; 
and, 
More flexible personnel practices that allow for the recruitment and retention of key personnel. 

TTA expressed the minority opinion and felt that inclusion as a division of TxDOT provided it with a 
larger mle in the state strategic pla~ning process. In additio~ being a division of TxDOT facilitates 
funding of the early years of the agency's life. Most importantly, TTA felt that as a division of TxDOT it 
had full access to TxDOTs imbedded expertise in planning, engineering, procurement, legal, co~~~huction, 
and maintenance. 
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Tennessee Toll System Feasibility Study 
Peer Review Conversation Guide, Questionnaire, and Notes 

New Toll Agency: North Carolina Turnpike Authority 
Interview Date: September 22,2006 

The Tennessee Department of Tramportation (TDOT), with the assistance of Wilbur Smith Associates, is 
undertaking a Toll System Feasibility Study. As part of the study, TDOT has selected five existing toll 
agencies for Peer Review to glean best practices, organizational armngements, and lessons learned h m  
those with experience in planning and operating toll facilities. The North Camli i  Turnpike Authority 
(NCTA) has kindly agreed to participate in the study as one of the Peer Review agencies. Following is a 
Conversation Guide and Questionnaire that provides background i n f o d o n  and questions about topics 
that T W T  is hoping to learn about. In attendance were Teresa Estes of TDOT, David Joyner of NCTA, 
David Danforth and Jannine M i e r  of WSA. 

Organizational Structure 

- - ~  

The North Carolina Turnpike Authority (NCTA) was created by an act of the General Assembly in 2002. 
A sunset provision is not present in the law. 

The Authority originally only had the ability to construct and operate up to three turnpike projects and 
execute pelhinary engineering on only additional three projects. However, the law was amended in 
2005 to enable NCTA to plan, design, construct, and operate up to nine new turnpike projects around the 
state, with minor stipulations related to population size of the counties the projects reside within. In 2005, 
the law was also amended to enable NCTA to toll existing interstate facilities on the bordws of the state if 
authorized by the U.S. DOT. 

The statutes are prescriptive in some senses, such as dictating the number of projects that may be 
undertaken. Although the statute itself is long, NCTA seems to have a great deal of flexibility to execute 
its tolling authority. 

1. Were any other modifications made since origination of NCTA? No. 

2. As NCTA has studied and planned for toll roads thus far, has the law allowed for the flexibility 
needed to be effective? NCTA indicated that its enabling statutes are very effective. In particular, 
there are three operating constmints that build public support: 1) existing roads cannot be tolled, 
2) a free alternate route must be provided, and 3) toll booths must be removed after debt is paid. 

3. Do you foresee that the law will allow such continued flexibility while authorizing a level of 
accountability that is desired by the General Assembly, the Governor, and the citizens? Yes. 
Thm am a number of reporthg requirement3 including an end-of-year report to the 
Tmmportarion Legislative Oversight Committee on contracts let and employees hind. 

Administrative Phcmmt 
The Authority is administratively located within the North Carolina Department of Tramprtation for 
administrative purposes but exercises all of its powers independently of the Department of Transportation 
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except as otherwise specified by state law. NCTA's offices are not located in the same building of 
NCDOT. 

1. What has been the level of interaction NCTA has had with NCDOT thus fsr and does NCTA 
anticiaate an increased level of intemation as construction then merations beein on tumDike 

NCTA is an authority op& independently of N&T. Organk&onally, &ere is a 
"dotted line" af6liation with NCDOT because it receives an appropriation - -  - from NCDOT. 
Otherwise it is autonomous, including its exemption from state employment classifications and 
procedures. 

Governing Boerd 
Members of the Board: The NCTA is governed by a nine-member Authority Board consisting of two 
members appointed by the General Assembly upon the recommendation of the President Pro Tempore of 
the Senate in, two members appointed by the General Assembly upon the recommendation of the Speaker 
of the House of Representatives, ffour members appointed by the Governor, and the Secretary of 
Transportation. Each appointing authority is required to appoint members who reside in diverse regions of 
the State. The Chair of the Authority is selected by the Authority Board. No more than two members of 
the North Carolii Board of Transportation may serve as members of the Authority Board. The Secretary 
of Transportation serves as an ex officio voting member of the Board. 

Members serve four-year staggered terms of service. One of the initial appointments to the Authority 
Board by the General Assembly upon the recommendation of the President Pro Tempore of the Senate, 
one of the initial appointmentsto h e  Authority Board by the General .4ssembly upon the 
recommendation of the Speaker of the House of Representatives, and h e  of the initial appointments of 
the governor shall be appointed to terms ending January 14,2007. One of the initial appointments to the 
Authority Board by the General Assembly upon the recommendation of the Resident Pro Tempore of the 
Senate, one of the initial appointments to the Authority Board by the General Assembly upon the 
recommendation of the Speaker of the House of Representatives, and one of the initial appointments of 
the governor was appointed to a term ending January 14,2005. Weafter, at the expiration of each 
stipulated term of office, all appointments shall be to a term of four years from the date of the expiration 
of the term. The original appointing authority appoints a member to serve out the expired or unexpired 
term of any member. 

NCTA is required by law to consult with and report to the Joint Legislative T q r t a t i o n  Oversight 
Committee and the Joint Legislative Commission on Governmental Operations prior to the study, 
plamiug, development or design of any turnpike project. 

1. Are any of NCTA's Board members locally elected officials? Ifnot, do you believe that NCTA's 
planning and operations would be impacted by having a more locally-focused oversight? No. 
NCTA urges TDOT not to include locally elected officials in any oversight board shucture 
because of potential conflicts of interest. Good community leaders are recommended for 
appointment to a toll agency's board. 

2. Meeting schedule: how often does the Board meet? Will this change upon the opening of toll 
facilities? The NCTA Board meets roughly once per month yet certain months are skipped 
because of scheduling constraints withthe~n~ Aamral Meeting and other pertin&-events. 

3. Have prescribed consultations taken place as prescribed and have they been highly productive 
meetings? (not discussed) 
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4. What has been the Board's level of involvement in agency phnhg ,  operations, funds 
management? Does NCTA foresee this changing upon the opening of toll facilities? All projects 
NCTA is currently studying were proposed by board members. Board members anticipated that 
'%their project" was fully feasible as a self-supporting toll facility. A board retreat organized early 
in 2005 helped build kust among members and with NCTA staff. Along with this get-to-know 
exercise and the experience with ov-ing four plus &c and revenue feasibility studies, the 
board members have become more realistic in their expectations about toll projects and therefore 
are more educated with regards to planning facilities. 

Executive Direstor and A&ninhworlve EnrpIoyees 

1. The Authority Board appoints the executive director, whose salary is set by the Authority. David 
Joyner is the cment executive director and serves as the Authority's chief admhhative officer. 
He is responsible for the daily administration of the toll mads and bridges constructed, 
maintained, or operated by NCTA. The executive director or his designee appoints, employs, 
dismisses, and, within the limits appmved by the Authority Board, sets the salary of 
administmtive employees as the executive director deems necessary. The Authority is required to 
report the hiring of all admhhtmtive employees to the General Assembly's Joint Legislative 
Transportation Oversight Committee witbin 30 days of the date of employment. 

2. How many employees does NCTA have currently? Hwen, two of which are recent staff 
additions including a chief operating officer and a chief engineer who came to NCTA hm 
NCDOT. NCTA spent more than one year searching for an operations manager because of the 
competitive employment environment for professional staff with toll experience. Accordingly, it 
is recommended that TDOT f d t e  a set-up for its toll agency that will allow autonomy in 
hiring and setting salarie8 to ensure its competitiveness for quality staff and management. 

3. Can NCTA provide TDOT with a copy of its organizational chart? NCTA is in the process of 
developing its organizational structure and d m  not have a functioning o r m t i o n a l  chart. 

Infrastructure Planning 

NCTA is undertaking feasibility studies of four possible turnpike projects as well as a comprehensive 
investment-grade f d i c  and revenue study for one turnpike project that was deemed feasible (combined 
Triangle Parkway and Western Wake Toll Road in the Raleigh area). As part of the feasibility studies, 
NCTA contra&l the services of Wilbur Smith Associates 6perf& d c  and revenue stubies. HNTB 
performs the cost estimates and preliminary design portions. As the general engineering contractor for 
NCTA, HNTB internal planning is overseen by David Joyner and executed by Gail Grimes. TDOT is 
interested in learning about the following topics as they relate to planning for infrastructure: 

1. Procedures: is the internal process for planning regimented or flexible? Flexible and i n f d  
would be the better way to characterize the planning process at NCTA. NCTA is moving away 
h m  its original provincialism. What is being discovered is that for projects selected thus far, 
wen thouah a s i d o a n t  f d i c  demand is d e m o d .  revenues eenerallv can onlv suaoort 
about 70%of p6ject costs. NLTA has not established a &I& thmh'old for f&i&iity, 
instead taking the approach of -sing each project on its own merits. NCTA will proceed witb 
consulting with sta&&ansportaiion aodlocal & ~ n m m t  officials on possible methods to fi the 
fimding gap. 
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2. Consultants: does NCTA have consultants on a retainer-type contract for planning, feasibility 
analysis, prehnimq engineering, and design? Or are RFPdRFQs issued as needed? NCTA has 
three consulting firms savinn three distinct functions in the sNdv and ulannine for toll facilities. 
A general e@&hg con&& (HNTB) is on retainer for PE, h, &itat &I operating cmt 
analysis. Wilbur Smith is NCTA's trafltic and revenue study consul- W l i c  Financial 
Mamgemmt is NCTA's finance advimr who develops ilrmncial shucm baasd on wst and 
revenued~hmbytheothertwoconsultents. 

3. Frequency does NCTA anticipate cyclical planning or will NCTA undergo structured planning 
and research as need arises for improvements, extensions, or new facilities in resmnse to 

- demand? NCTA foUow8 the tx& and revenue study sequence comistiug of th& levels: Level 1 
a "sketch" analysis; Level 2 - planning-lwel feasibility analysis, and Level 3 - a comprehensive 

study &gned to support -ink 

4. The state statutes that created NCTA do not appear to stipulate specific public involvement (PI) 
undertakings for turnpike projects. What have been NCTA's PI efforts thus far? Does NCTA 
contract the execution of public involvement to consultants or is any PI managed in-house? (not 
discussed) 

5. The law also does not appear to prescribe a specific interaction with MPOs, other than what is 
required by federal law for regional transportation planning. NCTA enters into Memorandums of 
Understanding with MPOs as it relates to regional planning. What is typically covered by the 
MOUs with MPOs for inclusion of toll facility projects in the regional trampomtion plan? The 
NC General Assembly nesrly enacted legislation roquiriag the involvement of local -on 
agencies. The leginlation did not paps. However, the NCTA Board implemented several 
reuubmmts that weate more formal rel~tbIshi~8 with MP08. First local enQnrement of the 
proposed turnpike projects is required as is the ai1owanc.e for public comment and review of 
feasibility study results. NCTA also enters into memorandums of unde~~landing with MPOs that 
ensure that toll booths are removed when bonds are mid. NCTA reauires that revenue from 
projects stay within the region they are generated. F&, NCWT-CI@~~& and saw 
standards are kept in the $ e s i  and construction of turnpikes. 

6. Timeline: How long after NCTA was created in law in 2002 did it take for the Authority to hire 
the Executive Director and beein studvinr the feasibilitv of uotential miects? What is the 
anticipated elapsed time to gera tump'ik~pject oP&onai - from tie htiation of the 6rst shldy 
of the Triangle Parkway to its expected open-to-traffic date? The enabling legislation passed in 
2002, the board was sppohted in 2004, ths executive director took offl& 2005, the'& project 
feasibility studies ensued in the same year, and the h t  Level 3 comprehemive study will be 
complete in mid-2007. 

7. Of course, the NEPA process is required for use of federal transportation funds. The NEPA 
process is nearly complete for the Western Wake Toll Road system in the RaIeighlDurham area 
as weU as the Monroe Connector southeast of Charlotte. For these two projects that already had 
the NEPA process underway when NCTA began studying them as h~mpikes, how has NCTA 
been involved in the NEPA process? Does the state of North Carolii require NEPA for projects 
that do not spend federal funds? NCTA will follow the NEPA process as it is Wcely that sonm 
fededflm&maybeused. 
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Padllty Operations under Consideration 

NCTA is not currently o p t i n g  any turnpikes in the state but is undergoing prelimimy considerations 
for operations of the facilities as it relates to p h u q  for iufiwtructure. TDOT is interested in gleaning 
insight on the following subjects that NCTA may be considering for facility operations: 

1. Toll collection: is NCTA planning to accept cash as payment at the toll gantries? Will this be by 
manual or automatic collection machiha? Is NCTA considering implementing electronic toll 
collections? If so, what is the anticipated method for distributing transponders? Is NCTA 
considering implementing differential rates (discounts) for electronic toll collections versus cash? 
Is NCTA considering Open Road Tolling (ORT)? Why or why not? NCTA is considering cash 
and noncash electronic collections. NCTA advised that technology is advancing so rapidly that it 
should not be considered in earnest until the final planning stages are underway. NCTA is heavily 
considering implementing a commuter discount of 1 M  to 20% for frequent turnpike uaers. 

2. Violations: Regatding general traffic enforcement on tmpikes, all law enforcement and 
emergency personnel has the same powers and duties on the Turnpike System as on any other 
highway or public vehicular area. Has NCTA already begun consideration of how to provide 
enforcement of toll collections? Is NCTA planning for in-house processing of violations or via 
contractors? (not discussed) 

3. Toll gantry management: is NCTA planning for in-house processing or via contractors? (not 
discussed) 

4. Toll rate scheme: does NCTA anticipate that the toll rate scheme in the bond indenhes allow for 
automatic incresses in rates? Is NCTA considering varying tolls by time-of-day or vehicle 
classification? Yes. NCTA is in the very early stages of consideration. 

5. Vehicle Eligibility: has NCTA yet considered a configuration of the toll collection gantries? If so, 
are specilied and separate collection lanes for trucks being considered? (not discussed) 

6. Service disruptions: has any planning been done yet for how d i i t i o n s  will be handled in cases 
of incidcnts/collisions, gantry repairlmainteuance, and special events? (not discussed) 

7. Communications and marketing: what has been included in NCTA's conunuuications plan with 
the public thus far, such as the medium for conveying information to the wblic and to elected 
officials? Can NCTA pmvide T W T  with c o p i e s f N ~ ~ ~ ' s  brochures, flyers, advertisements, 
etc.? What are the top three "hot topics" that NCTA is attempting to get out the message about 
and what are the desired outcomes of the communications plan? 1) Need for tolling and 
explanation of why no funds are available for proper musportation investment including cost 
idation as a reason that the gas tax is no longer sufficient, 2) Constituentsl/travelers interests and 
needs are important to the toll authority including time savings and congestion relief, and 3) 
d c a t i o n  with local governments is paramount. 

Fnnds Usage and Management 

The Department of TranqmWion is authorized by law to assist with funding the cost of preconstruction 
activities, construction, maintenance, or operation of a turnpike project. 
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Public funds: Only those funds applied to a turnpike project from the State Highway Fund, State Highway 
Trust Fund, or federal-aid funds that might otherwise be used for other roadway proiects within the State, 
and are otherwise a l d y  subject to themuistate's prescribed distribution formula&tbe included in the 
distnition formula. Other revenue from the sale of the Authority's bonds or notes, project loam, or toll 
collections do not have to be included in the distriition formula. 

Issuance of bonds: The Authority is considered a "municipality* for purposes of NC's General Statutes 
regarding the issuance of bonds and therefore may issue revenue bonds to pay all or a portion of the cost 
of a turnpike project or to refund any previously issued bonds. In connection with the issuance of revenue 
bonds, the Authority has all powers of a municipality and revenue bonds issued by the Authority are 
entitled to the protection of all provisions of municipal bonds in the state of North Carolina. 

Certain stipulations on NCTA's use of funds are prescribed in its authorizing . . legislation. Revenues 
derived i b m  turnpike projects may be used only for Authority admttllstra tion costs, turnpike project 
development, riht-of-& acquisition, co11stru~ti011, operati& and maintenance; and debt &vice on the 
Authority's revenue bonds or related purposes such as the establishment of debt service reserve funds. 
NCTA may use up to 1Wh of the revenue derived from a hunpike pmject for debt service on the 
Authority's revenue bonds or for a combiition of debt service and operation and maintenance expenses 
of the turnpike projects. NCTA is allowed to spend as much as 5% of total revenue derived from all 
hunpike projects for Authority administration costs. 

Upon fulfillment of and subject to any mtrictions included in the agreements entered into by the 
Authority in connection with the issuance of the Authority's revenue bonds, NCTA is required by state 
law to remove tolls from a turnpike project. By Authority policy, NCTA does not allow the cross-subsidy 
of one turnpike's revenues to support another turnpike's operations, maintenance, or construction costs. 

1. Since toll revenues are not yet being collected, is NCDOT c m t l y  supporting the costs for 
NCTA administrative operations and the studiedplans for new toll hilities? Are any other fund 
sources being used currently? NCTA is being funded tbrough a lineitem in NCDOT budgets. 

2. What was NCTA's annual budget for FY 2006? $5 to 6 million 

3. How much of the financing plan for any of the imminent pmjects does NCTA anticipate will 
include federal and state funds from these sources? A portion of the funding is anticipated to 
come from federal, state, and looal fimda to make up for the gap that toll revenues cannot fund. 

4. What about regional or local fund SOW as part of the finance plan? Yes. 

5. Has NCTA been in contact with private companies that execute the sale of the bonds that will be 
issued in the future? If not, what is the timeline for contacting or going to contract with private 
bond sellers in relation to turnpike projects that have been deemed feasible? (not discussed) 

6. Does NCTA foresee that the 5% cap will be problematic in covering administrative costs once 
toll revenues begin to stream in? (not discussed) 

7. For the rampup periods of the first few turnpikes, does NCTA anticipate continued financial 
support from other entities to cover administrative costs? The ramp-up h e  i s  the most difficult 
period for a startup project, so strong support from the top of the political and -ve 
e = - o f . c o d  is CriW. 
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8. How might the requirement to remove toll booths upon debt retirement impact the structure of 
debt that might be formulated? (not dkmsed) 

Public Private Partnerships 

For the pwpose of financing the cost of acquiring, constructing, equipping, operating, or maintaining any 
Turnpike, state law allows NCTA to enter into partnership agreements, agreements with political 
subdivisions of the state, and agreements with private entities. 

1. Is NCTA exploring such arrangements with other entities or public-private partnerships (3P)? 
Why or why not? NCTA r e c o d  including 3P legislation ss part of the toll agency enabling 
legislation because it offers another mccbim as approp&te fop delivering projects. NC law 
does net explicitly disallow NCTA ftom embarking upon 3P mmgemeata for annpike project 
developments. NCTA is likely going to move fad with a concession for improvements to I- 
95 on the Virginia border. 

Lessons Learned 

TDOT would appreciate any general or specific insights or advice NCTA would be able to provide 
regardiag general lessons learned in starting up a toll agency and planning for toll road projects. These 
may relate to aganiZational structure, administrative procedures, planning, finance, public policy, or any 
topic not yet discussed. 

1. JMucate policy-makers and elected officials about the fimding gap and give them an 
~ ~ t h e t t h e h a n s p o r t a t i o n f u n ~ p b l e m i s n o t u n i ~ t o T c n n e s s e e b u t i
throughout the U.S. 

2. Ensun that stakeholders undemtand that tolling is one critical piece in the toomox for 
tmqxatation funding solution but is not a panacea 

3. Ensure that the newly-formed toll agency has the ability to hire management and stsffat-wilt and 
has the authority to pay competitive salariaa 

4. Ifpsible,  work toward implementing an entire toll "system" with multiple facilitim that are 
inkropemble as opposed to single isolated facilities 

5. Join IBTl'A ( k t e d o n a l  Bridge Tunnel and Tumpike Association) because it is a wealth of 
information and resolucea 

s ~ g  
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Tennessee Toll System Feasibility Study 
Peer Review Conversation Guide, Questionnaire, and Notes 

Established Toll Agency: Georgia State Road and Tollway Authority 
Interview Date: October 2,2006 

The Tennessee Department of Transportation (TDOT), with the assistance of Wilbur Smith Associates, is 
undeaaldng a Toll System Feasibility Study. As part of the study, TDOT has selected five existing toll agencies 
for Peer Review to glean best practices, organizational arrangements, and lessons learned from those with 
experience in planning and operating toll facilities. The Georgia State Road and Tollway Authority (SRTA) has 
kindly agreed to Mcipate  in the study as one of the Peer Review agencies. Participating in the conference call 
will be Rosa Rountxee of SRTA, Teresa Estes of TDOT, and Jannine Miller and Bob Torello of Wilbur Smith 
Associates. The following is a Conversation Guide and Questionnaire for the conference call that provides 
background information and questions about topics that TDOT hopes to learn about. In attendance was Teresa 
Estes of TDOT, Rosa Rountree and David Weir of SRTA, and Jannine Miller and Jerry Stump of WSA. 

Organizational Stmctare 

Char& 
Although the State Road and Tollway Authority, as it is currently known, was originally created by an act of the 
Georgia General Assembly in 1953 as a division within the Georgia Department of Transportation, it did not 
begin operating in earnest until after changes were made to the law in 1972. Shortly after, planning and design 
began on the widening of the F.J. Toms Causeway on the Georgia coast, making the once toll-he passage into 
a tolled causeway. It wasn't until 2001 when additional changes were made to the law, including the 
authorization to issue GARVEE bonds, that SRTA became its own agency separate from the Georgia DOT. The 
following is a sample of the authority's conveyed powers found in Georgia code: 

1. To have a seal and alter the same at its pleasure; 
2. To purchase, lease, exchange, or otherwise and to hold, lease, and dispose of real and personal property 

of every kind and character for its corporate purposes; 
3. To acquire in its own name by purchase or by condemnation in accordance with any and all existing 

laws applicable to the c o n ~ t i o n  of property for public use real property or rights or easements or 
k h i s e s  necessary or convenient for its corporate purposes; 

4. To make such contracts, leases, or conveyances as the legitimate and necessary purposes of its charter, 
including but not limited to contracts for construction or maintenance of projects, provided that the 
authority considers the possible economic, social, and environmental effects of each project (this 
includes a NEPA requirement); 

5. To construct, erect, acquire, own, repair, maintain, add to, extend, improve, operate, and manage 
projects, the cost of any such project to be paid in whole or in part from the proceeds of revenue bonds 
of the authority, from other funds available to the authority, or from any combination of such source$ 

6. To do al l  things necessary or convenient to carry out the powers expressly given in this article. 

The statutes are prescriptive in some senses, such as in the processing of toll violations. Yet even though the 
statute itself is long, SRTA seems to have been given a great deal of flexibility to execute its tolling authority. 
TDOT has the following questions as they relate to SRTA's charter: 

1. As SRTA has studied and planned for toll roads thus far, has the law allowed for the flefility needed 
to be effective? Is there any language missing from the SRTA-authorizing statutes that would assist you 
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in administering the Authority or advancing its purposes? As written, the law allows a h t i o n a l  
amount of flexibility and autonomy. In practice, the governor and GDOT have siguifiumt input into the 
~laMinn for new fsciities. As it rdakto o d  awects, the state code do& not 6 . . to allow 
-SRTA 6 toll violatiam in the m t 2 t  of recent &hnological innovatiam. 

2. Do you foresee that the law will allow such continued flexibility while authorizing a level of 
accountability that is desired by the General Assembly, the governor, and the citizens? (not discussed) 

A r b n h i s t m t i w ~ ~  
The Authority is "attached" to Georgia Department of Transportation for administrative purposes but exmises 
all of its powers independently of the Department of Transportation except as otherwii specified by state law. 
SRTA's offices are not located in the same building as GWT. 

1. What has been the nature of interaction SRTA has had with GDOT thus far (meetings or phone 
conversations regularly or ad hoc, staffintemctions at what level of the organizatons)? SRTA and 
GDOT have delineated their r08ponsibility for t m s p o ~ n  planning and 6nancing via a memorandum 
of agmmmt This plays out m daily d d w  with staff and management at all levels conssponding and 
m&g as project development progresses. SRTA mommends this MOA m g e m e n t  STeauessee's 
toll enencv is an authoritv scoarate from TDOT. Previouslv. SRTA was " ~ t i v e l v  attached'' to 
GDO?, administrative L t i o n s  such as human -&e management and beaefits.ariminim 
b e i i  provided for SRTA by GDOT. As of July 1,2006 SRTA was a fully independent agency with the 
auth&y to hire etaffoutp& of the comtrahkof GWT'S organhhnd and &mpen&on &hue. 

Governing Board 
The members of the authority are ex officio the Governor, the Commissioner of the Georgia DOT, the director 
of the Governor's Office of Planning and Budget, one member to be appointed by the Lieutenant Govern01 and 
to serve during the term of office of the Lieutenant Governor and until a successor is duly appointed and 
qualified, and one member to be appointed by the Speaker of the House of Representatives and to m e  during 
the term of office of the Speaker of the House of Representatives and until a successor is duly appointed and 
qualified; and membership shall be a separate and distinct duty for which they shall receive no additional 
compensation. The authority elects one of its members as chairman, which is currently Governor Sonny Perdue. 
It also elects its secretary and a treasurer, who need not necessarily be members of the authority Board. The 
authority may make such bylaws for its government as is deemed necessary but it is under no duty to do so. 
Currently none of SRTA's Board members are locally elected officials. 

SRTA is not required by law to consult with or make any special reports to the General Assembly yet prior to 
the study, p b g ,  development or design of any tollway projem however any streetcar projects must be 
approved by the General Assembly before state funds are expended. 

1. If any future board members were locally-elected officials, how do you believe that SRTA's planning 
and operations would be impacted by having a more locally-focused oversight? While SRTA advises 
that many of its projects require the psrticipatim of local governments and local umununity leaders, it 
does not reumunend intentionally placing local officials on the board of a toll agency. Also, SRTA 
advises that the size of its board is manageable and wams that the larger the size of the board, the 
greater wcadbtion nquind on critical issues, which can be challenging. 

2. How often does the board meet? Will this change upon the opening of more toll facities in the future? 
The SRTA board meets man ad hoc begis to Feview and amuve maa%gement's - msjor decisions such 
as snrmal budgets, strategic plans, RFPa over SZSO,O~O adbond issuances. 
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Erecuahtc Director andAaWn&r&e Employees 
The Authority Board appoints officers, who need not be members of the Authority Board, as the authority 
deems advisable and employs such experts, employees, and agents as may be necessary to carry on properly the 
business of the authority. The SRTA board also has the authority to fm compensation and to promote and 
discharge employees. There is no requirement for SRTA to report the hiring of administrative employees to the 
G e n d  Assembly or governor's office. 

1. How many employees does SRTA have c m t l y ?  How many are on the management team versus toll 
plaza operations versus "back-room" adminishation? SRTA has 52 state employees on stafFincluding 
an "executive team" that consists of the CEO (executive director), COO (deputy executive director), 
shared services diector (oversees HR, IT, and accounting), wmmunications director, strategic director, 
and a treasurer. SRTA also employs hvo year-round graduate (or senior wllege level) interns to assist 
the management team. SRTA also advises that subject matter experts in the toll industry are key to 
successful toll facility and toll agency operations. 

2. Is SRTA able to provide TDOT with a copy of its organizational chart? Yes, see attachment, 

Infrasbrncture Planning 

The governor, in his discretion or upon the recommendation of the Georgia DOT Board, is authorized and 
empowered to call a joint meeting of the SRTA Board and the Georgia DOT Board for the purpose of initiating 
all projects that may be considered under the authority of the state's toll statute. Upon the concurrence of the 
Governor, a majority of the SRTA Board, and the Georgia DOT Board, either is authorized to commence the 
study of any given project or projects and to provide for their construction. An appropriate resolution of such 
joint meeting is to provide for divisions of duties and responsibilities between SRTA and Georgia DOT in 
connection with such studies. 

SRTA is currently undertakhg Value Pricing Pilot Program (WPP) studies that are funded by FHWA on two 
potential new facilities and the possible reconfiguration (to value pricing) of the tolling scheme for GA 400. 
SRTA is also participating in the evaluation committee for Georgia DOT'S Public Private Initiatives. As part of 
the feasibility studies, SRTA has contracted the services of three different firms to perform traffic and revenue 
studies, prelimbay design, wst estimates, and equity analysis. TDOT is interested in leaming about the 
following topics as they relate to planning for intiastructure: 

1. Procedures: is the internal process for planning regimented or flexible? How bas the planning process 
either suited the needs as they arose or impeded possible progress toward the implementation of 
improvements or additional toll facilities? Relatively flexible. SRTA is a full member of Georgia's 
transportation planning parmen, which includes GDOT, Georgia Regional Traqortation Authority, 
and the Atlanta Regional Commission (Atlanta's MPO). This entails serving on multi-agency planning 
teams, which mutually determine the best projects to advance. 

2. Consultants: in addition to the consultants on wntract for the VPPP studies, does SRTA have any 
consultants on a retainer-type contract for planning, feasibility analysis, preliminary engineering, and 
design? Are RFPs/RFQs issued as such services needed? SRTA hires consultan@ as necegsary. 

3. Frequency: does SRTA engage in cyclical planning activities or does SRTA undergo structured 
planning and research as need arises for improvements or new facilities? See #1 above. 

4. So far, what has been the Board's level of involvement in agency planning, operations, funds 
management? As described earlier9 only as mmasry for major decisions. 
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5. The state statutes that created SRTA stipulate specific public involvement (PI) undertakings before 
acauhp: - rights - of way and initiating construction. What have been SRTA's PI efforts thus far? As the 
nwd for policy dccisi& ariss, public hearings are held to educata the constituency and obtain buy-in. 

6. The law also does not appear to prescribe a specific interaction with MPOs other than what is required 
by federal law for renional transwrtation ~lanninp:. What has been the nature of the interaction with 
h&Os when studying toll conceh and t& proje&? Aa mentioned &ow, SRTA inbmzts regulmly 
with the Atlanta region MPO, as well as other MPOs around the state on an ad hoc basis. 

7. Tieline: In your experience, what is the anticipated elapsed time to get a tollway project operational - 
from the initiation of the first study to its expected open-to-traffic date? (net dimmad) 

8. State statutes require SRTA to undergo the NEPA process before projects are comhcted. In your 
experience, is the toll agency typically solely responsible for the NEPA process (and contracting fimLs 
to complete the NEPA work) or is the NEPA process embarked upon in conjunction with another state 
or local transportation agency? (not disc&) 

9. Communications and marketing: what has been included in SRTA's communications nlan with the 
public thus far, such as the m&um for conveying information to the public and to elected officials? 
Can SRTA provide T W T  with copies of SRTA's bmchures, flyers, advertisements, etc.? What are the 
top three "hot topics" that SRTA is attempting to get out the message about and what are the desired 
outcomes of the communications plan? Hot topics are (1) using toll collection revenues to subsidize 
transit operations in the corridor, (2) assisting local unnmuaitim to pay for arterials when no othcr fund 
sources are available, and (3) filling funding gaps in the regional plan. 

Facility Operations 

Tolls on the GA 400 toll ~laza are collected via two electronic. . ouen-road-tvoe . lanes and via cash. Seven cash 
collection lanes are opera t̂ional in each direction, with some lanes acceptinikxact change via an automatic 
collection machine. Other cash lanes have an attendant in the toll booth. Passenger cars and other two-axle 
vehicles pay 50 cents and the toll rate schedule for other vehicles is as follows: 

Currently SRTA does not have any discount in place for those customers paying by ETC (a.k.a. Cruise Card). 
As mentioned earlier, violations fees rates and the collection of violation fees are set in state statute. This 
includes a $25 administration fee to cover costs of toll collection recovery plus the cost of the toll itself. 
As related to the GA 400 facility and other facilities that you (Rosa) have managed operations for, T W T  is 
interested in gleaning insight on the following subjects: 

1. Electronic Toll Collection (ETC): Other than via the Cruise Card application on SRTA's website, does 
SRTA emulov anv other method for distributing Cruise Card auulications or the transwnders 
themselve's (A r h  or other outlet)? Has S R ~ A  ever consid&& implementing diffekntial rates 
(discounts) for electronic toll collections versus cash? In your experience, what are the positive and 
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negative effects of differential rates? Is SRTA considering Open Road Tolling (ORT) for any possible 
future toll facilities? Why or why not? A discount is not dven for ETC becsuse the toll rate of 50 cents 
[which is chatzed fa &vehicle rwadem of the toll-schedule) is nmhibitivelv too low to 
&ective~~ all& a &. ~ 1 8 0 ,  thethe&ii ofthe lanes at the GA toll p& creates an open-road- 
tolling conhguration for EM: ueers and this provides adequate iacative for driven to avoid cash lanes. 
ETC &uehation is 42% in the peak perioda &d 3% in &e off-peak periods. m e  cost per transaction 
for ETC and cash is 6 cents and 27 cents, mpectively. SRTA is examining the feasibility of time-of- 
day variable pricing. 

2. Violations: other than video/photo~raph enforcement for violations in the ETC lane, are law 
enforcement personnel on post at the toll plaza? If so, is law enforcement present at all times or just 
selectlmdom times? No. Effective violatiom procemng is impeded by certain clauses in SRTA's 
authorizing statutes and SRTA is currently investi@ing a legislative repair to the deficit. 

3. Toll gantry management: is GA 400 toll collections managed in-house? Does SRTA employ contractors 
for any portion of the toll collection process? SRTA outsouroes toll collections to a contractor €hat 
employs 35 to 40 toll collectors. 

4. Service disruptions: how are service disruptions handled in cases of incidentslcollisions, ganq  
repairlmaintemce, and special events? Georgia WT's haEc notification website, "Georgia 
~ a v i ~ ~ t o r , "  currently does not dis~lay con~&tion on the tolled portion of GA 400. Is ITsfor GA 400 
operational~or plann& for the &? (not &us@ 

Funds Usage and Management 

SRTA's toll earnings on each project in conjunction with other funds available to SRTA must exceed the actual 
maintenance, repair, and normal reserve requirements of such projects, together with monthly or yearly sums 
needed for the sinking fund payments upon the principal and interest obligations of financing such project or 
projects. However, subject to all bond resolutions, trust indentures, and all other contractual obligations of the 
authority, the authority is charged with the duty of the -tion of all projects in the aggregate at the most 
reasonable possible level of toll charges; and, hthermore, the authority is charged with the responsibility of a 
reasonable and equitable adjustment of such toll charges as between the various classes of users of any given 
project Following is an enumeration of the t inand capabilities of SRTA as found in state statute: 

1. To accept and administer any federal highway or federal transit funds and any other federal highway or 
transit assistance received from time to time for the State of Georgis; 

2. To borrow money for any of its corporate purposes, to issue negotiable revenue bonds payable &om 
revenues of such projects, and to provide for the payment of the same; 

3. To exercise any power usually possessed by private corporations performing similar functions, which 
power is not in conflict with the Constitution and laws of Georgia; 

4. To covenant with bondholders for the preparation of mual budgsts for each project and for approval 
by engineers or other representatives designated by the bondholders of each project; 

5. To pledge, mortgage, convey, assign, hypothecate, or otherwise encumber any property of the authority, 
including but not limited to real property, fixtures, personal property, intangible property, revenues, 
income, charges, fees, or other funds and to execute any lease, trust indenture, trust agreement, 
resolution, agreement for the sale of the authority's bonds, loan agreement, mortgage, deed to secure 
debt, trust deed, seunity agreement, assignment, or other agreement or instrument as may be necesmy 
or desirable to secure such bonds. 
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SRTA is not required by state law to remove tolls h m  a turnpike project. By Georgia DOT Board rules, 
existing roads that are used fk-of-charged may not be tolled. TDOT is interested in understanding the 
following items as it relates to funds management: 

1. Other than toll collections on GA 400, are any other fund sources being used to support the 
administrative functions of SRTA? Interest income on the tolls and advances that are required for 
customers to acquire a Cruise Card. SRTA performs all of its studies using grants, which typically 
require an 8WO match. 

2. What was SRTA's annual budget for FY 20061 $21 million in toll collections 

3. Were any federal, state, or local funds used to construct GA 400 or was its comtmtion funded entirely 
by guaranteed revenue bonds? (not discussed) 

4. SRTA recently issued GARVEE bonds for GDOT. What might be any advantages or disadvantages to 
encapdating state DOT bond issuances in the role of the state toll agency? (not discussed) 

Public Private Partnerships 

Georgia state law allows the Georgia Department of Transportation to accept solicited and unsolicited proposals 
for public private initiatives (PPl). By law, SRTA is included on GWT's committee that evaluates such 

far, one such proposal has resulted in a Development Services Agreement, which may lead to a 
full design-build contract with the private proposer for managdtolled lanes alongside 1-75 in the Atlanta 
region. The state law does not appear to allow SRTA to enter into public-private arrangement on its own. 

1. How has SRTA's involvement on GDOT's PPI evaluation committee resulted in positive outcomes for 
the state and the potential toll facility? SRTA participates on GDOT's PPI task meetings but does not 
have a vote. 

2. Is this a satisfaaory level of involvement or would a more prominent mle in the early stages of PPI 
planning and development be advantageous? Georgia's original PPI statutes were modeled on h e  in 
Virginia, whose toll agency is housed within VDOT. Subsequent revisions to Georgia's law did not 
include remedies to this structure, which essentially mbimkm SRTA's involvement with PPI- 
developed pmjects. However, SRTA may ultimately operate PPI projects. 

3. If and when the Datelopment Services Agreement with the private developer becomes an operation toll 
facility, will SRTA operate the rnanagedltolled lanes facility? SRTA is presently the cmly state aaency - - 
that kallowed by law to operate toll facilities. 

Lessons Learned 

TDOT would appreciate any g e n d  or specific insights or advice SRTA can provide regarding general lessons 
learned in starting up a toll agency and planning for toll road pmjects. These may relate to organizational 
structure, admini&&ve p&ed&, p & h g ,  h e ,  publii policy, or any to&c not discus&. 

1. Ensure that the toll f t d t y  itself and its operation add value to c u s ~ s / d r i v e m  
2. Include all stakeholdem in major planning and poticy decisions 
3. Communicate and educate the public and legislators after the toll facility plan has been drafted 
4. Educate the public on the benefits of tolling 
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5. When deciding whetha Tenneme's toll agency will be pmt ofthe DOT or a separate authority, 
consider that a saparate orpubtion better m t s  its adaptab'ity for effectively managing changing 
demmdu in amst~&on, technology, a n d h c e  r q u h m t s  

6. Focus efforts on beveloping a system of toll facilities rstheh than crrsthng sGpiaate and individual toll 
facilities 

7. With regards to bansit, synagy can be found bdween tolling and tnid not only in planning and 
faciitv o d o m  but with "back-office" administraton with unifying the coUection of tob aad farsg 

8. TO]& 6 not a but is a valuable new tool in the -tion t h m e  toolbox 
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Tennessee Toll System Feasibility Study 
Peer Review Conversation Guide, Questionnaire, and Notes 

Established Toll Agency: Maryland Transportation Authority 
Date of Interview: October 2,2006 

The Tennessee Department of Transportation (TDOT), with the assistance of Wilbur Smith Associates, is 
undertakbg a Toll System Feasibility Study. As part of the study, TDOT has selected five existing toll 
agencies f& Peer ~ & e w  to glean best pract i~orgmhtional  arrangements, and lessons learned h m  
those with experience in planning and operating toll facilities. The Maryland Transportation Authority 
(MdTA) has kindly agreed to participate in the study as one of the Peer Review agencies. The following 
is a Conversation Guide and Questionnaire for the conference call that provides background information 
and questions about topics that TDOT hopes to learn about. In attendance was Teresa Estes of TDOT, 
Trent Kittleman arrd Grsg Brown of MdTA, and Jerry Stump and Jannine Miller of WSA. 

Background 

The Maryland Transportation Authority began its operations in 1971 and currently manages 49 linear 
milea on four toll bridges and two toll tunnels. They are listed below in by the rank of annual 
volumes as recoded in 2004 followed by a state map of their locations: 

"canmuter discounts am available under certain conditEons deswibed later in Ulis document 
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In addition to creating and maintaining toll facilities, MdTA provides conduit financing for revenue- 
producing tmqortation projects l i e  parking garages and a new rental car faciity at 
BaltimorelWashington International Thurgwd Marshall Airport (BWI) as well as for other aviation, 
transit, and port projects. 

The William Preston Lane Memorial Bridge bifiucates the state and is currently undergoing redecking 
MdTA is also nearing the opening of the Inter County Connector (ICC) in the northern suburbs of 
Washington, D.C. and is examining ten miles of managed lanes on 1-95. 

Organizational Structure 

charter 
The Maryland Transportation Authority was originally created by an act of the Maryland General 
Assembly in 1957. Amendments were made to the MdTA's authoriziig legislation at various times 
between 1977 and 1996. 

The MdTA has powers and duties relating to the supervision, h c i n g ,  w n s ~ o n ,  operation, 
maintenance, and repair of transportation facilities projects as are granted to it by the authorizing state 
statute and other provisions of state law. Following is a sample of the authority's conveyed powers found 
in Maryland code: 

a. General supervision over all tolled transportation facilities projects in the state of Maryland. 
b. Finance, wnstruction, operation, repair, and maintenance of all tolled transportation facilities 

projects. 
c. Acquire, hold, and dispose of property in the exercise of its powers and performance of its duties. 
d. Make any contracts and agreements necessary or incidental to the exercise of its powers and 

performance of its duties after providing a description of the proposed project, a summary of the 
contract or agreement, and a h c i n g  plan that details to the Senate Budget and Taxation 
Committee. the House Committee on Wavs and Means. and the House A w d t i o n s  

- A  . 
committee; for review and comment, and to the IIeparknt of Legislative Services. Included in 
this requisite description are the estimated aunual revenues from the issuance of bonds to finance 
the and the estimated impact of the issuance of bonds to jinance the project on the 
bonding capacity of the Authority. 

e. Apply for and receive grants from any federal agency for the planning, construction, operation, a 
financing of any transportation facilities project and may ncsive aid or contributions of money, 
pmperty, labor, or other things of value from any source, to be held, used, and applied for the 
uumoses for which the m t s .  . aid. , and contributions are made. 

f. Z p t  rules and regulati'ons to carry out the provisions of its authorizing statute. 
a. - Condemn property - -  - for any tmmmtation - facilitias project . . authorized to be financed with revenue 

bonds of prior issues. 
h. Do anything else necessary or convenient to carry out the powers granted in its authorizing 

statute. 

No state agency, including the Maryland Transportation Authority, may comlmct any toll road, toll 
highway, or toll bridge in nine specific counties enumerated in state law without the express consent of a 
majority of the governments of those affected counties. 

The statutes are prescriptive in some senses, such as in the processing of toll violations and the restriction 
on constructing toll facilities in specific counties. Although the statute itself is long, MdTA seems to have 
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a great deal of flexibility to execute its tolling authority. T W T  has the following questions related to 
MdTA's c h m r  

1. As MdTA has studied and ~lanned for toll roads thus far. has the law allowed for the flexibiitv 
needed to be effective? 6 decision to mate MdTA as ihs only state agency able to apsess toh 
has worked out well. Its independent nalure allows for pooling of revenues from the toll Wtiies 

which equates to a b e t k  bod rating. 

2. Is there any language missing h m  the MdTA-authoeg statutes that would assist you in 
administering the Authority or advancing its purposes? MdTA is bound by the state's laws and 
rules for m&ement and hirinn m i e ~  Thisslows the orocess and is1.varticulerlv burdensome 
when try& to hire engineers w h k  salaries must stay wit& state compehsaton &ges. 

Administ~tiw Plaumeni 
MdTA is an independent state agency that acts on behalf of but is sepamte from the Maryland Department 
of Tmsportation. MdTA's offices are not located in the same buildii of Maryland DOT. 

1. What has been the nalure of intamtion MdTA has had with Maryland DOT (meetings or phone 
conversations regularly or ad hoc, staff interactions at what level of the organhtions)? The 
Maryland DOT Commissioner sgvcs on MUTA's Board and the &s of both agencies interact 
regularly withregards to specific projects. 

Governing Board 
Members of the MdTA include the chairman, who is the Smtary of Maryland D e p w t  of 
Traqortation. In addition to the chairman, the Authority consists of six members appointed by the 
governor with the advice and consent of the Senate. Each appointed member servea for a term of three 
years and until his successor is appointed and qualifies. The terms of one thud of the appointed members 
expire each year. A member appointed to fill a vacancy in an unexpired term serves only for the 
remainder of that term. A member of the Authority is entitled to the compewation provided in the State 
budgec and reimbursement for expenses, in accordance with the Standard State Travel Regulations of the 
merit of Budget and Management. 

The MdTA Board holds monthly meetings which are generally open to the public except for an optional 
closed-door executive session. 

1. If any future board members were locallyelected officials, how do you believe that MDTA's 
planning and operations would be impacted by having a more locally-focused oversight? Its 
-mt-&hip stems hm the &ogmphic regi& around its toll Wties, inc1&hg the 
Eastan Shore, Southern Maryland, the Balthom-metropolitan region and Montgomery County 
(future site of the ICC). MdTA remumends a board with its size and stntehm made up of 
community leaders and citizens. Pria to January 2006, no selection criteria wae in place for the 
appointment of MdTA bead members. However, recent changea to the law now require that 
members have engineering, planning, and/or finance cxpsrtiss. Its currmt mcmbcrship stems 
fmm the geographic regions emund its toll W t i e s ,  including the Eastern Shore, Southern 
Maryland, the Baltimore-metqolitsn region and Montgomery County (fume site of the ICC). 

Becuthe Director and Admi&tmfiw EmpIqyees 
MdTA is granted the authority to employ and fix the compensation of attorneys, consulting engineers, 
accountants, construction and financial experts, superintendents, managers, and any other agents and 
employees that it considers necessary to exercise its powers and perform its duties. The compensation 
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established by MdTA for executive management positions must be consistent with the compensation of 
comparable positions in the Maryland Department of Transportation. The compensation established by 
MdTA must be reported to the General Assembly each year as part of MdTA's presentation of its budget; 
and therefore MdTA is entitled to the staff~rovided in the state budget The expense of em~loyin~ - - these 
persons may be paid only h m  revenues oifiom the proceeds of re;enue bon& issued by M~TA. MdTA 
employees 1,600 staff for toll collections, facilities maintenance, administrative functions, and 

1. What is the proportion of staff on the management team versus toll plaza operations versus 
'%back-room" administration versus facilities maintenance? Police staff is 600 and the E-ZPass 
group has three staff. 

2. Is MDTA able to provide TDOT with a copy of its organizational chart? No response. 

Infrastructure Planning 

MdTA has concluded the final comprehensive, investment-grade trafiic and revenue study for the 
Intercounty Connector, Located in the northern Washington D.C. region (http://iccstudy.org!index.php). 
The EIS was completed, with a Record of Decision issued in May 2006, for this proposed new toll facility 
(toll revenue bonds will be issued show) allowing the completion of preliminary engineering, the 
pmurement of right of way, and the commencement of construction. MdTA is participating in the 
evaluation of Express Toll Lanes along with Maryland DOT. TDOT is interested in learning about the 
following topics as they relate to planning for toll infrastructure: 

1. Procedures: is the inkmal process for planning regimented or flexible? How has the planning 
process either suited the needs as they arose or impeded possible progress toward the 
implementation of improvements or toll M t i e s ?  MdTA has a $3 million strategic 
plan and a 6-year capital plan for rehabilitation and expansion of its facilities. A long-range plan 
for the Authority was completed about 3 to 4 yeara ago. Projects are brought to MdTA from 
various sources including the governor and the Maryland DOT, all of whose new alignment 
facilities have a ''toll alternative." 

2. Frequency: does MdTA engage in cyclical planning activities or does MdTA undergo structured 
planning and research as need ariw for improvements or new facidities? MdTA docs planning on 
an ad hoc, as needed basis. 

3. Consultants: in addition to the consultants on contract for feasibiiit, studies. does MdTA have 
any consultants on a retainer-type contract for planning, feasibility-analysis, prelimhry 
engineering, and design? Or are RFPsRFQs issued as such services needed? MdTA advises that 
co&ltaa&on retaia& are more efficient than i d g  RFPs for all conhnct umammmk 
However, certain jobs will require RFPs and in such-km, MdTA l@.dychooses a firm fimm 
Maryland DOT'S prqdifkd list Also, it does issue RFPs for the sale of bonds. 

4. So far, what has been the board's level of involvement in agency planning, operations, funds 
management? The board meets monthly a review MdTA activities as appropriate and approve 
recolmnetadsd act im when nscessary. 

5. The state stamtes that created MdTA does not seem to stipulate specific public involvement (PI) 
undemkiugs. What has been MDTA's level of involvement in the PI efforts on the Intercounty 
Connector and other major constfuction or facility improvements thus far? Maryland is a design 
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l& in context-sensitive hammwion solutions and it m w e s  in PI fimmtlv. The board's 
monthly . meaings are open to tde public. MdTA is teaming= the State I-Ughffay . Admmstdon (SHA) of the Maryland DOT to administer PI for the ICC, which is being 

6. The law also does not appear to pcr ibe  a specific interaction with MPOs other than what is 
required by federal law for regional transportation planning. What has been the natme of the 
interaction with MPOs when studying toll concepts and toll projects? Minimal becsuse feded 
funds are not used fix MdTA projects. However, MdTA projects must be included in TPdSTJPs 
if they are deemed regionally sigdicant. 

7. Timeline: in your experience, is the anticipated elapsed time to get the ICC project operational - 
from the initiation of the first study in the spring of 2004 to its 2012 expeckd open-to-traffic date 
-typical for toll faoilties? Mayland is ''not an easy place to build a toll facility." The ICC, which 
is in its fiaal stages of development, was &st studied dei?ades ago. The ICC and the upgrading of 
the Bay Bridge finally went in motion because the governor became a cbnmpion of both projects. 

8. The EIS for the Intenmunty Connector was chartend by the Maryland Stats Highway 
M t d o n .  Do state statutes require MdTA to undergo the NEPA proceas before projects are 
constructed? In vow exoerience, is the toll agencv - twicallv - -  solelv reswnsible for the NEPA 
process (and ~&ha~& firms t i  complete tie NEPA wok) or kthe ~ P A  process embarked 
upon in conjunction with another state or local transportaton agency? The SHA took the lead on 
the EIS administration becsuse it was that agency's project, even though MdTA will provide the 
hnc ing and operating of the toll M t y  when it opens. MdTA is assisting with the ED. MdTA 
is working with Virginia on the 1-95 improvements. 

9. Communications and marketing: other than the wealth of i n f d o n  available on MdTA's . . 
website (www.rcdtamte.md.. what else has been included in MdTA's commmmtmm ~ l a n  
with the'plblic thus fbr, such a s k  medium for conveying infomation to the public and to- 
elected officials? Othm than the facility fact sheets available on the MdTA website, can MDTA 
provide TDOT with copies of MdTA's brochures, flyers, advertkwnts, etc.? What are the top 
three "hot topics" that MdTA is attempting to get out the message about and what are the desired 
outcomes of the communications plan? MdTA's website contaias valuable information on 
projects, and activities fix the public, elected officials, and the media. MdTA is 
considering changing its name and implementing branding. 

Facility Operatiom 

Tolls at each of MdTA's seven facilities are collected both via electronic methods (E-ZPass system) and 
cash. MdTA pmvides a commuter discount for customers paying by ETC ( a k a  E-ZPass) on all of its 
facilities. 0th than via the E-ZPass application on Maryland's E m s  website (www.ezpassmd.com), 
E-masses may also be obtained at select retail outlets in the state. 

To pmmote safety for users of vehicular crossings, MdTA has adopted rules and replations governiug 
using the vehicular crossings. A vehicle may not be driven on any vehi& o w i n g  if the vehicle 

or its load exceeds the maximum weight, width, or height permitted by the replations of MdTA for that 
vehicular crossing. 
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Enforcement of traffic and toll violations on MdTA's facilities as well as at BWI and the Port of 
Baltimore is the responsibility of the Maryland Tmnqmbtion Adority Police. With more than 500 
sworn and civilian iaw-enfor&ment professionals, it the seventh-largest police force in the state. The 
MdTA have broad police powers. 

As related to MdTA's toll facities operations, TDOT is interested in gleaning insight on the following 
subjects: 

1. Electronic Toll Collection GTC): how much more efficient and cost effective is it to collect tolls 
via ETCIEZ Pass? Do the benefits of administering differential rates (discounts) for electronic toll 
collections outweieh the revenues lost if cash rateswere collected? ~t aeed facilities not desiened 
for ETC, having &h and electronic C O U C C ~ ~ O ~ S  has b c ~ n  cost incffectiv; ~ 0 n d  trust agreerngts 
do not allow E-ZPass to be used on non-MdTA facilities in Maryland. A commuter discount is in 
place for toll facility users that pay by either cash @y issuance of shopper's tickets) or ETC, 
althoueh thev are o h a s k  out the cash/tickets issuances because thev are administrativelv 
cumbekome: M~?A ~&mmends that any commuter discount be &ton a percentage ofihe toll 
rather than an absolute dollarlcent amount, which will allow any toll increases to be applied to 
both regular tolls and discounted tolls. MdTA also warned about the competing goalsf  
congestion management and public service via the b u n t  

2. How many staff members are dedicated to the adainktration of the E-ZPass program? Three. 

3. What factors led to MdTA considering Open Road Tolling (ORT) for the Intexounty Cormectoff 
MdTA chartered an in-depth study of existing ORT facilities and found that the ability to collect 
tolls without booths is cost efficient and improves the ease of collections. 

4. What are the advantages of MdTA overseeing its own police force? In your professional opinion, 
is there a threshold for the number of toll facities or number of tolled lanes miles that justifies a 
toll agency administering its own enforcement? The MdTA police force was created with the 
creation of the Authority itself for the purpose of patrolling the toll facilities and assisting with 
apprehendiug toll violators. A mission creep has oocurred since then and the MdTA police serve 
much bnmk purposes as tmqortationpolice f a  the entire state including patrolling at the 
ports, Homeland S M t y  duties, and issuing citatio118 for moving violations. MdTA has 450 
sworn police officers, yet this amount is far more than is needed for the toll and traffic violations 
duties on the MdTA -ties. 

5. Toll gantry management: are toll collections on all facilities managed in-house? Does MdTA 
emulov wntractorrr for anv wrtion of the toll collection mcess? In house. Violations are 
beE0-g a bigger issue rating agencies now revi& violation rates as part of bond 
indentures. Of course, the violators also make the systemmhii to those drivers who pay the tolls. 
MdTA has recently been given additional tools fortl&measing violations, which allow N to 
file with the Motor Vehicle Administration to disallow violators' car registration and de ig 
!+om state income tax refunds to pay outstanding violations fees and tolls. 

6. Service dimptions: other than notifications on MdTA's website, how are service disruptions will 
be communicated to the motoring public in cases of incidentdcollisions, gantry repair1 
maintenance, and special events? (not discussed) 
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Funds Usage and Management 

1. MdTA's toll earnings are pooled to cover f m i n g ,  construction, operating, maintenance and 
law-enforcement costs, thus providing d t y  for financing tmqortation improvement projects 
throughout the state's toll system. No other fund sources are being used to support the facility 
operation or administrative functions of MdTk 

2. Except for water and sewer charges imposed by this state or any of its agencies or political 
subdivisions, MdTA, its activities, and the property it owns or contmls are exempt h m  all taxes, 
assessments, and charges, whether federal, state, or local, now or subsequently levied or imposed. 

TDOT is interested in understanding the following items as it relates to funds management: 

1. What was MdTA's annual budget for PY 2006? Approximately $180 million. 

2. Has MdTA met with much resistance to continuing to collect t o k  on its facilities even thou& " 
any original indebtedness has been retired? Does &e public generally understand that toll 
revenues are w e d  for the continuing opemtion and maintenance of the toll facilities? The cost 
to W t  the ~ a y - ~ r i d g e  (currently und%y) will be more in absolute Qllara than it did to 
c&truct the didge. M ~ T A  does not publish one Mlity's cosWrevenues because the Authority 
is selling better operations and value added as a toll system rather than by facility. 

3. Will any federal, state, or local funds used to construct the Inteacounty Connector or will its 
consWon  Med entirely by toll revenue bonds? About half of the funds will wm h m  bond 
finance and about half will come from GARVEE bonds, perhaps with some supplementation 
h m  a TIFIA loan. 

4. What might be any advantages or disadvantages to encapsulating state eansportation finance in 
the role of the state toll agency? Pooling funds. For bond financing purposes, MdTA has all of its 
existing facilities in its primary tier and the new ICC in the secondary tiex, which allows half of 
the cost of the new facility to be funded up hut  by the existing mll facilities, lowaing the 
amount of bonds that must be issued and therefore interest rate costs. 

Public Private Partnerships 

Maryland state law allows the Maryland Department of Transportation to accept solicited and unsolicited 
proposals for public private partnerships (3Ps) for tfansit projects only. 

1. Are there any plans for 3Ps for roads and bridges to be authorized in Maryland? According to the 
Maryland Attorney General, MdTA has all the necessary powers in its authorizing legislation for 
solicited 3Ps and that formal statements in the vein of ai&tivc aronnement && are not 
required. Unsolicited 3% are expressly prohibited, though. Therehre, M ~ T A  is entering 3Ps for 
the reconstruction, finance, and operation at its top volume travel plazas. 

IAWOIIS Learned 

TWT would be appreciative of any general or specific insights or advice MdTA would be able to 
provide regarding general lessons learned in starting up a toll agency and planning for toll mad projects. 
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These may relate to organizational structure, administrative procedures, planning. fiuance, public policy, 
or any other topic that may not have yet been discussed. 

MdTA advises TDOT to "get ahead of the game* with regard to aatborizing the activities of the toll 
agency to ensure that autonomy is protected MdTA also TDOT to give plmW attention to 
stakeholdera in the toll facility study corridor as well as the trucking industry and the state legislnture. 
Membe~~hip in IB'lTA is also recommended because it is the only profes~ional toll indushy group with 
a n ~ o n a l f o c u s .  
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Tennessee Toll System Feasibility Study 
Peer Review Conversation Guide and Questionnaire 

New Toll Agency: Texas Tornpike Authority 
Date of Interview: October 13,2006 

The Tennessee Department of Transportation (TDOT), with the assistance of Wilbur Smith Associates, is 
undertaking a Toll System Feasibility Study. As part of the study, TDOT has selected five existing toll 
agencies for Peer Review to glean best pmtices,~aganhtioaalaalarrangements, and lessons learned ffom 
those with experience in planuing and operating toll facilities. The Texas Turnpike Authority (TTA) has 
kindly agreed to participate in the study as one of the Peer Review ~encies.  Following is a Conversation 
Guide and Questionnaire that provides background infonnation and questions about topics that TDOT is 
hoping to learn about. In attendance was Teresa Estes of TDOT, Doug Woodall of TTA, and Jannine 
Miller of WSA. 

Background 

The Texas Turnpike Authority is a division witbin the Texas Depmhent of Transportation and generally 
operates withii the auspices of TxDOT and under the mroval of the Texas Trausuortation Commission 
(the Commission) exc6t as prescribed otherwise by sti% statute and rules. ACC&~ to TTA's website, 
its mission is to "improve mobility and safety through the development and operation of safe, reliable, 
and cost-efficient system of toll roads using alternative Gnancing and delivery methods to accelerate 
projects." As of yet, lTA is not responsible for the operation of any toll facilities but is working in 
conjunction with a regional tollway and mobility authorities toward the development and financing of 
several toll mads mund the state. Add i t i dy ,  TTA is leading the planning and development of the 
Trans-Texas Comdor projects under public private partnerships, known as "comprehensive development 
agreements" (CDAs) in Texas. 

Charter 
The Texas Turnpike Authorty (TTA) was created by an act of the General Assembly in 1995. A sunset 
provision is not present in the law. The law has been amended several times to refine the original statutes. 

Generally, TTA is provided broad authority to enter into agreements with public entities (typically 
regional tollway authorities), governments, and private entities for the development, finance, operation, 
and ownership of toll Wiities. The statutes are prescriptive in some senses, relating to approval of such 
facilities by the Commission and dictating how toll revenues may be used. Yet even though the statute 
itself is long, TTA seems to have been given a great deal of flexibility to execute its tolling authority. 

1. Were any of the statutory modifications made since origination 1995 requested by TTA to refine 
processes and pmdures? If so, which subchapters/sections were they and would TTA 
recommend that T W T  include such provisions in original legislation a acquire a certain degree 
of administrative and planning experience before including such refinements? Originally ITk 
was an independent authority governed by a three-membet Board of Directors, &ah waa 
subsequently replaced by a governance simply by administrative mles, and hnally in 1995, TTA 
was subsumed as a division of TxM3T. TTA advises that the best Texas statutes regardii tolling 
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are fouud in the CDA chapters (which allow a 111 spechum of ammpmm h m  design-build to 
concessions~ as well as the RMA (which allows local oroiects to be W e d  locallv . and enables 
the rsgion's~othm traaqmtation p&jects to benefit hk ioll menuea). 

2. As Tl'A has participated in the study and planning for toll roads thus far, has the law allowed for 
the flexibility needed to be effective? (not discussed) 

3. Do you foresee that the law will allow such continued flexibility while authorizing a level of 
accolmtability that is desired by the General Assembly, the Governor, and the citizens of Texas? 
(not discussed) 

Amn-Phepnunt 
The Authority is administratively located within TxDOT for administrative purposes and exerciees most 
of its powers with the approval of the Texas Tramportation Commission, except as otherwise specified by 
state law. lTA's offices are not 10- in the same building as TxWT. 

1. What has been the level of interaction lTA has had with TxDOT's other division thus far with 
planning and c o n a u o n  and does TTA anticipate an increased or demwed level of integration 
as toll facility operations begin on turnpike projects? TTA is a fully hctional division of 
TxDOT that interacts regularly with other divisions and the Texas T-on Commission. 
The dklvmtgeGs to bekg p& of a state transportation agency is that t ie  toll division must 
adhere to the DOT'S rules, policies, and procedum, which can inhibit optimal eflEcient toll 
project development. 

@-Board 
Members of the Ekmk as a division within TxWT, the TTA is governed by the TxWT Board 

1. How often does TTA report to the Commisgion? Will this change upon the opening of toll 
facities? 

2. What has been the Commission's level of involvement in agency planning. operations, fonds 
management? Does TTA foresee tbis changing upon the opening of toll facities? 

1. How is the lTA executive dbctor appointed and is there a limitation on hismer tam? Not 
diractly diwxlssed but there do not appear to be re&i&ons on the tenn of service. Initid stafhg 
was dram from of TxDOT. 

2. How many employees does lTA have cumntly? 27  custom^^ ~ C C  center amployeas, 3 
contract adminishafors plus the executive director and deputy direotor. Only one staff member 
hasdinottollmadexpsrienoe. 

3. Can lTA provide TDOT with a copy of its organhtional chart? Yes, attached here. 

Re&ndTdhwyAutlroriripJandR@nrJMobiI&yAut-ho~ 
According to Texas statutes enacted in 1997, the m m e s  of reaional tollway authorities are the 
ex-oiand improvement of -tion facktim and s y s k  in this st&, the creation of regional 
tollway authorities to secure and acquire rights-of-way for urgently needed transportation systems and to 
plan, design, construct, operate, expand, extend, and modify those systems, and the reduction of burdens 
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and demands on the S i t e d  money available to the commission and an increase in the effectiveness and 
efficiency of the wmmission. Upon ultimate approval by the Texas Transportation CotIlmission, RTAs 
may be formed by two or more counties (one of which must have a population of 300,000 or more) per 
the direction of the counties' commissioner's courts. Once formed, RTAs have broad authority to study, 
develop, own, operate, and lease out turnpike projects and turnpike systems, generally independent of 
state oversight. 

Regional Mobility Authorities, formed by one or more counties upon the approval of the Commission, 
were more recently enacted in 2001 in Texas statutes to construct, maintain, and operate transDortaton 
projects in a defined region of the state. Tmqxntation projects that may be pu&d by Rl& include 
turnpike projects, passenger or fkeight rail facilities, major roadways, ferries, airports, pedestrian or 
bicycle facilities, intermodal hubs, air quality improvement initiatives, and public utility facilities. RMAs 
may impose tolls, h, fees, or other usage charges and such wllections are not subject to supervision of 
regulation by any agency of the state or another governmental entity. 

1. What are the advantages and disadvantages of each different regional toll agency set-up and does 
TTA recommend TDOT authorized one of these tyDes of amn~ements for toll aaencies? 'ITA 
only interacts with the RMds when they src ne~$~forrmd, wh& the RMA's tolifnciility will 
conaect with the state and when RMAs wque~ financing mistance. RMAs are allowed 
to enter into CDAs but RTAs are not 

Infrastructure Planning 

The Commission designates one or more lanes of a segment of the state highway system as a toll project 
or system. TTA is currently executing the planning and development of the Trans-Texas Corridor projects 
and collaborating with regional mobility authorities in planuiug for new toll facilities. TTA is required to 
adopt and include in TxDOT's unified traqmtation program a list of transportation pmjects in each 
deuartment district that the d m e n t  considers to be elimble and feasible for tollinn: a tranmortation 
pkject that is included in the kst is not requud to be o&ted as a toll project. ~exGlaws s& that one 
or more municipalities, one or more c o d e s ,  a c o m b i o n  of municipalities and counties, or a private 
grow or c o m b i o n  of individuals in this state may - -  uay - al l  or Dart ofthe menses of shldvine: the cost 
&d feasibility and any other expenses relating to the -tion and issuance of toll revenue &ds for 
the construction of a proposed toll project or system, the improvement, extension, or expansion of an 
existing project or system, or the use of private participation 

TDOT is interested in learning about the following topics as they relate to planning for infrastructrrre: 

1. Processlprocedures: what is the internal and external process for planning with regards to 
selecting transportation projects to study for feasibility as toll roads? How does TTA's planning 
mirror and/or interact with planning that occurs within the TxDOT districts? Do most toll projects 
(other than the 'ITC) originate from local governments? TTA adyzes facilities for toll projects 
at the behest of TxDOT districts and the Texas Transpatation Commission. Texas's tight t id ing  
situation dictates that new limited-access alignments have to be funded by toll collections. With 
the financial support allocated to it by TxDOT through ''Fund 6," TTA has analyzed over 600 
roadways for toll feasibiity. If a local government participates in funding the feasibility of its 
region's ton project, the local government may receive a prorated percentage of the toll revenues. 

2. Texas law prescribes certain stipulations that, iffollowed, would allow TxDOT to convert 
existing '%een lanes to tolled lanes as well as toll exclusive lanes, i.e. truck-only lanes. Has 'ITA 
exercised this authority and if so, how has it handled any reaction fmm the public? h pmcribd 
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by Texas law, only under certain c h w  can existing or cumntly planaed facilities be 
tolled. These include the followinn: - .  1) the road was de&mted a toll road arior to commencement 
of cmshdon ,  2) the facility was open to tmffic as a to i  prior to ~optemlk 1,1995,3) the 
project was in the RTP as a toll facility prior to Septcimber 1,1995.4) free parallel lanes provided 
in the same number have always been fb, and 5) a county-wide referendum is passed allowing 
designated h e  l a m  to be tolled. An of yet, TTA has not acted upon any of h e  allowances 
because such activity is viewed as too c o n t r o d .  

3. Cadtaat4: does TTA have consultants on a retainer-type contrect for planning, feasibility 
analysis, p h i n a r y  engineering, and design? Or are RFPs/RPQs issued as needed? TTA has 
each of the three primary traffic and revenue study hrms (WSA, Volmer, and URS) under 
contract TTA staff- more than $1 billion in catracts kluding condents of all types; 
however constructbn is handled by other TxM3T divisions. Prior to bemmhg part of 'IkDOT, 
cons- was handled by 'ITA. 

4. The state statutes that created TTA stipulate the holding of a public hearing for TTA hunpike 
projects but only if sdsting ''tieen lanes are converted to tolls. Before designating a m t e  for a 
segment of the Trans-Texas Corridor, TTA must hold at least one public hearing in each county 
through which the segment may p s .  Have the public hearings held thus hr been e M v e  in 
educating the public and receiving feedback on the projects under consideratiion, and what factors 
have made the hearings sucoesshl? Does TTA contract the execution of public involvement to 
consultants or is any PI managed in-house? (not discwed) 

5. The law prescribes that turnpike projects must be included in a region's TIP. What has been the 
nature and level of interaction with MPOs? In Texas. toll f a c ' i  ohmine and m n i u u z m  - 
occurs via a statewide interoperability agreement that stipnkes-&e roleslof various tmqmhlion 
agencies including lTA, RTAn, local governments, aad private entities. If a TTA toll project is 
located in an airqualily non-nttah&t or maintenance &pion, it must be included in & MPO's 
TIPIRTP. ~ T A  &f& intenrcts with MPOs on an as needed basis yet is ever~onscious of the 
need for local $owmm!s to be involved and in control of projects in theii region. 

6. Timeline How long after TTA was created in law in 1995 did it take for the Authority to hire the 
Executive Director and begin studying the feasibility of potential projects? What is the 
anticipated elapsed time to get a turnpike project operational? Appmxh&ly 10 years. 

7. The NEPA proms is required for use of federal fmqorhtion funds. Environmental review is 
required by Texas law for the Traus-Texas Caridor and the process is underway for TTC-35. Are 
there any projects that lTA . . develops that do not require environmental review and has TTA been 
able to affect any smmhmg of the environmental review steps for toll projects? (not disoussed) 

Facility Operations under Considemtion 

As of yet, TTA is not cwrently operating any armpikes in the state but is undergoing preliminary 
considerations for operations of the facilities as it relates to planning for hhbwtm. Through the 
agreements with public and private entities for the development and operation of toll Wt i e s ,  TTA is 
authorized to ih toll rates with the approval of the Commission. Operation of a toll fadlity may be 
executed by any of an assortment of entities, public and private, in accordance with contracts and 
agreements 'ITA enters. According to Texas law, TTA "may engage in marketing, advertising, and other 
activities to promote the development and use of toll projects and may enter into contracts or agreements 
necessary to pnxwe marketing. advertising, or other promotional services from outside service 
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providers." TDOT is interested in gleaning insight on the following subjects that TTA may be considering 
for facility operations: 

1. Toll collection: is TTA planning to accept cash as payment at the toll gantries? Will this be by 
manual or automatic collection machines? Yes, see #3 below. 

2. TTA will be implementing electronic toll collections via the TxTAG. Other than via the website 
or telephone, are there any other anticipated methods for distributing transponders? (not 
-1 

3. Is TTA dw implementing differential rstes (discounts) for electronic toll collections 
versus cash? Is TTA considering Open Road Tolling (ORT)? Why or why not? The Texas 
Transportation Commission wants to implement ORT without accepting cash as payment on the 
Trans Texm Conidor and Central Texas Turnpike System projects. This policy has yet to be 
implemented due to c- about the impact onrevenues. Therefm, cash toll collections will 
be included in TTC projects. 

4. Toll rate schemt: does TTA anticipate that the toll rate scheme in the bond ~~ allow for 
automatic increases in rates? Is TTA considering varyiqg tolls by time-of-day or vehicle 
occupancy for the RTA or lTC M t i e s ?  (not discussed) 

5. Communi&ons and ma&eting what has been included in TTA's communications plan with the 
public thus far, such as the medium for conveying information to the public and to elected 
officials? Can TTA provide TDOT with copiea of =A's brochures, flyers, advertisements, etc.? 
WhatarethetopUvee"hottopi~~~thatTTAis~tingtogctoutthe~geaboutandwhat 
are the desired oubmmes of the communications ~lan? lTA has WM:& with its Wblic 
comnnmicatiom and marketing efforts because &e message is that tolling faciitiea-enables 
signi&ant time savings for project delivery, whereas with d t i o n a l  funding mechanims, a 
region's construction dollars from the state are allocated slowly over time. Datractors to toll 
&tern development in Texas use the arguments of double ta&on, tolling as a perpetual 
progm~andwarninga thaSprivete~hmEuropeandAustrallawillownandoperate 
Texas's roads. 

Ponds Usage and Management 

Certain s@uMons on the use of toll revenues and toll-backed bonds are pmcribed in Texas law. Them 
include the following: 

1. Toll~ueorotherrevemte~edhmatollprojector~thatiscolldm&edby 
the deptment under thie chapter, and a payment nceived by the depatment under a 
comprehensive development agmmnt for a toll project or system shall be deposited in the Btate 
highway f i  

2. Payments received by TTA under a comprehensive development agreement may be used by the 
department to iinance the c o m o n ,  maintenance, or operation of a transportation project or 
air quality project in the region in which the toll facility is located. 

3. The Commission authorim the use of surplus revenue of a toll project or system to pay the cos$ 
of a transportation project, highway project, or air quality project within a dishict in 
which any pmt of the toll project is located. 
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4. The Commission is not permitted to revise the formula as provided in the department's unified 
transportation program - - in a manner that results in a decrease of a district's allocation because of a 
~a&t under Texas state law. 

5. with regards to toll lanes, revenue generated fiom toll charges and collection fees assessedby an 
entity with whom the department contracts under must be allocated as required by the terms of 
the agreement. 

6. The Commission mav not take an action that violates. hairs.  or is inconsistent with a bond 
order, trust agreemeit, or indenture governing the usd of ihe s&lw revenue. 

7. Bonds or other debt obligations of a political subdivision reviewed under this subchapter are 
obligations of the issuing entity and are not oblimtions of the state. 

8. The>eparment may &se tolls for the use of& toll project or system and the different 
segments or par& of each project or system and, notwithstanding other stipulations in state law to 
the conlrary, contract with a person for the use of part of a toll project or system or lease part of a 
toll project or system for a gas station, garage, store, hotel, restaurant, railroad tracks, utilities, 
and telecommunications facilities and equipment and set the terms for the use or lease. The tolls 
shall be set so that, at a minimum, the aggregate of tolls from the toll project or system: 

a. provides a h d  sufficient with other revenue and wntributions, if any, to pay the cost of 
maintaining, repairing, and operating the project or system and the principal of and 
interest on the bonds issued under Subchapter C (conversion of free lanes to toll lanes) 
for the project or system as those bonds become due and payable, and creates reserves for 
specific purposes. 

b. The tolls are not subject to supervision or regulation by any other state agency. 
c. The tolls and other revenue derived from the toll project or system for which bonds were 

issued, except the part necessary to pay the cost of maintenance, repair, and operation and 
to provide reserves for those wsts as may be vrovided in the order authorizing the 
is&ce of the bonds or in the trust aerekmeit securine the bonds. shall be set aside at 
regular intervals as may be provided k the order or t&t agreement in a sinking fund that 
is pledged to and charged with the payment of interest on the bonds as it becomes due, 
principal of the bonds as it becomes due, necessary charges of paying agents for paying 
principal and interest, and the redemption price or the purchase price of bonds retired by 
call or purchase as provided by the bonds. 

9. The revenue and disbursements for each toll project or system shall be kept separately. The 
revenue from one project may not be used to pay the cost of another project except as authorized 
other sections of the state Tmqmrtatim Code. 

'ITA is not required by state law to remove tolls fiom a turnpike project once bond indebtedness is 
expired. By Authority policy, TTA does not allow the cross-subsidy of one turnpike's revenues to support 
another turnpike's operations, maintenance, or construction costs. 

1. Can TTA provide some M e r  clarification as to how it is determined that tolls from different 
projecWagreements get disbursed to the Texas Mobility Fund, used specifically for the region in 
which the toll revenues are generated, andlor provided directly to TTA? An RMA's surplus 
revenue is allocated to the MPO for funding other -on projects in the region. The SH 
121 project is &hated to have a 5W? bond cnpacity because the costs for ROW, NEPA, and 
preanstruction were funded previously £tom non-bond procabd funds. 

2. Since toll revenues are not yet being collected, how is TxDOT currently supporting the costs for 
TTA administrative operations and the studies/plans for new toll facilities? Are any other h d  
sources being used wkently? Fkviously, T T ~ ~ m i i v e d  support dire@ &om the TBXBB ~obility 
hmd~taxnnnn~~i)but~tryitfimctio91)~mlosashromTxDOTthatwillbepaidback 
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with toll revenues once toll wlleotiolls be& TTA also is using fiinds &om the he bbond sale 
forpletmin&desiga,snd~talwnkonthatproj&anditrece~8upportfromlocal 
governments and authorities in the form of right-of-way donations. Some of its h d i i  orightw 
from the Trem-Texas Chidor cacmion fee. TTA submitted an application for a TWIA loan. 

4. Has TTA already been in contact with private companies that execute the sale of the bonds that 
will be issued in the future? If not yet, what is the timeliie for contacting or going to contract 
with private bond sellers in relation to lurnpike projects that have been deemed feasible? CZTS 
bonds have been sold. TTA is wmlting with the private development consortium in the context of 
the pre-CDA to plan for Gnancing for the Trans-Texas Corridors. 

5. For the ramp-up periods of the first few lurnpikes, do- TTA anticipate continued ijnancial 
support h m  other entities to cover admhkhtive costs? Yes, TTA will likely be receiving 
support &nu TxDOT as long as the Texas Transportaton Commission mtiuum to request 
stndiea of newly proposed toll facilities. Over time the pmportion of TxDOT support will decline 
as toll revenues become part of TTA's budget 

Pnblic Prhrate Partnerships - Comprehensive Development Agreements 

Texas, of course, has some of the most comprehensive and liberal laws auth* public private 
parbmihips, or wmprehmive development agmments, for the development, operation and ownership 
of transportation 

. - 
facities. TTA embarked upon CDA development in 2002 when it received an 

unsolicited uromsal for what is now consided the Trans-Texas Conidor. Since then. TTA has sorted 
through competing proposals, entered a CDA with Cintra (a private developer of &portation 
intiastructure), and undertaken an environmental review that is due fm completion next wmmm. 

1. What are the rn three lessons leamed thus far in formulating QlAe that lXWT sdvises other 
departments of'mqmtation and toll authorities to give heei to? l T A  has not yet entered a MI 
CDA on the Trans Tmas Corridor yet but is in a praCDA arrangement that giw the Cintra 
aroup hrst rights in negotiations. On the $6 bi& construction d e c t  in & Antonio, TTA is 

L~SSOIIS Learned 

TDOT would be appreciative of any g e n d  or specific insights or advice TTA would be able to provide 
regardiug general lts80m leamed in staAing up a toll agency and plsnning for toll road projects. These 
may relate to orgauhtional structure, adminietrative pmduea, planning, h c e ,  public policy, or any 
other topic that may not have yet been discussed. 

TTA neommmds a set-up with the toll agency ae part of the DOT be- the larger strategic picture for 
the state's transwICstion svstem is retained and with it the d o n  to stntewide ulauaiu~. ?TA also 
r e c o d  &loping ahd broadoasting a clear messup on the conntruction tGssvingi that is 
affotdcd when nanqmmion hilities are frmmced by tolls. TTA also emphasb the impoaancs of local 
involvement a d  &-in. 
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Tennessee Toll System Feasibility Study 
Peer Review Conversation Guide, Questionnaire, and Notes 

Established Toll Agency: Florida's Turnpike Enterprise W E )  
Interview Date: October 18,2006 

The Tennessee Department of Transportation (TDOT), with the assistance of Wilbur Smith Associates, is 
undertaking a Toll System Feasibility Study. As part of the study, TDOT has selected five existing toll 
agencies f& peer ~ e h e w  to glean best p&tices,~org~tionalnal-gements, and lessons leaned from 
those with experience in planning and operating toll facilities. Florida's Turnpike Enterprise (FTE) has 
kindly agreed to participate in the study as one of the Peer Review agencies. In attendance was Teresa 
Estes of TDOT, Chris Warren of FTE, and Jannine Mier  of WSA. 

Organizational Structure 

Background and Charter 
Florida's Turnpike Enterprise was initially established as the Florida State Turnpike Authority by the 
State Legislature in 1953. The primary purpose of the Authority was to construct the Sunshine State 
Parkwav. usine bonds. Since that time the Turn~ike Mainline has mwn to over 400 miles with the 
~urn~ik '= ~nteGrise operating another approxidtely 200 miles ofroadway as well as operating 
additional facilities on behalf of other FDOT Districts and local agencies. 

The Authority was integrated into the Florida Department of Tmsportation in 1969. In 1988 the state 
legislature created the Offtce of the Florida's Turnpike within the Department of Transportation. At this 
time the legislature also established economic feasibility tests, and authorized bonds and toll rate 
increases for expansions of the Turnpike System. 

The state legislature approved the financing of the Turnpike System's expansion including the acquisition 
of the Saw- Expressway in 1990. In 1994 the Office of the Turnpike became the FDOT Turnpike 
District with the T&npike3s District Secretary responsible to the secretary of the Deparbnent of - 
Transportation. In 1999 Governor Bush requested a study of the potential privatization of the Turnpike 
District. The recommendation of the study was that the Turnpike District should remain a public agency 
working to achieve the Department of Transportation's mission to improve mobility while using the 
methods of a private agency. This recommendation was implemented in 2002 in HB 261, which created 
the turnpike executive director within FDOT and integrated the m c e  of Toll Operations into the 
Turnpike Enterprise. 

As part of the Florida Department of Transportation, FTE is required to follow the same environmental 
regulations as the rest of FDOT in constructing new facilities. The legislation did change the Turnpike's 
financial feasibidity test and it redehned the procedures the Turnpike Enterprise would have to follow. 

"It is the intent of the Legislature that the turnpike enterprise be provided additional powers and 
authority in order to maximize the advantages obtainable through fully leveraging the Florida 
Turnpike System asset. The additional powers and authority will provide the turnpike enterprise with 
the autonomy and flexibility to enable it to more easily pursue innovations as well as best practices 
found in the private sector in management, finance, organization, and operations. The additional 
powers and authority are intended to improve cost-effectiveness and timeliness of project delivery, 
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increase revenues, expand the turnpike system's capital program capability, and improve the quality 
of service to its patrons, while continuing to protect the turnpike system's bondholders and further 
preserve, expand, and improve the Florida Turnpike System." 

The following is a sample of the Turnpike Enterprise's authority as revised in the 2002 legislation and in 
later legislation: 

1. The Turnpike Enterprise is exempt h m  following the rules, procedures, and standards of the 
Florida Department of Transportation subject to the decision of the Secretary of T w t i o n  to 
apply such standards. 

2. At the discretion of the Secretary of Transportation, the Turnpike Enterprise may promulgate 
rules that will allow it to utilii best business practices. 

3. The Tumpike Enterprise's debt service cap was increase to $4.5 Won.  
4. It is the express intention of the Florida Turnpike Law that the Florida Tumpike Enteqnise be 

authorized to plan, develop, own, purchase, lease, or otherwise acquire, demolish, conshct, 
improve, relocate, equip, repair, maintain, operate, and manage the Florida Turnpike System; to 
expend funds to publicize, advertise, and promote the advantages of using the turnpike system 
and its facilities; and to cooperate, coordinate, mer, and contract with other entities, public and 
private, to accomplish these pqoses. 

5. The turnpike enteqnise shall be a single budget entity and shall develop a budget..The turnpike 
enterprise's budget shall be submitted to the Legislature along wth the department's budget. 

6. The department is a u t h o f i  to incm expenses for paid advertising, marketing, and promotion of 
toll faciities and elecironic toll collection products and services. Promotions may include 
discounts and h e  pmdwts. 

7. The department is auth- to receive finds h m  advertising placed on electronic toll 
collection products and promotional materials to defiay the costs of products and services. 

8. The Turnpike Enterprise is authorized to utilize design-build construction practices. 

T W T  has the following questions as they relate to the Turnpike Enterprise Legislation: 

1. How has the Turnpike Enterprise legislation impmved the delivery of the Turnpike's 
bansportation product? Customer satisfaction has increased h m  81% to 91% in the four years 
since the shucture changed, rate of project delivery has doubled, and 140 new lane miles of 
capacity has been added within the $4.5 billion bond cap. 

2. What internal changes were instituted as a result of the 2002 legislation? What additional changes 
would assist you in admhist* the Entaprise or advancing its purposes? Pmviously the 
Turnpike orgnnhtion was an office withim FDOT, then an FDOT dikct ,  and now the FTE 
functioning as a division. The capital p h  has become more aggressive, the bond cap has 
i n m a d ,  and the rigor of bweaucmtic procedures that was i n h i i i g  turnpike system 
improvement has been removed. 

3. Do you foresee that the law as it is currently written will continue to allow necessary flexibility? 
Yes, although FTE is examining implications of a further refinement to the statute that would fm 
ETE of some of the administrative responsibiities that still inhibit some innovations and 
efficiencies. This would incMe mising the bond cap, which has prohibited the fourth and fiRh 
year work-pmgram projects f h n  progressing. 

4. Have the statutory changes that improve the Enterprise's flexibiily and autonomy affected its 
responsiveness to the public? Yen, see question 1. 
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A ~ P I a e e m e n i  
The Turnpike Enterprise is a part of the Florida Department of Transportation, however is governed by 
more flexible regulations and operates within the jurisdiction of several FDOT districts. 

1. How has the placement of the Tumpike Enterprise within FDOT impacted the Turnpike's 
o~erations, d c u l a r l y  in collaborating with the other FDOT Districts. to develoa needed 
&uspor&ion improv&nents? Has therecently added flexibility allowk the ~ ~ i t o  reduce 
production time? By design, FTE maintaius its public motive and protects the mle of FDOT's 
chief executive in hansportation infmtructun development. o f  p&my importance is the link 
with FDOT that remains for project delivery. Indeed, a vast majority of the new alignment on the 
state system in the past several years has been turnpike faciities. 

Erecubbe Dircetor and Administradvt EnrpIqvem 
The Turnpike Enterprise staff is composed of FDOT employees and employees of various consulting 
b. FDOT employees comprise approximately 1Ph of the Turnpike Enterprise's staff with consultants 
making up the remaining 90% of the staff. The consultants and their subcontractom are selected to 
perform specific functions for the Tumpike Enterprise. The primary functions performed by consultant 
teams are: operations, maintenance, general engineering planning and h c e ,  communications and 
marketing, tolls, and concessions. In addition to these areas the Turnpike Enterprise also has Tmop K of 
the Florida Highway Patrol dedicated to law enforcement on the Turnpike System. 

The executive director of the Turnpike Enterprise appoints staff. Among the staff is a chief financial 
officer, who must be a proven, effective administrator with demonstrated experience in fmancial 
management of a large bonded capital program and must hold an active l i k e  to practice public 
accounting in Florida The Tumpike Enterprise staff must also include the Office of Toll Operations. 

1. How many employees does FTE have c-tly? How many are on the management team versus 
toll plaza operations versus "back-mom" administration? Management staff was capped at a level 
of 100 employees with other legislative changes that were enamd in 1988. Other recent statutory 
changes added 380 employees to the FTE roster, yet these employees are dedicated to toll plaza 
and service plaza operations. About 90% of Fl'E's 4,600 total employees are actually contract 
employees, some of which are empowered to make management decisions. 

2. How are the consultant teams that operate the Enterprise selected? (not discussed) 

3. Is FTE able to provide T W T  with a copy of its organizational chart7 (not discussed) 

Infrastructure Planning 

FTE currently performs the planuing function for new facilities and improvements to existing facilities 
internally using consultants housed within the Tumpike. These consultants are employed on a retainer 
basis for planning and feasibiity analysis. P r e l i i  en-g studies are sometimes performed in 
house depending on the size of the project. 

1. Procedures: Is the i n t d  process for planning regimented or flexible? How has the planning 
process either suited the needs of FTE as they arose or impeded possible progress toward the 
implementation of improvements or additional toll facilities? FTE will perfirm sketch-level 
"maphot" studies of any project brought to its atfention. About one in 15 advance to full-blown 
planuing level studiea. Per statutory mpirmmt, FTE's planning must fit in the context of 
FDOT's five-year work program. By policy, FTE's planning must also fit within the revenue and 
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ikmcisl plans ofFDOT. Intemdly, FTE has a %year wnceptual plan of mate& capital 

pm investments. FIE regularly keeps the Tnimmmion S~CPJWY - awrised - -  of its work AU 
new align&& i n  thi Florid~ at& road system have designated PTE as the &loper. 

2. Consultants: In addition to the consultants in house d m  PTE have any consultants on 
a retainer-type contract for planning, feasib'ity analysis, preliminary engineering. and Mi? 
Are RFWRFQs issued as such servicas are needed? Most comultant work is psrformed by the 
in-house consultants. 

3. Do FTE public involvenmt acthiti= differ sigaifi~~ntly from the activities required of other 
P W T  Districts? (not discussed) 

4. State law requires PWT/ETE to follow the state environmental p r o w  if M federal funds are 
utikd, and the NEPA process if fiederal fUnds are used. How do the activities required of FTE 
under the state environmental process differ in practice from the activitia required under the 
NJPA process? Florida's state emironmental review is a full oversight process but the federal 
NEPA process oao add three years to the planning and mgineering phase of project development. 

5. The law elm does not appear to prescibe a specific ininteranion with MPOs other than what is 
required by federal law for regional transportationplanning. What has been the nature of the 
inteaaction with MPOs when studying - - toll c o m t s  and toll miects? Exmt in metropolitan 
ereaa with air quality attainment mpimmts, l k )  involve&k is m t  nuhak i  him 
involvea itselfin the I d  planning process. 

6. T i m e h  In your experience, what is the anticipated elapsed time to get a tollway project 
operational - from the initiation of the first study to its mrpsded open-to-Wc date? (not 
d i s c d )  

7. Communications and marketing: How successll has the marketing pmgram (as atlowed under 
the new legislation) been in attracting new customers to using electmnic tolling? (not discwssed) 

Facility Operations 

Tolls on the FTE system are ourrently collected by three methods, elecironic toll collections, manual toll 
collection. and ummmed toll collection at ram~s .  - FTE instituted raised tolls for cash mmctions while 
maintaining the same toll rate for electronic t m w c t i ~ l l ~  in 2004. Typically electronic transactions cost 25 
cents less than cash tmmctions. The Turnpike Enterprise has amqements with Publix grocery stores 
and CVS pharmacies to sell their tmspoders. The Turnpike Enkqrise has also marketed sunPm 
transpondera through billboards. TV, and radio adveaisements. 

1. Eleclmnic Toll Collection 0: Hiis the PTE considersd dhibuthg SmPas Tmmponders at 
l d o n s  other than WtiX and CVS? (not discus@ 

2. How much did the differential rates (discounts) for electronic toll coUectim alter SunPass 
participation? Did FTE take any actions to improve electronic toll collection opemtiuns prior to 
implementing the differential with cssh toll collections? Are there any p h  fixher &crease 
the differential between cash and electronic toll collection? JNkmW rates for ETC wess 
implemented when toll rates inmad,  which applied only to tolls paid by cltah. A ff#lsem aasr 
discount of 25% was in place but was removal. Time-of-day variable tow was utudiecl in 
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Orlando for a new capacity project (would be HOT lanes) but politics has been a boundary to 
implementation. 

3. Are there any dam to e d  the use of S d a s s  h'aasoondm for mhases  bevond the 
collection of tolls? The ~;mPess may now be used at tlk Orlado kqwt to paypayfor parking. Thin 
development was initiated by the OrlanQ-0range County Toll Authority, which appoached FTE 
about methods to improve SunPass penetration into the msrket. Similar ammgeGts wiU be 
available at airports in Tamp, Fort Lauderdae, and Miami. The pmpose of implemmtiq such 
interoperebilty is less for improving revenues but more for adding value for the cushmm. 

4. How does FTE define open mad tolling (ORT)? Is FTE considering Open Road Tolling (ORT) 
for my possible future toll facilities? Why or why not? (not discussed) 

5. Violations: Other than videdphotograph enfacement for violations in the ETC lane, are law 
enforcement personoel on post at the toll plaza? If so, is law enforcement prpresent at all times or 
just select/random times? T m p  K of the Florida State Patrol is made up of 120 oiXcms 
desiguated to -ing traffic laws on FTE's fac'ities. FTE has noticed that toll violatiom have 
increased as ETC peneiration has i n m a d  Unpaid tolls equate to appmxbtely $100 million in 
projects that d be funded. To lower the violation rate, FTE has m e d y  been given the 
authdty to use m v e  tools to improve toll cdhtions, which include the sccrual of 
uniform tra86c citations that FTE ultimately files with the state if tolls are not paid over a 
apeci5ed period of time. Otha penalties involve prohibiting violators firom regiskhg osrs and 
renewing drivsrs' licenses. 

6. Service disruptions: how are service disruptions handled in cam of incidents/wlbions, gantry 
rewhtmaintenmce, and special events? Has the Tumoike Enmnises iddent clearance incentive 

Funds Usage and Management 

As part of the Florida Department of Tmqmtation, the FTE's budget is subject to review and approval 
by the state legislature. As part of the DOT, FTE is eligible to accept and administer any federal highwav - - 
& transit funds available gthe deptment. ~owever,the FTE's funding for the 
constmction of new capacity is the issuance of revenue bonds. Excepts from state law on FTE funding 
follow: 

a) Legislative approval of the depmbent's tentative work program that contains the turnpike 
project d M e s  approval to issue bonds...Turnpike projects approved to be included in 
future tentstve work programs inch&., but are not limited to, projects eontaincd in the 2003- 
2004 teninlive work program A maxinnun of $4.5 biion of bonds may be issued to fund 
approved turnpike pmjects. 

b) The department is a u t h o M  to use turnpike revenues, the State Transportation Trnst Fund 
moneys allocated for turnpike vroiects.. ..federal funds, and bond m e e d s ,  and shall use the 
most &wt-efficient comb&& oksuch funds, in developing a fir;ancial for funding 
turnpike projtc$. The department must submit a report of the estimated cost for each ongoing 
turnpike project and for each planned project to the Legislam 14 days before the cbnvening 
of the regular legislative session. Verification of economic feasibility and statements of 
environmental feasibiity for individual turnpike projects must be based on the entire project as 
approved.... 
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1. How has the Turnpike's bond cap impacted the delivery of services and new capacity on 
Turnpike facilities as well as the c o ~ c t i o n  of new fscities? Would you explain how paying 
off Turnpike bonds impacts the availabiity of funding for new Turnpike projects? See @on 1 
on page 2. 

2. What is the impact of the feasibiity test on improvements? Has the feasibility requirement been 
successful in filtering out suboptimal projects whiie moving projects that would significantly 
improve the operation of the transportation network? This strict requirement has e n s d  that 
projects can suppat themselves and contribute to the system In FTE's experience, tolb must be 
collected on new alignment projects for 34 years to achieve break-even fm-. Therefare, for a 
project to pass the feasibility test it must hd its own operations and mhknance by year 12 of 
operations and after 20 yeam a project must also pay for its bond indebtedness. Before these 
milestone dates, toll collections on the Turnpike msinlinc support new projects. 

3. Given the financial flexibility resulting from recent changes to FTE's authorizing statutes, has 
there been any signiticant co-mingling of funds from different sources to construct new projects? 
Ton collections from each facility are not required to stay within the region tmt r e g i d  balance 
in the medium-term is the goal. Bond indenturea include a syatem-based pledge of fimds for debt 
smice payments. 

4. Florida state law does not qu i re  the diecontinuance of tolls on facilities once their bond 
indebtedness is paid off. Has this enabled FTE to meet its goals - and mission? Has it raised any 
issues with the public? Sse @on 2 above. 

5. What was FTE's annual budget for N 20067 (not discussed) 

Public Private Partnerships 

Florida state law allows the Florida Deparbnent of Transportation to accept solicited and unsolicited 
proposals for publlc private initiatives (PPI). The Turnpike Enterprise has parlnered with a municipality 
and a private developer on the construction of an interchange. FTE has partmed with developem for 
inkchanges and the Western Behay with Disney whse  contributions included ROW donation. 

1. How is the joint project to construct a new interchange at Becker Rmd progressing? Has this 
been a successful effort from the FTE's perspective? Would you recommend approving this type 
of project in the future? (not discussed) 

2. When the private developer funded fsciity becomes an operational toll f&lity, will FTE operate 
the facility? pmposed new alignments on the Florida state road system have de&mted FTE 
as the developer. 

3. What other private public partnerships is the Turnpike Enterprise working on? Can you identify 
the elements necesmy for a successful project developed through a public private partnership? 
(not discwed) 

Lessons Leuned 

TDOT would appreciate any general or specific insights or advice FTE would be able to provide 
regarding general lessons leaned in starting up a toll agency and planning for toll nnui projects. These 
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may relate to organhtional structure, adminisfmtive procedures, planning, finance, public policy, or 
topics not yet discussed. 

R ~ ~ t o t h s c u s t o m e a b t h e p i a r a r y ~ o f a t o 1 1 a g s a e y , ~ c h c a a b e ~ ~  
expeditiously if the toll agency is not bound by DOT administdw and mmdwal ~ ~Alweys t e  
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Florida's Turnpike Enterprise 
FTE, which began operating its first toll facility in 1957, was integrated into the Florida Department of 
Transportation in 1969. In 1988 the State Legislature created the Office of the Florida's Turnpike within 
the De~artment of Transaortation. At this time the leeislature also established economic feasibilitv tests. ' 
a u t h o r h  bonds and toi rate increases for expansio& of the  urnp pike System. The state legislake 
approved the h u c i n g  of the Turnpike System's expansion including the acquisition of the Sawgrass 
l&pressway in 1990. In 1994 the office of the ~ u r n ~ k e  became the h~ Turnpike District with the 
Turnpike's Ditrict Secretary responsible to the Secretary of the Department of Tmqmhtion. 

In 1999 Governor Bush requested a study of the potential privatization of the Turnpike District. The 
recommendation of the Study was that the Turnpike District should remain a public agency working to 
achieve the Department of Transportation's mission to improve mobility while utilizing the methods of a 
private agency. This recommendation was implemented in 2002 in HB 261, which created the Turnpike 
Executive Director within FDOT and integrated the Office of Toll Operations into the Turnpike 
Enterorise. At this time. F'IE's status within FDOT changed from beine a district to becomine a division 
of &T. The legislatiin changed the Turnpike's financ& feasibiity &t and it redefined theprocedures 
the Turnpike Enterprise would have to follow. The stated p q s e  of this legislation is to: 

"It is the intent of the Leeislalure that the turnoike enterorise be mvided additional Dowers and authoritv ' 
in order to maximize thewadvantages obtainabie throughghfully le;eraging the Florida ?urnpike System 
asset. The additional powers and authority will pmvide the turnpike enterprise with the autonomy and 
flexibility to enable it to more easily ow&e in&vatim as wellas best u&ces found in the Gvate 
sector ininmanagement, finance, or&tion, and operations. The additional and authdrity are 
intended to improve cost-effectiveness and timeliiess of project delivery, increase revenues, expand the 
turnpike system's capital p m g m  capability, and impmve the quality of service to its patrons, while 
continuing to protect the turnpike system's bondholders and further preserve, expand, and improve the 
Florida Turnpike System." 

Following is a sample of the Turnpike Enterprises authority as revised in the 2002 legislation and in later 
legislation: 

1. The lhmpike Enterprise is exempt from following the rules, procedures, and standads of the 
Florida Department of Transportation subject to the decision of the Secretary of Transportation to 
apply such standards, 

2. At the discretion of the Secretary of Transportation, the Turnpike Enterprise may promulgate 
mles that will allow it to utilize best business practices; 

3. The Turnpike Enterprise's debt service cap was increase to $4.5 billion. 
4. It is the exoress intention of the Florida Tunmike Law that the Florida Turnoike Entmrise be 

authkto plan, develop, own, purchase, Lase, or otherwise acquire, deiolish, conhruct, 
improve, relocate, equip, repair, maintain, operate, and manage the Florida Turnpike System; to 
expend h d s  to advertise, and &mote the advantages of using the t&pikesystem 
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and its facilities; and to cooperate, coordinate, partner, and contract with other entities, public and 
urivate. to accomulish these m s e s .  

5. h e  turnpike ent&nise shalibea single budget entity and shall develop a budget...The turnpike 
enterprise's budget shall be submitted to the Legislahm along with the deuartment's budget 

6. The departmen& a u t h d  to incu expenses-for paid advehsing, mardeting, and pro&tion of 
toll facilities and electronic toll collection products and services. Promotions may include 
dkomts  and free. products. 

7. The department is authorized to receive funds from advertising placed on electronic toll 
collection products and promotional materials to defhy the costs of products and services. 

8. The Turnpike Enterprise is authorized to utilize design-build consimction practices 

Since implementation of the 2002 legislative changes, customer satisfaction has increased from 81% to 
91% in the four years since the structure changed, rate of pIoject delivery has doubled, and 140 new lane 
miles of capacity has been added within the $4.5 billion bond cap. Also contributing to FTE's success in 
recent years was the 2002 removal of rigorous bummcratic procedures which was previously inhibiting 
han~ike system imurovement. As the staMes are written, FTE foresees that the law as it is cwrentlv 
writien w i ~  m & e  to allow necessary flexibility, although it is examining implications of a hihk 
refinement to the statute that would free FTE of some of the a d m h h d v e  reaponsibiities that still 
inhibit some innovations and efficiencies. This would include raising - the bond-cao, - - which has wohiited 
the fourth and fifth year work-program projects from progressing. 

Georgia State Road and Tollway Authority 
The st- authorizing include basic elements necessary for developing and operating toll facilities. The 
changes that were enacted in 2001 originated from the governor's attempt to shift the balance of 
transportation planning and h c e  away from the Georgia Department of Tramportation, which is an 
agent of the Georgia General Assembly by limes of Board appointment and accountability. Following is a 
sample of the authority's conveyed powers found in Georgia code: 

1. To have a seal and alter the same at its pleasure; 
2. To purchase, lease, exchange, or otherwise and to hold, lease, and dispose of real and personal 

property of every kind and character for its corporate purposes; 
3. To acquire in its own name by purchase or by condemnation in accordance with any and all 

existing laws applicable to the condemnation of property for public use real property or rights or 
easements or hachises necessary or convenient for its corporate purposes; 

4. To make such contracts, leeses, or conveyances as the legitimate and necessary purposes of its 
charter, including but not Limited to contracts for construction or maintenance of projects, 
provided that the authority considers the possible economic, social, and environmental effects of 
each project (this includes a NEPA requirement); 

5. To construct, erect, acquire, own, re@, maintain, add to, extend, improve, operate, and manage 
projects, the cost of any such project to be paid in whole or in part from the proceeds of revenue 
bonds of the authority, from other h d s  available to the authority, or from any combination of 
such sources; 

6. To do all things necessary or convenient to carry out the powers expressly given in thii article. 

The statutes are prescriptive in some senses, such as in the processing of toll violations, although SRTA is 
given a great deal of flexibility to execute its tolling authority. According to SRTA, its statutes as written, 
allow a functional amount of flexibility and autonomy yet in practice, planning for new fbcilities is tied 
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closely to the will of the Governor and GDOT. As it relates to operational aspects, SRTA has discovered 
a deficit in the state code that does not allow it to processes toll violations in the context of recent 
technological innovations. 

Maryland Transportation Authority 
The Maryland Transportation Authority (MdTA) was originally created by an act of the Maryland 
General Assembly in 1957. Amendments were made to the MdTA's authorizing legislation at various 
times between 1977 and 1996. 

In general, MdTA has powers and duties relating to the supervision, h c i n g ,  construction, operation, 
maintenance, and repair of tmqortation facilities projects as are granted to it by the authorizing state 
statute and other provisions of state law. Following is a sample of the authority's conveyed powers found 
inMarylandcode: 

a. General supervision over all tolled m q o r m i o n  facilities projects in the state of Marylaud. 
b. Finance, wnstruction, operation, repair, and maintenance of all tolled transportaton faciities 

projects. 
c. Acquire, hold, and dispose of property in the exercise of its powers and performance of its duties. 
d. Make any contiads and agreements necessary or incidental to the exercise of its powers and 

performance of its duties after providing a description of the proposed project, a summary of the 
contract or agrcmmt, and a being plan that details to the Senate Budget and Taxation 
Committee, the House Committee on Ways and Means, and the House Appropriations 
Committee, for review and comment, and to the Department of Legislative Services. Included in 
this requisite description are the estimated mual revenues from the issuance of bonds to h c e  
the project and the estimated impact of the issuance of bonds to finance the project on the 
bonding capacity of the Authority. 

e. Apply for and receive grants from any federal agency for the planning, construction, operation, or 
financing of any haqortation U t i e s  project and may receive aid or coni~ibutiom of money, 
property, labor, or other things of value from any source, to be held, used, and applied for the 
purposes for which the grants, aid, and contributions are made. 

f. Adopt rules and regulations to cany out the provisions of its authmhiq statute. 
g. Condemn property for any tranqmtation facilities project authorid to be financed with revenue 

bonds of prior issues. 
h. Do anythiig else newswy or convenient to carry out the powers granted in its authmhiq 

statute. 

No state agency, including the Maryland Transportation Authority, may construct any toll road, toll 
highway, or toll bridge in nine specific counties e n u m d d  in state law without the express consent of a 
majority of the of those affected counties. 

The statutes are prescriptive in some senses, such as in the processing of toll violations and the restriction 
on constructing toll facilities in specific counties. Yet even though the statute itself is long, MdTA wms 
to have been &en a great deal of flexibility to execute its tol lG authority. All developments considend 
MdTA reports that., as the only state agency able to assess tolls, simplicity of administration and synergy 
of the entire state's toll system is achieved. One such w i l e  benefit is the achievement of a favorable 
bond rating and resulting lower borrowing costs for system improvement and expansion. 
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On the other hand, MdTA reports that critical processes are slowed by its authorizing statutes because it is 
bound by the state's laws and rules for procurement and hiring personnel. This slows the process and is 
particularly burdensome when hying to hue engineers whose salaries must stay within state compensation 
ranges. 

North Carolina Turnpike Authority 
The Authority originally only had the ability to construct and operate up to three turnpike projects and 
execute preliminary engineering on only additional three projects. However, the law was amended in 
2005 to enable NCTA to plan, design, conshuct, and operate up to nine new turnpike projects around the 
state, with minor stipulations related to population size of the counties the pmjects reside within. In 2005, 
the law was also amended to enable NCTA to toll existing interstate facilities on the borders of the state if 
authorized by the U.S. DOT. 

The Authority is a corporate body, which includes the power to sue and be sued, to make contracts, to 
adopt and use a common seal, and to alter the adopted seal as needed. NCTA is empowered to study, 
plan, develop, and undertake preliminary design work on up to nine Turnpike Projects. At the conclusion 
of these activities, the Turnpike Authority is authorized to design, establish, purchase, construct, opemte, 
and maintain up to nine Turnpike Projects. One of the Turnpike Projects must be located in whole or in 
part in a county with a population equal to or greater than 650,000 persons, according to the latest 
decennial census, and one Turnpike Project shall be located in a county or counties that each have a 
population of fewer that 650,000 persons, according to the latest decennial census. One of the Turnpike 
Projects shall be a bridge of more than two miles in length going fiom the mainland to a peninsula 
bordering the State of Virginia - this clause is referring directly to the Mid-Currituck Bridget, currently 
under study. A Turnpike Project selected for construction by the Turnpike Authority must be included in 
any applicable locally adopted comprehensive transportation plans and shall be shown in the current State 
Transportation Improvement Plan prior to the l&g of a contract for the Turnpike Project. 

NCTA is authorized to fix, revise, charge, and collect tolls and fees for the use of the Tumpike Pmjects. 
Prior to the effective date of any toll or fee for use of a Turnpike Facility, the Authority must submit a 
demiption of the proposed toll or fee to the B d  of Tmqortation, the Joint Legislative Transportation 
Oversight Committee and the Joint Legislative Commission on Governmental Opera!jons for review. 

The Authority is also enabled to adopt, alter, or repeal its own bylaws or d e s  and adopt its own 
procedures to govern its procurement of services and delivery of Tumpike Projects. NCTA is also 
empowered to contract for the construction, maintenance, and operation of a Turnpike Project and to enter 
into partnership agreements, agreements with political subdivisions of the State, and agreements with 
private entities, and to expend such funds as it deems necessary, pursuant to such agreements, for the 
purpose of financing the cost of acquiring, constructing, equipping, operating, or maintaining any 
Turnpike Project. 

The statutes are prescriptive in some senses, such as dictating the number of projects that may be 
undertaken. Yet even though the statute itself is long, NCTA seems to have been given a great deal of 
flexibility to execute its tolling authority. None of the statutory modifications made since its origination 
were made at the behest of NCTA. The Executive Director holds that the law as written is excellent 
because it includes three operating constraints that help build public support (1) existing roads m o t  be 
tolled, (2) a ftee alternate mute must be provided, and (3) toll booths must be removed aRer debt is paid. 
A number of reporting requhments including an end-of-year report to the Transportation ~ e g i s l d e  
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Oversight Committee on contracts let and employees hired will provide continued flexibility while 
a u t h e g  a level of accountability that is desired by the General Assembly, the Governor, and the 
citizens. 

Texas Turnpike Authority 
The Texas Turnpike Authority ('ITA) was created by an act of the General Assembly in 1995. A sunset 
provision is not present in the law. The law has been amended several times since then to r e 5 e  the 
original statutes. Generally, lTA is provided broad authority to enter into agreements with public entities 
(typically regional tollway authorities), governments, and private entities for the development, h c e ,  
operation, and ownership of toll facilities. ITA seems to have been given a geat deal of flexibility to 
execute its tolling authority yet the statutes are prescriptive in some senses, relating to appmval of such 
facilities by the Commission and dictating how toll revenues may be used. 

Originally 'ITA was an independent authority governed by a -member Board of Directors, which 
was subsequently replaced by governance simply through administrative rules, and finally in 1995, lTA 
was subsumed as a division of TxDOT. TTA advises that the best Texas statutes regarding tolling are 
found in the CDA chapters (which allow a full spectrum of arrangements from design-build to 
concessions) as well as the RMA (which allows Local prqjects to be handled locally and enables the 
region's other transpaation projects to benefit fbm toll revenues). 

Unique to Texas is that its statutes explicitly allow toll mads to be implemented by several local and 
regional public entities including county gov-ts, Regional Tollway Authorities (RTAs), and 
Regional Mobility Authorities @MAS). According to Texas statutes enacted in 1997, the purposes of 
regional tollway authorities are the expansion and improvement of transportation facilities and systems in 
this state, the creation of regional tollway authorities to secure and acquire rights-of-way for urgently 
needed transportation systems and to plan, design, wnstruct, operate, expand, extend, and modify those 
mtems. and the reduction of burdens and demands on the limited monev available to the wmmission and 
& incr- in the effectiveness and efficiency of the commission. ~ ~ o n L t i m a t e  approval by the Texas 
Transportation Commission, RTA's may be formed by two or more counties (one of which nnrst have a 
populkion of 300,000 or more) per the &don of th;: wunties* wmrnissioner's wurts. Once formed 
though, RTAs have broad authority to study, develop, own, operate, and lease out tumpike projects and 
tumpike systems, generally independent of state oversight. 

Regional Mobility Authorities, formed by one or mote wunties upon the app~~val of the Commission, 
were more recently enacted in 2001 in Texas statutes to construct, main* and operate transportaton 
projects in a dehed region of the state. Tmpoaation projects that may be pursued by RMAs include 
turnpike projects, passenger or freight rail faciities, major roadways, fenies, airports, pedestrian or 
bicycle faciities, intermodal hubs, air quality improvement initiatives, and public utility faciities. RMAs 
may impose tolls, h s ,  fees, or other usage charges and such collections are not subject to supervision of 
regulation by any agency of the state or another governmental entity. lTA only interacts with the RMAs 
when they are newly formed, when the RMA's toll facility will meet with the state system, and when 
RMAs request h c i n g  assistance. RMAs are allowed to enter into CDAs but RTAs are not. 
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Focus On 
Travel Benefits 

... 

ICC Ravel Goals 
and Study Approach 
The proposed ICC is intended to hk eocisting and pmposed 
development areas between the 1-270 end I45RTS 1 corridors 
within central and eastern Mon- County and nmthwest- 
em Prince G e w s  County with a state-of&eatt, multt-modd, 
&-west highway. %day, traveling witbIn of the 
study area is d i E d t  because of unreliable mvel times, con- 
geated wnditions, and safety concerns. wlthout an Ice, trat6c 
anditions will mntinue to deteriorate. 

As a result of p d h i w q  planning analyses and public wm- 
ments, the State Highway Admhishtion [SHA) mmmmeded 
two build alternatives, Corridors 1 and 2, and a No Action a l b -  
native to be the s u b ' j  of detailed study (me maps on inside). 
While them an, two dternalive corridors and many sub0 tIm 
being a m d d e d ,  if a build option is chosen, an 11% &: 

Be six lanes [three each way) with shoulders; 

Have a median or barrier between eastbound and 
westbound traffic; 

Be a-ible on1 by i n t e e s  (ramps instead of 1
- 

intersections wi~stopltghts); 

r Accommodate truclts and express buses; and 

.- 
- stated, a l l  projectfona am for the year 2030. .- 

Building an htemounty COM&~ 
(7CC) would provide a more reliable, 
safer tmvel choice to serve &sting 

land uses and connect the p w t h  

corridors of 1-270 and 1-95/US 1, 

when compared to a No Action alter- 
native. That's the result of a tmvel 
demand analysis conducted as part 

of the ICC Study The analysis found 
that if  an ICC were built, the highway 

- would improve tmvel options for as 
many as 300,000 people per day: 

 



Lessentheimpactsoftrafficc 
onbottleneclred local roads. An CC 

Impmvesafe-tyoflocalprearoads.By 
removing through-tr&c, including 
trucks, an ICC is expected to reduce the 
number of crashes on local roadways and 
return these roads to their communitlas. 

Pmvide homeland s d t g  support: . 
Not only would an ICC provide a mhcal 
alternative east-west mute but, as a state- 
of-the-& managed facility, an ICC could 
be effectively utilized to move emergency 
response personael and area residents in 
an m a c Y -  

Mobility and Access - 
w n  you you 
Wiirnt b GO 
According to the Federal Highway 
Muhistration (FHWA), mobility means 
"connecting mom people...in less time with 
their work, schools, wnunw'ly s-ces, and
each othar." If built, an ICC would increase 
mobility for about 100,000 trips per day 
that would use the ICC, @anslating into 
increased mobility for as many as 300,WO 
people Per day. 

yon 

R d b b & ~ 7 & l M S  

hw fortrip 
d v i t y  canters wcruld impme with an ICC. 
F b r ~ ~ ~ m p l e , a ~ r o s h ~ t r i p 6
C o l d  Road to Shady Gmm mold be 
6-14 mhmtss 8hortm wilh m KC, a a% 
3896 [see armmpanying table 

- 
for 

In additron to r e d d  hnvel time, improved 
travel reliability providsg users with an 
importmt b e n d  For bushessa reliability 
is cdw to dellverryactivities, scheduliug 
s e r v i o e v i r d t s , a n d l o g i @ h ~ t . ~  
individuals, i m p d  travel reUaMlfty makes 
itpossibletogettodoctm'appoinfmentson 
time, pick up children hrn school, and 
complete dally trips with a d h level 
of *. 

 

Study area residents rely on reaching quali- 
ty jobs to pmvide for their fadies .  Each 
of the ICC build alternatives would increase 
the distance that study arsa midents can 
cover in a 45-minute commute dudng peak 
travel periods and, therefore, inmeam the 
number of jobs and other deshntions that 
can be reached in a reasonable travel period. 

Bnilding m ICC wonld impmve access 
to jobs, with approcdmatey 158,000 mom 
job (a 2796 incrnase) accesstbls within 
the 45-minute commute ramp under the 
corridor 1 I l h l d i W  d 107,000 d w  
the Corridor a alterdim (an 18% increase). 
This would lead to improvements in quality 
of life by @ving area residents access to a 
@er numbm of highquality jobs AND 
more time to spend with family and friends 
and in recreational activities. 

-- 
m m  

r  

vel Time Improvements, Compared to No Action 
*---4 on AM plll in y u m o )  

rrtp 

Olmytohckdle 
n o d d c m  WYI 

Colsrrilleto&Hhan..- 20 
s ~ o r ~ n t o  mnl 
O l m y t o W d  

s u n t o w i n e  26 ~ W L

- 
 



An ICC would provide a route for I U ~ ~
east-west ~~ ~~~~~~ exnress .~ -~ - -  bus service. - - -  The - - - - - - - -  

y 
I C tudv 

demonstrates that offering commuters a 

= 
convenient and reliable travel option on an 
ICC could encourage inmased iraasit usage in 
the study area. Based on preliminary ridership 
analvsis &-- land not detailed arsp>aL7, route olmniml. 

w as 11.5~ passengers per day mT as 
Cmridor 1 and S 1 W  pikamigem - day with 
Corridor 2. Aooradmatelv 3896 &dor 1) ' 
to 54% (Corridoi 2) of profected ridership 
represea@ bansit trips that would not be 
mide without an ICC. 

Fewer osoole will be 
on 

~~ discouraeed ~ -~~~~ ~ " - ~  from 
- - ~ - -  

drivine 
thebeliway because some eodsting trafEic- 

will be diverted £rum the Beltway to an ICC. 
In other words, vehicles that getoff the 
Beltwav to use an ICC will enable others who 
currenay use local roads or do not travel due 
to congestion to gain access to the Beltway. 

Reduced Congestion 
Mlnim5iSng Driver 

- 
Fmstmtion and Delay 

M c  studies wm~leted as Dart of the ICC 
Study show that in'addition b providing bavel 
choices, an ICC would helo alleviate muwine 
congestion throughout thLstudy area: if an" 
ICC wera not built, traffic on some roads 
would be expected to drastically deteriorate 
as a result of population growth and increased 
travel. In f ad ,  the situation would approach - - 
gridlock at many locations. 

L e S s ~ o ~ b c a d ~

The ICC Study demonstrates that many local 
mads whtch scna, eest-ww travel - e.g., 
Nmbeck Roed, Be1 Pre Road. Bdgga Chaney 
Road - would benaet h a d@mnt fpsfeC 
~ffanICCweremmshucted. AEcordiqB 
to the ICC M y ,  ~ m a t d y  MI mibs of 
~ f o w l m e d w a y n s h r m L ~  
a m d u d i o m d ~ w w k d a y  
or mom. As an axample, MJJ 28 (Norback 

a2&
Roed) west of MD 97 is projected to have 4.800 
-5,8M)fewervshiclesonanaverage~y 
with an ICC. Similarly. Br@s Chney Road 
IustweatdOldGnnPowderRoedwoaldsee 
red* of 4,000 - 4.800 vahicles a m -  

nearlv all bdnn " associated with int " 
with "the 1cc. 

 

 

Y  

While none of the ICC alternatives m expected to 
eliminate peak period congestion in the study m a ,  
each alternative is exuected to mult  in reduced use 
of local rrmds and co&tion at key intersections. 
Based on review of 5 1  intersections, the ICC Study 
finda that building an ICC would generally improve 
level of service (LOS) at i n t ~ e c t i ~ n s ,  often drasti- 
cally. The maiorie of the 51 key inbmdiom are 
arp;8cted to &dence ~ ~ c o n g e d i o n  and 
impmvd Ira& flw nnder the build dfematives. 
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Time ... 
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1

e r t  L. Ehrlich. Jr. 
wermf of Maryland 

Neil J. Pedersen 
Adminirtraw 

qiand State Highway 
Adrnh i ion  

Of 23 Corridor 1 inteasedons opemtiq at 
Level of Servica "IT or "F in the mornjng 
peak hour with No Action, 11. or nearly 
haK are expected to improve by 1096 or 
more. For Corridor 2.7 intersecUons are 
expected to improve by 10% or more. 

only SO m y  vehicles through 
an intersection in any given hour. lkafik 
planners, therefom, also look at intersec- 
tion performance over a P ~ ~ O W  pedod to 
assess the benefits beyond traditional m h
hour periods. An ICC is projected to 
reduce hours of congapted conditions at 
study area in-m by 2696-2696, 
compared to No Action. 

lrnpmved safety 
Probdng Your 

- 
Comarunrty's Roads 

lkips on an ICC would be made on a high 
quality, relatively cnngestion-free highway 
with a s i g d k n d y  lower crash rate than 
many of the roadways c m n t l y  being -4for east-we~t h a d  today. AISO, by 
through tralfic -including trucks - h m  
local roads, an ICC would impmva travel 
and safety for school buses and other local 
roadway users. 

An ICC would  move a substantial nu& 
of vehicles h m  local mads and put them 
on the ICC, which would have e much 
lower accident rate (app~mimately 50 
cm&s per million vehicle miles of -1, 
compared to in excess of 300 per 
million vehicle miles on some local roads]. 

 

*

 

By d i e  amrlocd trpfac 6um locll 
mads, bnilding an ICC could reduce the 
number of c r a s h  on locai madwap in 
the stndy area by approximately 350 - 
425 crashsg per year. 

Homeland SecurCty - 
Pya-g a Swum 
R o e  in Emergency 
A key goal of adding a new east-west 
highway and applyine roadway mmmt 
tecbntques to that highway is to be able to 
use the facility in an emergency. An ICC 
could be utilized to quickly and efficientty 
move authorized vehicles in dedicated 
lanes or, if needed, to switch lanes so 
that all traffic 

ICC - 
moves in one direction. 

An O&n'ng More 
C a m

As envisioned, an ICC would have bve l  
benefits that go beyond simply providing 
additional highway capacity. An ICC 
would provide bavelers, indudins transit 
and highway users, a more reliable. safer 
have1 choice - allowing a substantial 
number of additional trips to move 
h u s h o u t  the study area without a 
s w m t  dwadation of the network. 
In addition to the added convenience and 
improved quality of WE for area residents, 
this t r m l a t ~  directly into economic 
benefits for the study area and the State. 

 

  



I Focus On 

Funding 
... 
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The proposed Intercounty 
Connector (ICC) - intended to link 
1-270 and I-951US 1 within cenfml 
and eastern Montgomery County 
and northwestern Prince George's 

County m'th a stnte-of-the-art, 
multi-modal toll highway - can be 
funded in a manner that preserves 

the State's ability to fund and 
make progress on other needed 

tmnsportaiion projects. 

Governor Robert L. Ehrlich, Jr!s landmark 
irampomtion funding package, passed in 
the 2004 le+tive session, provides an 
additional $237 million annually to 
address safety and congestion relief 
hpmvmmb in every mgion of the State. 
It is the first incmase in ixansporwion 
funding in 12 years and will allow the 
Ehrlich Adminimation to invest $11.5 
billion in the State's trmsportation net- 
work though 2010. 

Robert L EMlch, Jr. 
Governor of Malyland 

ICC Capital Cost Estimate 
estimates of the cost of comtruchg an ICC range 

from $1.8 W o n  to $2.1 billion* (in 2004 dollars), depending 
on the alternative and options in the study. This estimate 
range is based on the best professional judgment of project 
lanners at the State Highway A? ' ' ' a 

Ig, tion (SHA), input 
m the Federal Highway Adminishtion (FHWA), and all 

m t l y  available information. 

The ICC Study is I-g two build altcanativap and a No 
Action lor No Burldl alternative. The urel imha~~ cauital cost 
~ ~ f a r t t m t w o ~ ~ v e s ~ ~ & h b u i l
an 18-20 mile multi-modal hi&wav in an urban m. statedthe- 
art 

~ ~ 

tow and haffic mma&m&t technology, and substantial 
E n ~ t a l s t e w a r d s h i p a I l d ~ ~ .  

Construction of an ICC from 1-370 to US 1, including design 
and right-of-way acquisition 
Elechvnic toll system, including variable tolling 
Environmental stewardship msts in addition to standard 
mitigation costs 
Construction of a maintenawe facility 
Park-and-ride lots and other transit capital costs 
Weigh-in-motion technology and pullaff area for truclcs 
Cost conthpndes for con8kuction (25%) and ~ i g h t ~ f -  
way acquis~tion (40%) f ;, 1 

There are a number of key-&ha t@t will affect the ultimate 
- a t  of building an ICC and that are not fully known at this 
time, most notably: 

, The selected alignment (i.e., Corridor 1 or Cosidor 2) 
and options within each ma@ ali(punent; and 

I Spec& mket conditions, such as the market value of 
mmertvandwnhctorlaturandmadwavmaterialcosts 

a praferred aligmhent is cham and additional p 
is completed, SHA will refine the p r e h h m y  capi %Bill 

d i n g  



ICC Funding Strategy 
In 2003, the h f a r y l a n d d ~ n t  of %- 
portation (MWT) and Mayland l t aqmht ion  
Authority (MdTA) announced a crmcept-funding 
plan for constructing an ICC. The plan allows 
m a x h u m f u n d i n B f m o t h n e e d e d ~
projects and, by relying on a variety of funding 
sources, allows f laxl i ty  to address changing 
project and market conditions. The basic out- 
line of this funding plan remains intact 

The finencine 

 
plan was developed to include 

project costs as well as the cost of i d a h .  
'm ICC would draw funding fmm several 
ources, including: 

Maryland h p o r f a t i o n  Anthocity 
rwsnw bonds; 
Bonds to be repaid with a poltion of 
federal formule highway fan& referred 
to as G m t  Antici tion Revenue 
vehicle, or &bonds; 
LLBaed funding fmn thc Maryhd 
hmrtatim M h d :  and 
~ o e d . l  federal fo~ds emmarked for the 

Most of an ICC's cost will be paid with bonds, 
which spread the cost of the project o w  a 15-30 
year period. Using bond h d n g  to fund an 
ICC is similar to usin. a morteme to finance the 
purchase of a house:?t &e purchase 
affordable by wing annual pay&nts to a 
miuimum, thus allowinn funding for other 
~xpenses - in this case, other tr&portation 
proiects. It also advances the time by which an 
-mmuldbe~ .e l lowing*bens$t s  
to be realized much earlier than othemrise 
would be possible and dnimkiq additional 
costs due to Mation lammdmatelv - - -  $100 
million per year). 

The University of Maqlaad has esiimated that 
the user benefits associated with improving 
travel conditions in the study area are mom 
than $250 million p e ~  year (equnling $5 to $7 
billion over a 20-war uerlod) and that an ICC 
would result in 12,006 to 17;000 additional 
jabs in Montgomery and Pdnce George's coun- 
ties alone. Each year the project is a h t e d .
therefom, would have tremendous economic 
value for the study area and the Stste. 

h

It 's 
About 
Time ... 1

ml L Edd~, Jr. 
uowtnor of hna~yland 

Adminimaor 
fbnd State Highway 
Pdminislration 

A primmy source of funding for the ICC would 
be the hkvland Transnortation Authoritv. 
which owds and operntk seven toll high&ys, 
bridgas, and tunnels. An ICC would become 

 the 8th Authority facility. The Authority, 
whose financial sbngth it among -the 
best toll agencies in the nation. is authorized 
to issue bonds bmhd by toll rweaues from its 
£aciliiies. U & u  Authority bonds ummves the 
Maryland 'Ransportation %st P;nd for other 
needed projects across the Stab. 

l b L y 6 d - K C  
A s ~ ~ ~ I C C d b n
m s n a e e a b Y ~ M a r y ~ ~ a n
aspaItoftheAutbmity's~tonIadlitysystem. 
R o j & ~ e n r r i s i o D u s i n g a t a t e o f - t b w ~  
techuolo~p, including 100% dectmic wlledion 
andvariableto l l ine . ' IbUsdbemngtad~ 
a combinatban of dmkonic [E-ZTfsP huqmdsr] 
and video M collection 
S s s ~ a n ~ p l c t ~ m r d r m m j c
fx additiondhformotion on plans to bLl an I a .  

6AMCBmdr 
Approximately $1 billion of 11% costs would 
be funded with GAKVEg bonds, repaid with 
future federal higbway funds received over a 
15-F period U n k  the P h  payments 
for principal and interest on the GARWE 
bonds would utiliee M more than 20% of 
Maryland's annual federal highway funds. 
which am antidpated to be mom than $500 
million per year. The $100 million per yeer cost 
of GARVBBS roughly matches the additional 
mat that would be incurred annually due to 
inflation, ware the ICC's construction delayed. 

Using GARVEBS helps to accelerate the ~ P X I ~
travel and economic benefits of aa ICC, which 
was the expresged purpose of the law passed 
by the General Assembly in 2002. GARWE 
bade haw been used by as many as 15 other 
states to apply federal funds to major trans- 
p o r t a h  projects similar to the ICC. 

0 r r P D l - m  
The ICC appmach- fdficient 
renowws for ICC audfmOfheF needed 
i ~ a q m t a h  facilities. It p v i h  flardbility to 
adjpst to federal funding and 5pncW market 

~ a n d  
A u ~  

m l ~  
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The Baltimore Harbor Tunnel 

w 
A Toll Facility Of The Maryland Transportation Authority 

hen the Baltimore Harbor Tunnel (Interstate 895) opened to 
traffic on Nov. 29,1957, it was an event of national impor- 

tance. The new tunnel was heralded widely as breaking the 
"Baltimore Bottleneck" for the first time ever. For years, traffic had 
crawled through Baltimore's narrow streets, then the only direct route 
between Philadelphia and the South. 

Thelra£licsituationpeakedinthemi&19409, 
when a federal official r e f d  to Baltimore as "the 
worst city in the United States, as far as I know, on 

I At the time, the tunnel was considered an en@- 
neering marvel. Each of the -1's 21 twin-tube 

I sections is 300 feet long (the size of a football field) 
the tnat&er of taking 
canofitsthrough- 
ma&." 

The need to 
break this boaleneck 
WasaPParmf and 
Maryland's State 
Raads Commission- 
- pdeccsmr of the 
Maryland T m m p
tationAuthoxity - 
initiateaplansunder 
MaryWsPrimary 

andwasbuiltinship 
yards and hunched like 
aship. hgsthentaved 
the sections to the 
cmstmtionsite. The 
hnmel was built using the 
open-trench method -- 
~ ~ s e c t i o ~ y
w m  sunk in a trench 
dredged in the Bal- 
timore Harbor's bottom, 
and the sections were 
joined underwater. 

l  

~  

Bridge Rogmu 
The &ogr&, which was developed and approved in 
1937, called for cmaings of the Potom,  
Sunquehannaand Patapscorivera and the Cheaa- 
pedce Bay. 

An intcatal~art of 

. 4k  a debate about the planned crossing's 
location, the StateRoads Commission decidedon a 
Canton-Fairfield cross& as thebest solution to 

the tuonel is its ventilation system - the m&s ibr 
removing the exhaust fimKs o f t h d  of vehicles 
d a i l y a n d o o n s t a n t l y r e p 1 ~ t h e U d ~  
air. 

ThesystemincludesonevmWonshaftand 

 
buildingovereachend of the tunnel. Fresh air is 
suppliedthmughaductunderthehmnelroadwayand 

 distributed through air flues. These 
& 

flues are located 
just above the on each side of the hamel. 

Iaddress the City and State's local- and thmwbtraf3jc 
n&. Oflici& selected a t ~ n e l ,  rather th& a I
bridge,tocarrythehfficafterexputswere 
convinced that the costs of atwin-tube hmnel 
could be supported by the toll rarenues it f'-'A 
w o u l d ~ C ~ o n b e g a a i
January 1955. 

n  @ 
Airinthetuoneltubeisd~awnoEintoa 

duct above the tunnel ceiling and then dis- 
P_din to thea tmsph .  mtwoventil* 
tionbddings house gigantich that supply 
frwh air and remove stale air. Carbon- 



Background 
- 
(continued) 

d d e l m I s ~ e a c h ~ a r e r n m i ~ m u n d t h e c 1 0 ~ k  
The tunuel was an iastant success. It eliminated 51 traffic signals for 

through-Mc m downtown Baltimore, provided a cross-harborroute for 
local oommukrs anddivertcdup to 40 percent of commemial-vehicle 
t&ichnlocalseeet9. 

 part of anetwork of Baltimon Hadw mssings that provides conve- 
nient andsafe tmqmmion for local and interstate t&ic. 

 MarylandThqmtationAuhity is a group of six citkm 
the Governor with the advice andcoascnt of the State 

 
- - .  

regions, this group serves as ourpolicy-seth& decision-making and 
governing body. Maryland's Secretary of -tion serves as the 

Eaci  ember serves a h ~ - ~ e a r  term, with two of the Members' 
terms expiring each year. Membem are eligible forreappointmatto the 
Authcuity. 

Daily opedonsofthe seven Wtiesanamiedoutbythe 
Authority's 1,500 employzs. Overall management ofAuth* opera- 
tions is handledby the agency's Executive secretary. 

The ~ 0 n A u t h w i t y o ~ e r s e e s t h e  State's se~entoIlWtie8 
and the MarylandThqmtation A m  Police. The agency has 
staMny  authority to act on behalfof theMaryland Deparh& of 
T m o n  to supgvise, finmce, construct, operate and maintain 
~ o n W t i € S .  

Marylanas t ~ ~ l ~ t i e ~ ~ e r e ~ a o d c o t r s t n a c t e
revenue bands. Theoutshmhgprincipal and intemt due each year is 
paid from toll revenues. Toll rev- am the primary source offimds. 
Tbe Authority's toll receipts are pooled, andmemw fFom all seven 
faciltiesarecombinedtopayforoperating,maintaining andmakiag 
capitalhpmvenmtrrtotheseMities. 

I

E
About the 
Authority I

d ~  



Your Toll 
Dollars At 

A Commitment to Safety 
The MarylandTmmpnWion Authority Police is a n a t i d y  d t e d  
force with mom than 500 sworn andcivilianemp10yees. Specialized K- 
9, motorcycle, all-tedmvehicle, marine andanti-aggidvedriviag 
uuitshelppmvidermmimum&tyand~tyat~tyfacil t ies,  the 
Baltimore/Wash@ton htemational -It and the Port To 
maintain the highest level ofpmikionakm and ethics, TmmpnWion 
Authority Police oficers &true to their mission of- life 
and property, ~ p r e s e r v i n g p e a c e ,  preventing and detecting crime, enforcing 
the law andprotecting the rights o f c i h .  

The force has received local andnational recognition for its K&- 

way* ef%rts, which include chil&pawqer-safety awareness 
programs, a n t i ~ v e d c i v i n g  initiatives and sobriety checkpoints. 
These effort6 have been successll due to the continued teamwork among 
Authority Police andOperatiom permme]. 

This same teamwork drives the Authority's Traffic Safety commit- 
tee, headed by the Chief ofPolice, Director ofEngineering and Director 
of Operations. Thecommiftee provides leader&@ ofAuthority e&rtsto 
help ensm safe roadways for Maryland's citizens and visitors. One such 
effort is the courtesy-patrol andvehicl~rec~verypmgmm, which en- 
hances safety and service for motorists while reducing the -of 
disabled-vehicle-rew-tion onAuthorty Wties.  

E-ZPasssM Maryland 
The MarylandTrampmtion Authority is amember of the E-ZPm 
InterAgeacy Group (IAG), which continues to develop a d e s s  
electroni~ll-collection system throughout the 110-United 

- 
States. E-ZPms Marylandhas grown to include more than 250,000 
active transpOnaen andhas reduced s ign i f idy  typical, peak-hour 
congestion at Marylandtoll plazas. More than 1 I-million E-Pass 
&stomem from IAG agencies throughout the ~ortheast can pay tolls 
electronicaUy in Maryland. As mom motmists use E Z P w ,  convenience i! 
willincrease,~c~oninanderoundtoll-plazaareaswill& 
crease; andengine-idling time will be reduoed, resulting in reduced vehicle 
emissions. For additional information about the E Z P m  Maryland 
program and its standard, commuter and business plans, visit 

Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) 
The Authority wntinuestouse ITS kchuologyto improve safety and 
reduce congestion h g h  enhanced incident detection and mponse, 
while informing motorists of real-time madway and have1 conditions and 
alhmtiveroutes. The Authority is anactivepinerintheCoodhted 
Highways Action Response Team (CHART). T6rough aseries of vari- 
able- sips andhighway-advhy-radio messages, the CHART 
system advisesmotdsts of W c  coeditions along majormutes and 
sugges$ alternative8 to avoid delays and congestion. This information, as 
well as real-time W c  images are available on CHART'S website at 

 -.



Contact 
Us 

For more Information about the 
Maryland Transportation Authority, please call the 
OMce of Media 8 Customer Relatiis at 
410-537-1017, or, toll-free, at 1-866-713-1596. 

Robert L Ehrlioh, Jr., Governor 
Wchae.1 S. Steele, U Gwcmor 

'itent M. Kit t l~naa  Executive Smawarv 

Maryland T m q o m h  A W t y  
231OBnmhg Highway, Suite 150 
BaltimareMD 21224 
410-537-1000 TlY410-355-7024 * 1-866-713-1596 

B e  MwyIand lhnrportafim Authority is an Equal Opportunity Employer and 
PlNy complies with allpmvhions of the h e r i c a ~  with Disabilities Act of 1990. 



itate highway45 north and loop 1 
I 

PROJECT FACT SHEET 

Construction 
Schedule 
Page 2 

Project 
Photos 

For more information 
aboutthe 

SH 45N and Loop 1 project 
contact I 

Project 
Description 

The SH 45N and Loop 1 
projects are a combination of 
new roadways and expansion 
of existing facilities. The two 
projects will connect the cines of 

Cost 

The estimated cost for completion of SH 45N and 
Loop 1 is $1.4 billion. With SH 130, SH 45N and 
Loop 1 are being financed utilizing a combination 
of federal loans, bond sales, funding by TxDOT and 
by local contributions. 

1 
. . 

Austin, Pflugewille, Round 
Rock and neighboring 
communities, improving 
mobility and providing 
an efficient route between 
northwestern Travis and 
southern Williamson 
counties. 

I 

G-m 

aondo pernle ,. ~ - 

~ i m  

TOU. 

I - 

S H  45N is approximately 
13 miles in length and 
will provide a major east- 
west facility for the region. 

The approximately Loop 1 extension three miles is 
inlength from Parmer Lane 
north to SH 45N. SH 45N 
and the Loop 1 extension 
will be six-lane divided 
tollways, except in the 
eastern section of SH 45N 
between Countv Road 172 and 
S H  130, which will be four lanes 
divided. Major interchanges will 
occur at US 183, SH 45N/Loop 1, 
1-35, and SH 130. Together. the 
roads will include three mainlane 
toll plazas, 13 entrance/exit ramp 
toll plazas, and 66 bridges. 

SH 45N/Loo~ 1 FACTS 
8 million cubic yards of earthwork 
90 miles of pipe and box culverts 
1.7 million square yards of concrete 
pavement 

869,000 tons of asphalt pavement 
1.6 million square feet in retaining walls 

66  bridges 
218lanemiles 



SH 45N and Loop 1 
PROJECT 

FACT - SHEET 

J , ,  . 
L 

P I  2 - 
Construction 
Schedule 

The SH 45NILoop 1 project has eight sections. As of June 2003, all 
sections are under construction and on schedule for completion by 
December 2007. 

-NORTH- 

-Prninrt  Phntnc - 

I 

- - - - - - - - - - - -, - , . r.- -- - - 

how.: SH 45N @ US 183. Scmba ch Jamvary 2006 

- .  ,'-'. ' . .  . - .  ' .  : 
' ._ 

Anova. SH 45NILoop 1 interchange, Apd 20% 

05/M 
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In 

 
M 2005. SRU% Customer service center was led by a manager.er.0 managers, and a 

team of Cusmmer service representatim wwltingto suppon cunomer comspondance, v io la lm 

enforc~mmt. and account maintenance for the appmlmMely a2o.o~ Oulse Card a a w n k .  Service 

center employees nmaln focused on SRTAS values, mission. and vision through partidpatlon In a 

'Foundationr"tninln8 p r o m  creaud by an SRTA mmphee.As pert of this pm~ram. amGOLD 

Card-campaign s l r e u a  goals accomplished, organlntlon commitment. leadership sltills.urd 

dynamlc customa service. Dngolngbainlng is also facllihted, including crosstraining of 

employees. In PI zw5, service center employresattended government accounfing classes to brlns 

additional knowledge and sklUs lo the learn. 

SRTAmll Ml l t ies  comlslof36.6 lanwnileslhat comerxe at atol l  p(.u wlth nhe northbound and 

ninesouthbound toll lanes. b u r  of thm lanas b o  In either dindon) a n  dediut.d o p n  mad 

tolllnglanes, whlle all lanes have Crulre Card or ETC capbllhy. 

The IOU facI[y is in opnt lon  q hoursa day, 7 days a week under tha dlrertlon of the SRTAtoll plaza 

manager, who ls supported by s t e m  that includes an asststant manager and toll supervisors t h a  

manag a slaff of svbconbacted toll collectors. Information technolop/ shf f  are wallable to handb 

lssues t h a  may a m  wlth tolling equlpent. The toll plata manager and M t e m  a n  mponslble 

for the manmgemrnt of the toll hcUlUes, manwmentof m n u e  Wlhdon, and h e  aordination of 

roahvay malnnnance and repairs. Wlth the support of GDOTand mdntmance wnbactors, the w l e m  

SRTA has esubilshed a model for the manqement of future toll or madw8y pmjrcIsthmughout 

Geoma. As baMc angestlon contlnues to w o n  Gwma conldors. SRTA lwb to support 

the nansponatlon projenrthat wlll help Georgla lmprwe the l e n l  of transportltlon servlces 

throughout the Sbte. 

1d  

mm
F& 

Operaflw 

-
a 

At thehean  of SRTA% operallons Is the goal of providing superlor 

cIIentwrvi~e. From the organlmUon% Psmmer Service Center 

to IbtoU p h .  SRR Is r0mmilt.d to mwungthe nee& of 

motorists-today andln the fubre. 

-. 

1 
Responding to publlc Input. SRTA dkcontinued In M 2 ~ 5  h e  

required deporit for oIwt-ofat1te Ilcense @ah holdersand inltlated 

plans to reduce the amount requlnd for amount nplenlshmant 

from h o  to $20. 

Anew phone system not onlyaccornmodetes cells to SRTAf 

Cusmmer Ssvlce Center today, but also wlllsupportan I nNMlve  

wlce response La tun  In the future. 



n Proven n a005 mmc on S ~ A %  a 4 0 0  Extendon reached an au-time 

hlgh of 44~05,758 whider. nflectlns an Increase of437.377 

w h l c l n m r  W a w a n d  an lnmaseofrg,31g,t5islnu FYrgw 

Although the number of vehlclerurlng SRTA'sCrnIse Card 

demasedrllghtly 0143,643 b e h e n  calendar ynrszoor)and 

zo05, ETtaccounted for the lumtprcenmge lrpproxirnanly 

38%) oftoll mumu colkrtlons on the W 4 w  M n r i o n  

during l o w .  Autornatlc roln rnachhle collectton accounted for 

appmxIrnatdv3416 of aIICOIIwtiOns.md manual colledon 

accounted for appmxtrnately z f60 f  allcolledlons durlng the 

u k n d w  par. Manual tollcolledon contlnunm be an Important 

rneansoftoll collectlon. lnueaslng In calendar year zoo5 by more 

than $m,wo  om aooqmmue. 

Revenues for SRTAreached more than $lo8 rnllllon In FYloo5. 

wlth toll nwnue horn the W 400 Emnslon awuntlng k r  18% of 

that amount. Payments from GDOTaccounted for 74% and Inter& 

euninrr-unted for approximately f iofa l l  FY am5 nwnue. 

Consrmdon lunds and dsbtpayrmnts for GDOTmunted 

for approdmatdy 80% of m A %  FY a o o ~  up.ndRur@+whlle 

agencqoyrattons accounted for app&ately q%. Debt sewlee 

prlndpaland Innrest on the GA4w Wension debt accounted fof 

appmxlmately TA 

perfomwnce 
T m%?w -. (-~. . r .,.,. '.' 

. :; , 4 . I * 
I 



Douglas Hooker 
ExecutInDbKtor L I I 

Dan Gulmond 
TreasIref / 

Teny R0g.n Daniel Dmke YouWAbwHarb Lynda Conner Guy lohnson 
DkMOr Of Toll Of POW ~lmctotor of lh(omatlon Dbsclor of DinaDr of 
MrnlnlrmUon 6 R O ~ s  Mminlstratlon kcwntlns 

l i , l Iw. iv  A u t h o r i t y  



CORRIDOR I . .  . ~~ ~ - ., : - ~ ~  ~ . .  ..-. ~~ ~ 
~ ~ 

hank you "r( fa j- us and pPrdcr& in the daision+ p m x s  on TTC-35, a 
pmposedprCja thrmOlrLhnna to~/Gul fk  PublL~t i sanLnporrv l t  
pat of the mvironmcnral srudy. Ehwm Jdy 10 and Augug 10,2006, the Tws 
Deparrment ofTnqma&m win hold 54 public headngs throughout the study area. 

\ 
WHAT IS THE PURPOSE 0 9  THE PUBLIC HBAINQ? 

IS L TxDOT to lisnn rn Tmnr mmmmt on the drafr mvinnmd audy for 
TI%-35. Ac the cmws, . the public d learn mare abour the numwal studv yea and the orher 

I & l o r r r h e h c u m g . r h e p u b l i ~ d ~ m ~ ~ t h e a p e n h a r p c m g a t h d r ~ u c s d
answered by TxDOT $&and micw p q e c t  maps and aha mueds. 

"~~ . ., ..~. 

o n s  



WHAT IS TTC-35) 
TI%-35 is a propwed muhi-use, anspotmion pmjm 
thatwuldinuorponrc~andnewhighways,&ys 
and utility right of ways. 

Asmvisioned~itmayindudc~pbuaplanesforpl+~
v&i& and large mudir, fnight nhRags, high-spad 
c o ~ d w a ~ a n d ~ f o ~ e ~ i n
water lines, oil and gas pip&, and ansmission lines 

fw M r g .  broadband and aha 

~1~

d u

dew-ns serrrices. 

.  ' I h c ~ o f I I T C 3 5 i a ; T o  . . . rmpmvc mternahonal rntmtate 
and intrastate movement of gwds 
and people; address the anticipated 
transportation nee& of Texas fmm 
the Tuar/Oklahoma state line to the 
Turu/M&co border and /or Tuas 
Gulf G a s t  along the 1-35 cmridor 

for the n u t  20 to 50 years; and, 
sustain and enhance the economic 
vitality ofthe State ojTuar. 

1

m W ~ A T  IS THE NEED 
R O R T T C - 3 5 2  

 BpMd on analysis induded in 
the environmental impact 

-7:.,-a.r,r2-7: 2x03 Corrdor Publii hh~~lilig.. . ,~ :.\..,~ :. , . . ,-.i:: 
~ , .  . :  

dnfr 
= - . . . , - 

~ ~ , . . ; ~  . ~ statmunt TTC-35 is needed to mect the aatr's low- 
mm &sportation &&. It will compliment & 
existing h i i a y  sy.jmn by providing altunatives to 1-35. 
Some ofthe findingP in the DEIS ur 

Narlg45paccmof21millionTennslivc 
wirhin M miles of 1-35. 

Cunmt&volumesformostsegmm~ 
ofI-35 c x c d  design capacity. 

Byu)25,I-35worJdncedtobeapa&dto 
16lyuesinthem&ropasand12tkwrgh 
CamnlTcxas,umrdingmprevious~tlldics. 

8 Commercial trucks on Texas roads arc 
pmjecred to inaease by 403 perran firom 

. 1998to2060. 

TTC-35 is intended to rdieve congation on Inmsate 
35. Rapid popuLtion groarth and a substantial increase in 
thenumberofrnhidesus' b35hnnMmulyscgmmts 
of rhe intaoace OY*a *y&.pfi- 
and No& Texas. S i d l e  growth in borh population and 
mtKcarearpMedmwminueinddinidy. 

w Wmm WILL TTC-35 BB LOCATBM 

Afinalmut+locPionwil lbe~b+&o"going 
m Y i r o ~ m m a l ~ * i a d & p u b l i c ~  
Genenllp TTG35 will pYlIld 1-35 and emnd from 

O l r h b o m a t o M a d c o W k h p o s s b l e d ~ ~ ~ G u l
GPrr.lhe6rstatepismfonrronnarmwingrhesrudyua. 
FLulprojoaroutswiDbedmcrminedinthe~serof 
elmhMmdscudies. le~ 

WHBN wnL TTC-35 BB CONSTRncTBDr 
d i n g  F ' h  call for TTC-35 to be built in phases over the next 
50 yars with the dewlopmmc of sp& projects to be 
prioridzed acmcdingm Tendmnapchnneeds. 

&2are ri$lc of way and consrmccton an begin, m - 3 5  
~6rstgain~envimernLonmenalappmvdfora~ 
route alignment. The Ihct atep is to mmplm rhe ongoing 
e n v i r o d s t u d y d u r f o c l r t e s ~ n n v r o w i a g t h e d ~  
am. AdaisionfromtheFedenl~yAdministcarion 
i s ~ a s e v l y a S S u m m e r U ) 0 7 .  

Aftadut,additionalstudieswillfunhanfinethe 
narcowed d y  area into rhe final route alipment 
forroade,nilandutilirica. Itisnotundatinalroure 
~basbecnfedenYrappro~edrhurigbtofwa~ 
and consmution could begia 

W DESCRIBE THE ENVIRONMENTAL PROCESS 
USBD TO STUDY TTC-35. 

The environmental soudies for TTC-35 follow the 
stringent kd.4 rules of the National E n v i r o d  
Poky Act of 1969. The process is the same as for 
any other cnnspofition project However, the only 
diffmnce is that the & for TTC-35 are being 
conducctd in two rim. 

The goal of T i  ON, which is d y  ongoing and 
bgan in F & N ~  2004, is simply to narmw the brmd 
study uufrom 50.60&widcto a p p m x h d y  10 
& wide. This is mnsidmd a conidor-Lpel decision 
&than a mure-alignmmt daision 

Toidentifyaavmwedsrudyarca,aduailed~ 
+ i s ~ w n d u a c d i n T m O n c .  ' l ' h i s d  
Wkhathmu+donuMtodonsrablisbiagdrc~h 
need and Subaqumt Malgsis focused on land 
usz engineering and dc+~, tnffic Bow. public input 
andpotential i m p t a  on cnvhumlp l  factors (such as 
wcdvlds, fumlnd sods, c u l m r P l ~ ~  nd sodo- 
ccrmomL igues.) %+ut the en- *a 
n o - a c r i o n ~ i s a l w a y s m n s i d a e d  

The analysis was wmpleccd and a draFt environmental 
LnpPrrsramncmwas d ~ ~
n a m w e d s N d y a r a ~ y a ~ a p
a l tmdvc)  ThednfrrrporrwaslppmrrdbytheFded 
H i g h w a y A d m i n i s a v t o n a n d ~ a r c ~ e d u l e d t o  
givethepu!?icachanceto~tbednfrreportanda~ 
the nlmnarnnr so that t h q  can providecommmts before 
~ ~ ~ I t ~ S U b l d d .  

Should the result of T i  One be a narrowed study yea, 
then T i  Two scudies would be initiated to demmine a 
6nalrwaalign~TiTwoaudieswouldaddms 

f  

t h e  
r ~  



site-sped& details, potential projur impacts, costs and 
mitigation for altematives. 

Tier Two studies can take the form of categorical 
exdusions, environmental assessmenp or environmental 
impact statements (EIS). On avenge, an EIS can take 
between 3 - 5 ynrs to complete 

WHAT DECISION WILL BB MADE IN THE 
TIER ONE  STUDY^ 

The goal of T ~ e r  One is m identify a preferred alternative 
bv wmmrine . - the corridor alrmtives indudim '. the 
nb-action a~termtive. ~ p p r o v a ~  of ~ i e r  One would not 
esnblish h a l  mute alignments or result in right of way or 
consmution-related am'virics 

!d HOW I S  THE NO-ACTION ALTERNATIVE 

DEFINED! 

The no-action alternative simply means that a nvrowed 
study ua would not be identilied and the TTC-35 
pmjur as envisioned would not proceed. 

Q HOW WAS THE NARROWED STUDY AREA 

(PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE) SELECTED~ 

The analysis is based on 12 Reasonable Comdor 
Almnatives (RCAs) char were identified and reviewed 
for potential environmental impacts. None of the 12  
RCAs were eliminated based on potential environmental 
impacts. Next, the 12 RCAs were reviewed for how well 
ach met TTC-35's need and purpose. Two RCAs madc 
this cut. These two were then reviewed for olanniw and 
engineering mtetia, such as lcngrh. uea. slope and existing 

- 
mfnstrumue. Of the two RCAs,onescod substantially 
hiher h e  it connined 195 miles of erisdnn hiphwav - - ,
a& 214 miles of existing rail. There was strong public 
input that eyising highways and nil should be usedwhere 
possible. Cumulatively, this resulted in RCA 5 being 
rb~~mmendcd as the narrowed study area. 

3 WHAT DID THE DEIS RECOMMBND AS 

THE NARROWED STUDY AREA (PREFERRED 
ALTERNATIVB)I 

On April 4, 2006, the FHWA approved the DEIS 
which recommended RCA 5 as the narrowed study 
area for TTC-35. The narrowed smdy ucz extends 
&om Gainesville to Laredo, generally 10 miles wide and 
within dose proximity to 1-3  and ~erropolitan centers, 
CXCeDt where it is centered on 1-35 south of San Antonio 

WHY WAS THE RBASONABLB CORRIDOR 
ALTERNATIVE 5 RECOMMENDED AS THE 
PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE? 

This m w e d  m d y  area was recommended beause it 
b s t  meets the need and purpose of TTC-35, which is to 
improve the Bow of d c  on 1-35 over the next 50 years. 

Based on the d c  analysis, RCA 5 was identi6ed as the 

 

TTC-35 
Oklahoma to MexlcolGull Coast Element 

best performing alternative at relieving congestion on 1-35 
andwithinthcs~dvarea. ll~edcanalvrisdcmonsmted 
that under a tolled scmario RCA 5 and RCA 7 had the 
two highm swra wmpared to other altematives, 40 and 
47 prrcrnr +vely. RCA 5 and RCA 7 also had the 
highest scorn under the non-tolled d,44 and 30 
percenr rspecrively. 

hedontheenvironmental~RCA5wasmppab1e
to other RCAs. 

Another Emor consideredwasthe incorpontionofexising 
highways and railways, a comment freqiendy made during 
the environmental ~roccss. Based on dus data, RCA 5 was 
seLcted beuuse itcontained the most existing ingbways 
and nil - 195 mils and 214 miles +vdp 

Therdorc RCA 5 was mommended as the p r d d
almnativ~ 

WHY WAS THE NO ACTION ALTERNATI\ - 
NOT RECOMMENDED AS THE PREPERRED 
CORRIDOR ALTBRNATIVE? 

The analysis of the no action alternative showed that the 
planned rnnspomdon projecrs within the smdy area are 
not cvpMedm reducewngesdon lmelsprojmed for 2030. 
In addition, expanding existing cransporhtion facilities 
alone would not d i m e  congestion on 1-35 and meet the 
mi long-tam transportation needs for the nar 20 to 50 
years along the 1-35 corridor. 

 

 

 

0 WHAT PUBLIC OUTREACH 
EPPORTS HAVE BEEN 

COND~CTED POX TTC-35P 
The environmental process began 
in February 2004 and thus fir 
three series of public meetings 
were held, totaling more than 117 
public meetings and more than 
4,000 wmmencs. To inform the 
public of these meetings, display ads 
were published in local newspapers 
in addition to the required Legal 
notices. In addition, meeting Bym 
were mailed to more than 34,000 
businesses, property owners, civic 
orgmizations, schools, regional 
planning p u p s  and local, sa te  and 
federal offiaals. 

By the end of this summer, 54 public 
harings lso, project will be held. updates on the 

nvironmental orocess and oroiea milestones are 
osted on the website 

. a  

(www.Leeptcusmoving.org), 
nd project information has been provided to numerous 

media inquiries. 
C*,xnnurdon rrwrrr 

A C 
e
p
a



co"6 . rd jmp'~"sp .p .  

A h  the 54 public ha+ are compkted, TIDOT 
d w i l l  review the comments and make any nsasnrg 
a d j u s r m e n t s t o t h e n a ~ ~ ~ ~ e d s a r d ~ y a  Thiswillbe 
compiled into the T i  One F i  Environmental Impact 
Statement (FEIS) which will be made avPiWe to the 
pubGcforatlaa30dayk NotiaoftbeFEISadabiIiy 
willbelinedintheFedcraandTery Registasandwill 
be posted on the TTC website 

date For this owion, the landowner will be ~d a fee 
and f o p  addi&nal dcvdopmcnt on the &pq. If 
TYDOT chooses to buy the land, theIandowna would 
be paid an additional sum based on the fair market value 
o f ~ p m p e r t y .  

Tmnma - A two-phased environmental process 
allowed under the National Environmental Policy Act 
that is typically used for large-sule projeccb 'Ihe Tier 

 One study addressed broad issues. E e r  Two studies 
focus on individual projects and the site-specific 
mvironmenal impacts. 

STUDY AUBA - ktablisbed in 2004, the 77-couny 
a r a  delineated for the DEIS to evaluate anddetmnlre 
the most Reasonable Conidor Alternatives tha~ met 
the TTC-35 need and purpose. 

MODALTRANSITION ZONES - h t o  bestudied 
in T i  Two that will fow on how lody-developed 
mnsportwion fadides within these wnes could be 
incorporated into aTTC-35 fidity(iea) in cooperation 
with elecad ofhc*ls and p L n n i  organiutions. 

POTENTIAL CONNBCRON %NEE -Areas to be 
studied in Tier Two that will focus on the ba t  way to 
connect to existing or future border facilities should 
TTC-35 advance to Tier Two environmental processrs. 
In the DEIS, the connections wnes are in C n i n d e ,  
Sherman-Denison and Laredo. 

~ N A B L B C ~ R I U D O ~ A L T B R N ~  (RCA) - 
For TTC-35, there are 12 reasonable alternatives 
that were developed fiom 180 prdiminaw corridor 
alternatives that A d d  best meer b e  need +dd purpose 
of the ~ r o i e n  'Ihese 12 RCAa and the No A ~ o n  
~ l t e r n k ~ e  were evaluated in d d  in the DEIS. 

RECOMMENDED P R E P E ~ ~ ~ D  ALTERNATIVE - 
' Ihc alternative recommended in the DEIS as the 
preferred corridor (narrowed study area) for future 
studv for TTC-35 that oumerformed all orher 
alnrktives based on the enviroAmental, planning and 
q h c c h g ,  and a f f i c  uulyscs. 

I 
TheTiiOaeFEISisapectedtobe 
compled by winm 2006. 

N ~ ~ t h e T i O n e F E I S w i U b
submitted m FHWA Tor a dwision 
The FHWA imv issue a Reoord of 

T i  Two en- &es c o d  
Lugb as TTG35 pmjsas for roads. 
nilanduditicsareidenti6edbePedon 
r m q o m t b n n d .  

e

Right of way for TTC-35 will be 
q u i d  in the same way its +
T o r d o t h e r d .  'Ihcrewillbean 

r i d m ~ ~ c  -  
i&ptmdmt appmid an offer and opportunity for 
negotiation, and the same due pmcess rights to a jury 
trial if the property owner is not satisfied with the 
TxDOT o&r. 

Since the completion of rhe Tier One studv does not 
iden@ n 6ndkure alignment, ri&t of wag ;Stisition 
nor condemnation a n  be wrhorised The onlv form of 
property acquisition d e  at fhe condusioh of Tier 
One is a purchase option TxDOT may only enm into 
a ourchase omion with a willin. - landowna 

r WHAT IS A PURCHASB OPTION? 

To preserve future mnsportation corridors, TxDOT 
mag enter into an agrwnk~t  with a willing landowner 
for an option m purchase the property at a future 

Contact the TTC-35 Project 
Toll-Free: 1-877-872-6789 
Webslte: www.keeptexasrnoving.org 
U.S. Matl: TTC-35 

P.O. Box 14707 
Austin. TX 78761-4707 

I To be included in ehe o$cial record oftbepublic meetingpmcus, wmmcntr must bclrceived by A n p r  21, UHK 
- - 









This fdlowing is r list of stat~s that c~rreatly aut$mk 3Ps along with the scatntwy 
refamce and a briefeommmtwy on the provisions. Mote that, even thou& &ese states 
have lawa maWng 3Ps. they me in varying &@A% of imphmtation wifh some never 
having exmined 3B pmjeus (Utah) to SOBE &at hsve 3P projects opm to aaffic wib 
many yms of opedon atready pagsed ( V i a ) .  

Areadiag of these s m e s  provides insight into bow saw have adopted legislatian to 
8;evGm the 3P fmw3s. mi slunuwy atso evihCBs an moilrtfon as the Iwces&ics of 
3% become bettea defined. 

The Alabama DOT and County Comnissions are tutbbd to license "any hdividna4 p u p  of 
individuals, ~~, woorporation, association, or any other legal entity to establish or to opmte 
toll roads, toll bridges, fenies, or causeways." Three toll bridges are privately owned, firmcat and 
operated by United Ton System: Emeraki Mountain Expnssway, Alabama Riva Parkway, and 
Black Mountain Parkway. A fourth toll facility is the Poky Beach Express, owned and operated by 
the Baldwin County Bridge Canpany. 

&Me: Section Ig.75.011 tW@ 18315m 

The &ik Arm Bridge and Ton Authority Act was amended m 2006 by HB 471 to allow the Mty to 
be finaaced designed, constmted, maintained, andlor operated under a public private parmeship 
arrangemar This ineludes i w m h g  indebtedness. The Authority is granted the exclusive power to 
detemim and fix fees, rents, tolls, rates, and o b r  charges. 

Statute: Sections 28-7701 to 2&7758 

Originally passed in the early 1990s. ADOT is a u t h d  to solicit and accept mlicited pmpcsals 
for the -gn, comtruction, and operation of manqortation facilities by private entities. A very 
comprehensive statute originally adopted d&g the first round of traasportalion 3Ps in the late 1980s. 
early 1990s. The s m t e  has been amended sevesal tims since i ts initial passage. Since its passage 
t h e  have been six or seven solicited and/ or unsolicited toll road proposals submitted to ADOT. 
None have been successfut 



Stamla Chapter 32, Secdbn 143 (arrYbdl#JzyWlbbwm 

Effective May 2006 to January 3312, California's law regarding 3P for Imqomion was %mended to 
allow CalTrans, when working jointly witb regional tamponation agencies, to en& into 
compnhmive development lease agmments with public and private entities, or co&a of those 
entities, for certain tcmqmtation projects that may charge cewin users of bose project8 tolls and usa 
fees. Private sector proposals can be either solicited or unsolicited. These new provisions are subject 
to several specific terms and rqukements, including a hitation to fonr total projects (two in 
Northern California and two in Southern California). 

All lease agreem%nts or concessions negotiated with alTm and regional a&* to be subject to 
approval by state legislame. Additionally, lease agreement6 or umesiclls win establish specific toll 
rates. Existing free (general pwpose) lanes cannot be converted to tolled facilities. Another anomaly 
of the law is that tmck only toll lanes and passenger high occupancy toll lanes are both authorized in 
one clause but another clause states that tolls cannot be charged on vehicles with less than three. axle 
vehicles. 

Statute: Tie 43-3-202 to 43.3-322 

The statutes authorize CDOT to enter into 3Ps for the development of new turnpike.% plus the 
modemidon and improvement of existing bmpikes. These states provide for bob public and 
private ownership of mmpikes, while allowing 3Ps to be used under born scenarios. While the statnte 
does not explicitly address p m ~ t  process, language w-ithin stawe does suggest both solicited 
and unsolicited pmposak. In 1999 the legislame passed legislath quiring CDOT to solic'~t 
proposals for the conversion of HOV lanes into HOT lanes. CDOT is m t l y  implementing the 
conversion of HOV Ianu on 1-25 north of Denver to HOT lanes under a ElIWA Value Wing Grant 
This work i s  being undertaken by the Colorado Tolling Enterprise. 

Colorado Tolling Enterprke is the entity established within CDOT by the State Legislame to develop, 
impkmnt, and administer a statewide toll network in 2002. CTB has broad powers to design, build, 
finance, and operate toll facilities within Colorado, including the explicit aumaity to pursue 3P 
projects p w m t  to the 1995 Public Private IniWves Act, and its expressed authority to be the 
sponsoring entity for non-profit corporations wishing to issue. debt to &mce 3Ps. 



Amended in UXn, this amendment a u t h o h  DelDOT to accept both solicited and undicited 
proposals for 3P projects for new and existing cmsportation facilities. The new legisWn establishes 
a Public-Private Initiatives Program Revolving Laan Fund that can either lend money directly to a 
project for 80thoIid purposes, including to sludy feasibility, and to provide guarantees for project 
bonds. 

Passed in early 1990s. this statute autho- FDOT to accept both solicited and unsolicited pmposals. 
As originally passed, this statute required separate legislarive approval for each project. In 2004, the 
statutes were amended to eliminate the requirement f a  lwa t ive  appmval of each project 3P 
authority was also extencbed to tbe State's various toll authorities. At the time of passage, it was 
thought that this requirement would prove to be pmhibiive and that the private sector would not 
pursue 3P projects in Florida It is not clear whether this has subsequently held m e  since a number of 
small ton authorities have been cteated by rhe legislature since the passage of this statute. 

Salute: Cade Sectbns 32-2-78 through 32-2-80 

Passed in 2003, this statute autbaizes GDOT to accept only unsolicited 3P applications. Guidelines 
were adopted on November 30,2003. The statutes were subsequently amended to a d h s  procedural 
deficiencies in the initial legislation. These changes included a provision for a letm of intent to 
negotiate, extended periods for competing proposals, and a mom defined appmval process. 

Amendments in 2005 also included the ability of GDOT to solicit for private sector proposals, the 
creation of a 63-20 corporation, and specifications on the contkknliality of private proposals. 

HB 1008 became law in March 2006, amending the current laws concernkg toll mads and tollways 
and adding new provisions to authorize the Indiana Finance Authority to enter into public-private 
agreements with private entities concerning toll mad projects; and INDOT to enter into agreements 
with operators concerning tollway projects, roads, and bridges. 

The new law also imposes certain conditions on the ability of the authority to enter inw a pub* 
private agreement after August 1, 2006, if the agmment would authorize the imposition of to&. 
Public-private agmmmt may concern any combination of the planning, acqukitiisition, construction, 
improvemznt extension, operation, repair, maintenance, and financing of projects. Public-private 
agreements are subject to the appmval of the governor after review by the budget committee. 



StadUte: 

I Louisiana 

RS 48m7 and RS 48:ZW 

Authorizes private entities to own. d e s i i  hnm, consuuct, maintain, and opetate tollways ar well 
as cseares the Louisiana Tranqmtation Aumonity, which urn enter into conmc~~ wim pblic and 
private en?ities to do the same. 

The state's Tmqmtation F'nblic Private Partnership Program anthorim the Maryland Transpdon 
Auth- to enter into agreemmts with private endties to acquire, finance, construct, or operate a new 
Inimportation facility, or complete a reWUation M expansion of an existing mqmmtion facility. 
Roads and bridges are not incladed in the statutory definition of traqmtniion facility; the program is 
only applicable to ports, airports, railroads, and uadit facilities. Marylend statutes give MdTA broad 
powers to execute its duties, which c o d  be interpreted to provide tacit authority to enter into 3Ps 

This l w o n  authorize8 a dedgn/buiWbndmsintain d e c t  for the expansion of Roase 3 Nolth 
from Woroestcr to the New HampMre line. Ihe statute @e the use of tolls. The pmjeu is a 
seWleasebaa with the Common& AwaFded to a Modem ConthentdURS team, the NTP was 
issued on Angust 17,2000 with a 42-manth schedule. Initially established as project specifiic legislation. 
fh statate required the ~ w a p  to reput to the legislature about pmmmmt effectiveness and 
recommendexteodingfhprocesstootherprojects. 

Statute: Chspter 160.84 ta 160.83 

The statute authorim MnDOT, wmty boards, ami town boards to enter into 3P ageemen& with 
public eniirh. However the DOT Commissioner has to appve  the final agmment Prior to the 
exemtion of a development project, every governing body through which the proposed project passes 
has 30 days to veto the project Three proposals were submitted in the 1990s. None were s u d  
due to fh local veto. Witbin 1 s t  two years, new section 160.93 was added authorizing HOT lams. 



On December 1,2003 a team of Ames Coasrmction, Wilbur Smith, and Cafiroute was awarded a 
HOT lanes project on 1-394 in the Minneapolis area. 

Statut~: B1@er238; Seotkm 238.300 thracrgh 238.367; Chapter 227.B00 thiwgh 227.689 

These stamtes allow three or wne natmal persons who are 
registexed voters within the state to submit proposals for the &on of a non-profit trantranspoon 
corporation to the Highway and Tmspotta!ion Commissim These are project specifu: corporations 
aud appear to require a detailed plan for the project B is believed that a cmp!e of 3P projects have 
been done under this statu!e, wwt notably the Lake of the Ozadrs Toll Bridge. htemthgly, !here 
does not appear to be a mechanism within the law for competing proposals. Any ptivate entity may 
propose a partnership agreement to fmance, develop adand/or operate a toll bridge to connect the City of 
St Louis wirh the state of Il.lhoiF. The Missouri Highways aud Transportation Commission has the 
authority to approve sud an agreement upon a compatitive pmcnrement process using cri- 
including the potential private parmer's preliminary estimate of project cost aud its h & g  plan and 
the pmposed plans for developing andlor opexating the project. 

SlaMB: NRS Chapter 338 and Sedton 408 

These two sections authodzc the submittal of proposals for transportation facilities to a "pblic body" 
( W o n  338) or to NDOT (Section 408). Tmpottation fadlitis are defined as "... a road, f a h a d ,  
bridge, hmnel, overpass, airpon, mss6 transit fadlity, parking facility..." Both statutes explicitly 
exclude toll bridges and toll mads from the deikifhn of fmqmtation facii. 

These statutes wen passed last session aud appea~ to be targeted for mas transit facilities. 

--r Jemy 

SWuW Chapter 27.1 Dl to 27.10-9 

OrigWly passed in 1997, this statutes auiho~&~ N M  to solicit seven transportation projects to 
act as " ~ e a t i m "  projects within the fust five yeas aRer the legislation's enacrment. 

This statme does not authorize unsolicited proposals. To date, it appears that no projects have been 
undertaken pursuant to this auttdmion. It also appears that though the statute is still on the books, it 
may be ineffective since the five year period for the demonstration projects has expired 



Legislati011 creating the North Carolina Tmnpike Authority was passed in 2002 The A u t h w  has the 
abitity to cxmmwt and operate up to three turnpike projects. Itl additim, the Authority can undertake 
pretiminary e n g i a e g  on an additional three projects, but cannot move to design and mmmctb 
withom fuaher legislative authority. 

The language concecdng 3P is somewbat ambiguws. It authorizes the Authority to enter into 
pamesMg agreements with public subdivisions and private entities, however, the language may 
mhict these agmments to fmancing only. 

Statute: ORS 387.015 and 367.080 

Legislation was passed in 2003 creating the Oregon Innovative Parlnexhips Program. Under U s  
legislation. ODOT can either solicit or arm@ uuwlicited propods for trauspor~ion projaXs fmm 
private artities. In addition, the legislation created the. State Tramportation Emerprise Fund to act as a 
revolving fund to assist in financing 3Ps. 

The legidation also authorizes use of the Oregon Transportafion Infrastructm Fund to provide 
gumantees fur 3P projects. ODOT drafted rules in late 2004. 

This one paragraph section authnizes SCDOT to enter into 3P apemaits with public and private 
entities. This section does not allow for uaw)licited propods. To date two projects have been done 
pursuant to this stawe - the Conway Bypass and the Southem Comecus. 

First proposed in 2001 by Governor Peny, the TransTexas Conidor Plan involves the creation of 
1,200 foot wide tranqomtkx axtidm with limited sccess roadways, bah passenger and freight 
high-speed rails, commuter rail, and a dedicated utility zone. The plan encompasses approximately 
4,000 miles and is estimated to cost between $145 and $183 binion over the next 20 plns years. The 
plan designates four priority wnidors. 



In 2003 the state legislame passed omnibus legislation to facilitate the implemntation of the 
TransTexas Corridor Plan The islplementa?ion plan relies heavily on the private sector for 
developmental and fmancing expedw. This mega-legislation provides for solicited and unsolicited 
proposals to Regional Mobility Authorities, the Texas Tumpike Authority, and the Texas Department 
of Tmqmalion The legislation aamO&x very broad ranging developmental agreements that 
provide the private sects with extensive disaetion 

In uX)5 Texas amended its legislafion to pmvide local entities greater panicipation in 3P projects. 
These amendments also allow local entities to utilize gas tax revenues to redm or eliminate tolls. 
Also in 2005, HI3 2702 added proteetiions for local properly owners and mured that existing toll-free 
~ p o I ? a d o n  f%cilities cannot be toned. 

Statute Chapter 72-&118 and 72-2-120; 72-2-201 thmugh 72-2-2a6 

The Utah stace stahltes authorize the Depammrit of Transportatirm, with approval of the 
Trampartation Commission, to enter into public-private partnerships for tollway facilities. The 
depattment and the mmmisdon may accept solicited and unsolicited proposals. The new laws require 
the depammt to engage outside counsel and c0asWts  for advice on developing d e s  and 
@Mines for public-private partnerships and for evaluating the risLs of a tollway development 
- t p r o m  

Toll ram for 3P projects must be estab- in the tollway development agreement Utah DOT must 
submit reports to the legislnttue on the status and p r o m  of 3P tollways. 

Slatute: Title 5&556 thmugh !Xi-575 and 33.1-6&4 

Since its passage in 1996, Virginia's PFTA has fostered the most ,mccesful3P program in the 
country. The PPIA has also served as the model for other 3P legislation arodnd the country. 
Amedments passed in 2005 incorporate three dg&amt cmcepts. The inmducth of an Interim 
Agreement includes the recognition of the role of a develop in the 3P process. To date stamtes have 
bem written specifically requiring the private sector to acquire, desii,  cwmrmct, fhfu~ce, and operate 
a proposed project While these are integral parts of a 3P, it is by no means a comprehensive list of 
tasks. The use of the u m b a  word "develop" recognizes that the 3P process is a much greater effort 
and that cdficadon of a complete list of required tasks is impractical The tbird major concept is the 
aclrnowledgement that the prc& of develo$ng a 3P project has value and the private sector needs to 
be mwemawl for its efforts when 3P projects are successful. =TW authmhs the payment - of a 
'teasonable development fee" for the pri<& seetor's risk in wvinga project fmard. 

Unda the authority of a multi-state ''Compact Commission:' the Commonwealth may enter into 
agmements with a private entity to fh, revise., and collect a schedule of toll rates to provide for the 
design, acqaisiton, comm&m, recomr~~~tion, operation, and maintenance of any Interstate project 
undmaken by the signatory states. This law was passed primarily for the purpose of to&g pknned 



expansions to I-95 in Virginia and North Carolina, but the law does not place limitations on the 
location of other possible public private partnership projects.  

Washington

Statute: RCW 47.46.010 to RCW 47.46.900

Passed in 1993, this authorized WsDOT to solicit 3P proposals for up to six projects. Six projects were 
awarded. Subsequent legislative actions created a cumbersome public approval or advisory process 
that resulted in five of the projects being withdrawn. The remaining project, Bechtel’s Tacoma 
Narrows Bridge Project, was issued on September 25, 2002.  

In 2005, Washington passed three pieces of 3P legislation. HB 1864 amends the existing 3P statutes to 
require citizens review committees to consider such items as a) discounts for frequent users, electronic 
transponder users, senior citizens, and students; b) lowering tolls versus early debt retirement; and c) 
variable pricing. HB 1179 authorizes WsDOT to undertake a high- occupancy toll lane project on SR 
167. Though the HOT lanes will not be done as a 3P, it will open the door for other potential HOT 
lane projects within the state. 

The most significant piece of 3P legislation passed by Washington in 2005 is HB 1541, which creates 
the Transportation Innovative Partnerships Program. It is designed to replace the existing statute once 
the Tacoma-Narrows Bridge is completed. The changes adopted under this new act include making 
the Transportation Commission the lead entity for 3Ps, authorizing the acceptance of unsolicited 
proposals, allowing the state to participate financially in 3Ps, and greatly streamlining 3Ps public 
participation requirements.

Wisconsin

Statute: Section 84.01(30)

1997 statute authorizes the use of build-operate-lease or transfer agreements for transportation 
projects. Does not authorize tolls, nor does it authorize unsolicited proposals. To date no projects have 
been initiated pursuant to this statute. 


